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Saint John, NB /Saint-Jean (N.-B.)
--- Upon resuming on Wednesday, May 11, 2022
at 8:00 a.m. / L'audience reprend le
mercredi 11 mai 2022 à 8 h 00

Opening Remarks

THE PRESIDENT:

Good morning and welcome

to the continuation of the public hearing of the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission.

Welcome also to those joining

us remotely.
My name is Rumina Velshi.

I am the

President of the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission.
For those of you who were not here
yesterday, I will begin by introducing the Members of the
Commission that are with us for this public hearing.
To my right is Dr. Sandor Demeter, and to
my left are Mr. Randall Kahgee and Dr. Tim Berube.
Ms. Lisa Thiele, Senior General Counsel to
the Commission, is joining us remotely, and Mr. Denis
Saumure, Commission Registrar, is with us on the podium
today.
I will turn the floor to Mr. Saumure for a
few opening remarks.
Denis...?
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M. SAUMURE : Bonjour, Mesdames et
Messieurs.

Welcome to the continuation of the public

hearing on the application by New Brunswick Power for the
renewal of the licence for the Point Lepreau Nuclear
Generating Station.
During today's business we have
simultaneous interpretation.
channel 6.

The English version is on

La version française est au poste 5.

Please

keep the pace of your speech relatively slow so that the
interpreters have a chance to keep up.
L'audience est enregistrée et transcrite
textuellement.

Les transcriptions se font dans l'une ou

l'autre des langues officielles, compte tenu de la langue
utilisée par le participant à l'audience publique.

The

transcript of the hearing will be available on the CNSC
website in about two weeks.
To make the transcripts as meaningful as
possible, we would ask everyone to identify themselves
before speaking.
I would also like to note that this
hearing is being video webcast live and that the hearing is
also archived on our website for a three-month period after
the closure of the hearing.
As usual, the President will be
coordinating the questions.

For the participants joining
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on Zoom, to avoid having two people talking at the same
time during the question period, please use the "Raise
Hand" function if you wish to provide an answer or add a
comment.
As a courtesy to others in the room,
please silence your cell phones and other electronic
devices.
Please note where the emergency exits are.
The bathrooms are located across the hall to your right.
As mentioned yesterday, we have in place
for our hearing public health measures that align with the
federal public health and safety directives on COVID-19
requirements.
The health and safety of all participants
and of our staff is our priority.

As such, and in

accordance with the federal public health and safety
directives, all participants in the public hearing room are
required to wear a mask while in the hearing room, except
when presenting.

Masks are available at the back of the

hearing room.
We also urge you to practice physical
distancing and wash your hands frequently.

These measures

are very effective to avoid getting or spreading COVID-19.
We appreciate and are thankful for everybody's cooperation.
Yesterday we heard the presentations by NB
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Power, CNSC staff and 21 intervenors.
Fifteen intervenors are scheduled to
present orally today.

Ten minutes are allocated for each

presentation, with the Commission Members having the
opportunity to ask questions after each presentation.
To help you in managing your time, a timer
system is being used.

The light will turn yellow when

there is one minute left and turn red at the 10-minute
mark.
The break for lunch will be from 12:30 to
1:30.

There will also be health breaks in the morning and

in the afternoon.

There is no evening session today.
Your key contact persons are Ms. Louise

Levert and Ms. Julie Bouchard from the Registry staff and
you can see them at the back of the room.
Madame Velshi, présidente et première
dirigeante de la CCSN, présidera cette audience.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you, Denis.

Before we get started with our
presentations today, I understand that New Brunswick Power
has some updates to provide to some responses made
yesterday.
So, over to you.
MR. NOUWENS:
record.

Thank you.

Jason Nouwens, for the

Yes, we appreciate that opportunity.
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I will turn it over to Andrea McGathey.
MS. McGATHEY:

Thank you, Jason.

Good morning.

Andrea McGathey, for the

record.
President Velshi and Members of the
Commission, we would like to clarify information provided
last evening regarding the losses associated with the
impingement and entrainment at Point Lepreau.
The units of measure were incorrectly
communicated as megatons and they are to be metric tonnes.
My apologies, it was late in the day.
So just to reiterate, the overall loss
associated with impingement and entrainment is 58 metric
tonnes.

To put this into some perspective, the losses for

Atlantic herring, .7 metric tonnes compared to landed catch
data from DFO 2014, 31,500 metric tonnes.

So that

translates into less than .1 percent being lost as a result
of the operation of the CCW system at Lepreau.
THE PRESIDENT:
clarification.

Thank you.

Thank you for that

And as was mentioned yesterday, we will be

discussing this further today, hopefully when DFO is also
online.
So we will start with our first
presentation today, which is by the New Brunswick Emergency
Measures Organization, as outlined in CMDs 22-H2.230,
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22-H2.230A and 22-H2.230B.
Mr. Greg MacCallum will be presenting.
The floor is yours.

CMD 22-H2.230/22-H2.230A/22-H2.230B
Oral presentation by the
New Brunswick Emergency Measures Organization

MR. MacCALLUM:

Thank you.

Good morning, President Velshi, Members of
the Commission, and welcome to New Brunswick.
For the record, my name is Greg MacCallum,
the Director of New Brunswick Emergency Measures
Organization, and I am joined this morning by Roger
Shepard, who is the New Brunswick Emergency Measures
Organization's Manager of Nuclear Planning and
Preparedness.
The intent of my presentation this
morning, as depicted on this slide, is to describe the
current arrangements within New Brunswick to prevent and
mitigate offsite impacts and ensure an effective response
to and recovery from a nuclear emergency.
Now, I should explain that the New
Brunswick Emergency Measures Organization does not deal
exclusively with matters of nuclear threats or concerns, we
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are an all-hazard emergency management organization and are
much more familiar with natural disasters than we are with
any concerns with regard to things nuclear.
For my presentation I will briefly touch
on the following outline points.

I will talk a bit about

our program design, how it is governed, our infrastructure,
our approach to training and exercises, public awareness
and education, and I will make some concluding comments.
I will start with the inevitable
organization chart.

This really is to depict the

architecture that is applicable to our arrangements with NB
Power, but it is really representative of our approach to
emergency management writ large no matter what the threat
might be.
So applicable to our Nuclear Emergency
Program, as in every instance, every type of event, we
contemplate and plan for well before anything might happen.
Prevention and mitigation as one of the
four pillars you see at the bottom of this slide, pillars
of emergency management.

Prevention and mitigation of

course is paramount and what we are all about.
In terms of preparedness, this is about
thorough planning, policy adherence and, as I mentioned, a
rigorous training and exercise program to maintain
capabilities, as well as an active public information and
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awareness program.
In the response phase of any emergency, we
organize ourselves in accordance with a body of doctrine
referred to as the Incident Command System, a scalable
system essentially organizing all staff effort along
functional lines, and it is an agile system where you can
deal with a single event or applicably you can also assign
and enlarge the structure being scalable for concurrent
events that might be happening.
Most recently of course this was
particularly important.

As we are managing our way through

a pandemic, we made the conscious decision to still
exercise the planning for our nuclear contingency as well,
and that, to prove the point about concurrent capability.
Historically our response has been, as I
mentioned, primarily to do with natural events.

Flooding

is very common in New Brunswick and we certainly have a
long history of dealing with other issues such as ice
storms, et cetera.
Interoperability is key to response and I
will speak a little bit more about that as we go forward.
Recovery.

We have exercise recovery and

we have planned in collaboration with NB Power about the
implications of recovering from a nuclear emergency as
well.
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From a program design point of view, we
are committed to rigour, transparency and continual
improvement in all aspects of our program.
Our program conforms to international
norms for program management, including executive
accountability.
We have made significant investments in
our capabilities and we have the commitment from NB Power,
as our partner, specific to the nuclear capabilities we
have.
From a governance point of view, our
Minister, the Minister of Public Safety, is ultimately the
authority for emergency response and we have, as you can
see depicted here, a Deputy Minister's Committee, an
Assistant Deputy Minister's Committee, and specific to this
contingency a joint committee between NB Power and our
department as a Steering Committee.
Across the bottom you see those things
that mainly preoccupy their direction and strategic
direction to us.
From a governance point of view,
everything we do, we derive our authority from the
Emergency Measures Act.
I have touched on the governance
structure.
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Performance management.
we scrutinize during and after an event.
evaluate our own performance.

Everything we do
Internally we

For large events there is a

mandated requirement for independent external evaluations.
Those result in improvement plans which are accountable to
our Cabinet and of course to our public.
Our program is in accordance with CSA
standards and it is a continual improvement program, the
basis for critical assessment and corrective actions.
Lessons learned from our exercises and our
operations are always taken note of and actioned upon.
Our AAR process ensures deficiencies are
addressed.
We scrutinize and abide by and are in
compliance with policies that emanate from the
International Atomic Energy Agency in the form of technical
guidance, of course, from this Commission, the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission and Health Canada's guidance.
We have participated in a very successful
emergency preparedness review conducted by the IAEA in 2019
and have an action plan to address their recommendations
that emanated from their report.
We do have our provincial offsite
emergency plan and that is annually updated and it is a
public facing document in both official languages.
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Our communications to the public are in
accordance with our Emergency Public Information Plan
documentation.
From a capabilities point of view, we have
a tremendously capable Trunked Mobile Radio System.

We

make use of, of course, the wireless infrastructure in the
province.

Our Operation Centre uses the Sentinel system as

our information base.

We have public alerting

capabilities.
For situational awareness and decision
support, Health Canada has provided us direct access to the
ARGOS system, as indicated here.

Here, from the plant, of

course radiological assessment is available to informed
decision-making at our level.
Our public warning systems, one of which
is being actually tested today, the Everbridge Aware
system.

Our National Public Alerting System is available

to us for broadcast intrusive alerting.

And we have the

Warden Service, which I know you have heard of before.
As one would expect, we have Emergency
Operations Centres in all relevant locations, the
provincial one in Fredericton, here in the Saint John
region and in St. George, and we have the municipal one in
Saint John here as well.

The Federal Coordination Centre

is in Fredericton as well and the offsite centre here in
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St. George, or nearby.
I have touched on communications already.
I will briefly speak to the exercise and
training regime we follow.
Last fall Exercise Synergy Challenge was
initiated by a cyber incident and, as you can see,
significant participation of all levels of government, the
utility of course and other external agencies.

We

validated all aspects of our onsite and offsite plans, and
we did all this in a COVID environment, operating hybridly,
making maximum use of the ability to work remotely or
virtually as necessary.

It was a successful exercise.

Our training is ongoing.

It is a

five-year training program, cyclical and progressive, from
individual to collective, with drills, tabletop exercises
and validation exercises.

All members of staff undertake a

continuous regime of training.
We have a longstanding arrangement with NB
Power with regard to public awareness and education, and,
as you can see, it is a long list of things that we
collaborate on.
We are integrated and our Warden Service
is very much a part of that.
We of course are supportive of NB Power's
communication and outreach activities and we conduct our
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own.
The demographic survey database is up to
date and is available for decision support.
A KI distribution program has been
recently concluded to refresh everybody's holdings of that.
And we have lots of alerting systems.
So in conclusion, we consider -- and it
isn't simply our opinion, it has been observed as such -that this is a world-class program we have here in New
Brunswick and we are very proud of it.

We are very proud

of our relationship between NBEMO and the utility NB Power,
specifically the folks at Point Lepreau.

This is a

longstanding and well-established relationship.

We are, as

they are, compliant with international norms and the
regulatory requirements, and both camps in this
relationship are fixated on continual improvement and
dedicated to excellence.
That concludes my presentation and we will
happily take any questions that may arise.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Thank you very much for

the presentation.
Let me open the floor for questions and we
will start with Dr. Demeter, please.
MEMBER DEMETER:
for the presentation.

Thank you, Mr. MacCallum,
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I have a number of questions, but I will
start with the organizational question.
The next presenter will be the New
Brunswick Health Emergencies Operation Centre, but on none
of your org charts or your presentation could I find sort
of what is the link between your organization and the
emergency response from the health sector.

Where do they

fit in and how do you communicate?
MR. MacCALLUM:

Thank you for the

question, sir.
For the record, Greg MacCallum.
The Provincial Emergency Operations Centre
is the realm of NBEMO.

The Health Emergency Operations

Centre -- and the next speaker Carolyn Galvin will speak to
this -- is also located in Fredericton.
Liaison Officers.

We exchange

We communicate on a constant basis.

We

are simply not co-located, but we work in very close
collaboration.
One could argue that maybe they should be
co-located.

One of the observations during the pandemic

was that perhaps in the future that might be a
consideration.

It was simply an infrastructure constraint

from the beginning here because they have been two separate
entities for some time now.

However, they are only

separate from a physical perspective.

We are very much
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conjoined with regard to a comparable concept of operating
as operation centres.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Do you have members of

each organization physically sit at the table during a
crisis so that they can feed into -- it could be social
services, it could be health, it could be recovery with Red
Cross, but from the health, is there someone physically
there and someone from your site at their table?
MR. MacCALLUM:

Yes, sir.

Greg MacCallum.
Yes, sir.

In the Provincial Emergency

Operations Centre when it is fully activated there are
representatives from every government department, from the
first responders, from supporting agencies, from NB Power
certainly, and other industrial as applicable that may be
implicated in disaster response, and one of those
government departments that is represented in the
Provincial Operations Centre, of which I am the Chairman,
one of the representatives of course is from the Department
of Health.

And relevant to really what the issue of the

day is, there may be more than one representative from a
department such as Health.

There may be someone from

Health, there may be someone from Public Health as well.
The Chief Medical Officer of Health herself or her
designate, certainly when it comes to dealing with a
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nuclear issue, is very much embedded in that organization.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Thank you.

my other questions until next round.
THE PRESIDENT:

I will save

Thank you.

Okay.

Mr. Kahgee...?
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Good morning.

MR. MacCALLUM:

Good morning, sir.

MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you very much for

your presentation.
Just a follow-up question.

You talked

about one of the critical aspects of your program is being
able to evolve and make changes to your programs and you
talked about the 2021 Synergy Challenge.

Can you share

with us what some of the lessons learned from that exercise
were?
MR. MacCALLUM:

Well, I will start perhaps

talking a little bit about the conduct of the exercise
itself.
First of all, from a planning point of
view, by virtue of the type of exercise it was, it was a
joint planning effort between us and NB Power and each in
turn identify their training objectives.

That was done and

implicitly each major government department that was going
to be a player in the exercise and other entities
identified their training objectives.
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Now, we are a strong proponent in NBEMO of
stressing and challenging ourselves.

I have a simple

philosophy that your reach should always exceed your grasp
by a bit here in terms of continual improvement.

So the

exercise was designed to do something we hadn't done before
and that was to initiate it with a cyber event and that
would exercise some other players that heretofore hadn't
been involved in the nuclear exercises.
Our folks in our offices of communication
and intelligence and our folks in the security realm were
drawn into the exercise for the first day of it because
they wanted to really kick the tires with regard to their
concept of operations to respond to a cyber attack or a
cyber incident.

That enabled the exercise scenario design

to incorporate and ultimately lead to a scenario where you
would have a more traditional type nuclear exercise on the
second day.
Now, lessons were learned about cyber
response.

Some things were validated in terms of the

approaches that were taken on that.

That is not my realm,

but those particular individuals got great value out of the
exercise.
From an NBEMO point of view, in our
collaboration with the good folks at Point Lepreau, we
validated a lot of things we already knew from previous
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exercises:

the coordination, the communications, the

collaboration that takes place in terms of the technical
assessment group's ability to provide decision support,
inform the urgent protective actions process.

It gave us

the opportunity to try out some new kit and equipment that
we had acquired for communication purposes.

We took --

clearly, we'd take advantage of training opportunities for
some new folks.
And it's always a very stringent exercise
for our communications people.

The joint information

centre function, the public information process jointly
conceived between NB Power, ourselves, and Health, was
really stressed and practised in detail.
And again, we were validating things we
had done before.

For some people, it was essentially

another drill, because they were quite familiar with it.
But there's always lessons to learn and there's always
enhancements that we can make.
We've just been in receipt of the
after-action review, which was a very positive document for
both NB Power and for ourselves.

But we'll take note of

any of their recommendations and observations as well.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you very much.

Did NB Power have anything to add?
MR. NOUWENS:

Jason Nouwens, for the
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record.
I'll turn it over to Nick Reicker, our
manager of Regulatory Affairs and Emergency Planning, to
provide some additional details.
MR. REICKER:
question.

Thank you very much for the

Nick Reicker, for the record.
So as Mr. MacCallum mentioned, a

significant amount of learnings came from conducting a
full-scale exercise, especially in the climate that we just
did it, during the pandemic.
One of the key learnings was how we did it
using many methods, whether in person, using virtual
settings, and really tested and demonstrated those
communication interoperabilities between us and NB Power
and our response partners.
As Greg mentioned also that we exercised a
cyber security component, which was the first time we'd
done that at a full-scale exercise level, and allowed all
of the participating agencies to respond to that on day one
and allowed us then to look at what I would say a more
typical response to a radiological event focused on day
two.
But by sheer size, with 40 agencies,
approximately, who participated and over a thousand
individuals -- and it was the first federal priority
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exercise that was conducted by all levels of government.
So a significant amount of learnings from communications
and interoperability and allowed us from all of our
emergency response organizations on site to really bring
all those avenues together.
Did mention that our after-action report
is being finalized now, and where it is reflective of all
agencies coming together, it did take additional time to
bring that together.

But we are committed to a corrective

action plan to make sure that we look at all those
collective learnings and improve that as part of our
continuous improvement model moving ahead.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you.

THE PRESIDENT:

And maybe to get a

complete picture, does staff have anything they want to add
on this exercise and learnings?
DR. VIKTOROV:

Thank you.

Alex Viktorov,

for the record.
CNSC staff was involved in this exercise,
both locally and from Ottawa.

Again, it was an exercise

conducted during the conditions imposed by us by pandemic.
Nevertheless, we have adjusted our approaches and
contributed as appropriate to the regulator.
And I'll ask David Moroz, director of
Emergency Management Program, to provide details of our
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engagement.
MR. MOROZ:

Good morning.

David Moroz,

director of Emergency Management Programs at the CNSC, for
the record.
Thank you for that.

I would just add to

Dr. Viktorov's statement to indicate that that exercise
Synergy Challenge offered the CNSC the opportunity to have
its virtual emergency operation centre up and running.
worked well.

It

It demonstrated that we could do a virtual

emergency operation centre to monitor the exercise.

And I

would also reiterate what others have said to indicate that
this was the first time that we have used a cyber incident
to initiate an exercise.
As noted, we are still going through
lessons learned.

We did do an inspection associated with

the exercise, and there were no major findings of
consequence.

Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Dr. Berube?
MEMBER BERUBE:
welcome.

Yes, good morning and

A couple of questions relating to NBEMO.
My first question is, obviously, you have

a number of incidents that you respond to in a year.

A lot

of them you're going to have some forewarning in terms of
Environment Canada or something like this, so you get time
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to actually respond.

Say, for instance, an incident comes

where you don't have that pre-warning.

How long does it

take you to mobilize your system, get everybody on site and
ready to go?
MR. MacCALLUM:

Greg MacCallum, for the

record.
Thank you for that question because it's
actually often asked of me.

The concept of the New

Brunswick Emergency Measures Organization, first of all, we
have a regional footprint.
province.

We have 12 regions in the

So they're our eyes and ears on the ground.

we also maintain during silent hours a duty watch.

But

And

through the provincial mobile communications centre, he or
she can be reached on very short notice.
Activation time, my standard for being
able to go from, you know, essentially feet up and enjoying
a TV show to being activated in the provincial operations
centre is less than an hour.

But certainly that doesn't

mean that it takes an hour to get it activated.

It means

it takes us an hour to get everybody we need there.

But

certainly, the duty officer's responsibility is to open the
centre up and activate and notify within 15 minutes.

So

it's really a question of just travel to the operation
centre.
well.

And that's replicated at the regional level as
So response is quick.
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And with the advent of the ability to work
with apps on our phones and people often working remotely
anyway, we have hastened the pace that much more in terms
of responsiveness.
Now, we're not first responders.
from first responders.

We hear

That's usually our first source of

notification -- not exclusively, but often.

But we'll

hear, you know, sometimes from rather arcane, unusual
sources of an individual member of the public.
But we do have our events that are no
notice, very quick.

Usually and historically, it's been a

case of a train accident or a major hazardous materials
spill or an industrial fire/explosion, whatever it might
be.

And timeliness of response and activation is actually

very good.

And not surprisingly, the more of it you do,

the better you get at it.
MEMBER BERUBE:

Thanks for that.

And of

course, you're activated a number of times per year, I
would think, and so you have a very good understanding of
how to mobilize.
So one of the unique things about nuclear
potential incidents is if there's a nuclear radiation plume
that's emitted for whatever worst-case scenario.

And you

just don't know which way the wind's blowing that day.
don't have any control over this.

So some of your sites

You
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are fixed facilities.

Do you have an active tactical unit

that you can roll out, move around if you have to, to
actually handle a local emergency crisis-type situation?
MR. MacCALLUM:

Thank you for the

question, and that's an excellent question.

That

contingency is considered in our off-site planning.
I'm going to defer the question to Roger
Shepard, who is the manager of Planning, so he can speak in
more detail about that particular contingency.
MR. SHEPARD:

Thank you for the question.

Roger Shepard, for the record.
So it's an open-ended question, so I'll
answer it in this manner.

When there's a classification of

a radiation emergency from Point Lepreau, then we have
triggers based on if it's an alert, a site area radiation
emergency, or a general radiation emergency.
So the activation of provincial emergency
operation centres, regional emergency operation centres,
and all of the other preparedness for a site area radiation
emergency is a quick mobilization of preparedness where we
position resources to respond in case the emergency changes
from site area to a general emergency.
So we're still in the preparedness stage
and we'll occupy the off-site emergency operations centre
fully to level 3, man the provincial emergency operations
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centre, health emergency operations centre, the regional
emergency operations centres.

And we'll deploy monitoring

and decontamination centres on Highway 1.

We'll put

traffic control points on Route 780 to alert people going
towards the plant that there is a site area radiation
emergency, and we'll deploy the warden service to all 14
warden zones so that they're out in the community and
they're alerting the residents that there's been a site
area radiation emergency.
In conjunction with that, the Everbridge
mass notification system during a site area radiation
emergency classification would also notify all the
residents within 20 kilometres of the site area
classification and that they're to listen to the radio,
monitor the TV, listen to the warden service for further
directions.
MEMBER BERUBE:

Now let me extend, you

know, a couple of questions to NB Power.
One of the things that we've asked for in
the past is the ability to get data off site from the
reactor control room to a backup facility, and I know you
have one.

Now, does that data backup also include

providing a direct data stream to EMO?

And do you have

people embedded with EMO during an emergency in the event
that we have a plume heading your way towards your
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emergency backup centre?
MR. NOUWENS:

Jason Nouwens, for the

record.
That's an excellent question.

Before I

turn it over to Nick Reicker, I will just say we have a
very comprehensive integrated structure for emergency
response.

But Nick Reicker, our manager of Regulatory

Affairs and Emergency Preparedness, has very in-depth
knowledge of this area, so I'll turn it over to Nick to
provide more comments.
MR. REICKER:
question.

Thank you very much for the

Nick Reicker, for the record.
And our key priority is ensuring the

safety of our station, the staff, and the community during
any event that goes on.

And one key part of that is

ensuring that we have the ability to transmit and share
data as it relates to the plume or any radiological
releases which may go to the public and the environment.
So we do a couple different setups with
that.

We will monitor the on-site conditions and we

actively monitor for the meteorological data in the plume
direction.

And that advice is given continuously to NBEMO

to inform their basis for the off-site emergency plan.
We also have our off-site emergency
facility which is located in the town of Saint George,
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which is approximately 23 kilometres from the station.

And

it's intentionally at that zone where it puts us beyond our
detailed planning zone and outside of what the influence of
the plume would be.
So based on that, we will ensure that we
support with off-site radiological monitoring in field
surveys.

And that is also supported with NBEMO under the

Province of New Brunswick, to ensure that all that actual
field data is relayed back through the off-site centre into
the provincial emergency operations centre and the
technical advisory group for decision-making support with
protective action recommendations to the public.
So we continuously monitor.

We

continuously assess and feed that information through our
off-site centre directly into the Province of New
Brunswick.
MEMBER BERUBE:
top of that is:

And another question on

Is your off-site centre manned 24/7?
MR. REICKER:

Nick Reicker, for the

record.
Our off-site centre during an event would
be manned 24/7; however, it is not manned during normal
operations.

But very similar to NBEMO's mandate is we have

a recall and all of our emergency response organization
staff are on call to fill those responsibilities upon a
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declaration of an alert or site area emergency.

We will

ensure that those resources are assembled to that facility
and able to respond.
THE PRESIDENT:

As a result of the

pandemic, and I know there are lessons still being learned,
have you made any changes to your emergency plan and
particularly your public information plan?
MR. MacCALLUM:

Greg MacCallum, for the

record.
You're right; we are still in the process
of learning lessons.

And interestingly enough, you zeroed

in on communications here and public communications in
particular.

Very early on, that was identified as really

the centre of gravity of this was the maintenance of public
confidence in government and public confidence in the
response that was being mounted.

And that could only be

achieved through effective communication, ongoing sustained
communication which was of a magnitude and a challenge that
heretofore had not been experienced I don't think in any
jurisdiction, quite frankly.
So from an information and a public
awareness perspective, the communication challenge really
started to consume a fair amount of oxygen for the
executive counsel office of government, which is the
communications staff in particular.

They, as one would
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expect, evolved in their capabilities as the pandemic
progressed.

And the concept of a joint information

centre -- truly joint, inclusive of obviously the health
perspective, the government's perspective, public security
and safety perspectives -- all had to be really a study in
collaboration and had to be harmonized and synchronized.
So public health and the Department of
Health -- and Carolyn will speak more to this later -- they
had a proprietary plan for how they deal with that sort of
thing.
From an emergency management point of
view, we are in a supporting role.

But there are societal

implications to pandemic, and we found ourself doing some
atypical things.

We had to emplace border controls.

had to establish isolation sites.

We

My organization had to

run a warehouse, of all things, for PPE.

So there was some

learnings along the way, some lessons learned.

Some new

functions and capabilities had to be created.
Communications was one of the ones that,
although it existed, it had to be enhanced; it had to be
reinforced.

And that was part of the evolution through the

two-year pandemic experience.

It continues.

And in the Province of New Brunswick, the
decision has been taken by government that the Auditor
General's Office will conduct for full transparency and
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full feedback a full review of the provincial response, all
aspects of it, and all the lessons learned and the action
plans that will emanate from that.
This will be big.

This will be the

biggest undertaking I believe in a very forensic review of
government writ large that's been done in a very long time.
So yes.

Many lessons learned.

THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

We look

forward to that report when it gets issued.
MR. MacCALLUM:

As we will too.

THE PRESIDENT:

Dr. Demeter?

MEMBER DEMETER:

Thank you.

I wanted to shift gears a little bit and
look at based on your written intervention you talk about
preventive measures including a pre-distribution of KI
pills and mobile decontamination, improved sensors, so
forth.
But I'm interested in when you go beyond
the zone where you've already pre-distributed at the
individual level and you're dealing with stockpiling for
potential distribution during an event, I wanted to get a
sense of who's responsible for making the decisions to -where to stockpile, you know, one or more centres.

And how

do you physically get those pills to individuals perhaps
during an extreme weather event kind of thing?

What's the
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mechanics of that?

Who is on first, and who directs the

distribution, and how is it done?
MR. MacCALLUM:

Thank you for that

question.
And a key component of the prevention and
mitigation aspect is the KI distribution program.
been a longstanding program.

It's

It's been expanded with

recent developments and changes to the zones' dimensions.
And the person best positioned to speak to your question
specifically is Mr. Shepard, so I'll call on him to -- this
guy has all the numbers.
MR. SHEPARD:
record.

Roger Shepard, for the

Thank you for the question; we knew it was coming.
So we have an elaborate KI distribution

program here in New Brunswick.

So we do deliver door to

door potassium iodide tablets to every resident and every
business within 20 kilometres of the detailed planning
zone, including fishermen who request them for their
vessels.
Outside of that, we stockpile them in 16
other locations.

And they're sporadically spread around

out to 50 kilometres.

And some of those locations, for

example, in the east we have -- or sorry, in the west we
have Campobello Island, Grand Manan, Deer Island.

So those

require specific locations in those locations to have
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stockpiles.

Other locations are health clinics, RCMP

locations, off-site EOC, regional emergency operations
centres, and in the east at the Saint John Regional
Hospital, at the health department in downtown, and at the
regional emergency management coordinator's location.

We

also have an additional stockpile of a large number, over
50,000, that we hold at the off-site emergency operations
centre.
So I'll give you some context.

In 2019,

the total amount of potassium iodide that we held -- either
issued or held in stockpile was 65,000.

And currently

today, we hold over 160,000 with the increase of our
planning zones.
So our new tactical planning basis took us
from planning zones of four, 12, and 20 to four, 20, and
50.

So automatic action zone is four; detailed planning

zone is 20; contingency planning zone is 50, which brings
us into downtown Saint John.
So we had a meeting with -- all of the
municipalities were invited out to 50 kilometres on the 8th
of March.

We had an MS Teams meeting to say our

contingency zones have changed.
changed.

The risk to you has not

What has changed is that we will increase the

stockpile of potassium iodide tablets.

And if we have to

deliver them to you, we have the means to do it.
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And we have several means that we can
distribute potassium iodide tablets.

One is we have on our

website right now it's -- there's a fact sheet put on there
by New Brunswick Health.

It states that anyone who lives

with the 57-kilometre ingestion pathway zone can request
potassium iodide from NBEMO and we'll provide those
potassium iodide tablets either door delivery or mail.
And we keep a registry of all the KI pills
that we deliver.

And we do that because they have an

expiry date and they'll need to be topped up.

So we keep a

detailed list.
Several of the locations that are outside
of the 20 kilometres, the potassium iodide tablets are
packed in blister packs of 20 with instructions from the
Province, instructions from the manufacturer RadBlock.

And

they are packaged so that we can deliver them household to
household.
We also would have them stockpiled at
reception centres.

Anyone going through a reception centre

can access potassium iodide tablets.

Anyone going through

monitoring decontamination centre can access potassium
iodide tablets.

And the regional emergency operations

centres have 16,000 in the east and 8,000 in the west that
they can hand out.

That's without touching the 50,000 that

we have stockpiled at the off-site EOC.
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So we have taken a serious look at the
potassium iodide requirement and made sure that we have
sufficient quantities on hand.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Thank you.

Thank you,

that's good details and good lessons learned.
The one other question I have is, from a
communications point of view, where do the communications
funnel through, and who makes the final public
communication relative to shelter, relocate, evacuate, take
your KI pills?

Is that funnelled through you, so there's

one voice that puts out the message?

Where does that

funnel through?
MR. MacCALLUM:

Greg MacCallum, for the

record.
Those decisions and that direction that
you've described obviously are in what we consider to be
the response phase.

And the communications during the

response phase, there's multiple channels that we use.
First of all, we would use our public
alerting system to communicate this.

I had mentioned about

it being a broadcast intrusive capability here where
virtually everybody's cellphone, radio, television, iPad,
you know, they'll blow up with a message specifically the
text we want to communicate to the public.
mechanism.

That's one
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We have the Everbridge system we've talked
about, which can reach into virtually every household in
the 20-kilometre detailed planning zone.
But we also do as necessary and in the
event of a nuclear emergency we do media briefings.

I will

brief on the emergency management dimensions of what's
going on.

The chief medical officer of health, who

ultimately would be providing the recommendation about the
administration of KI pills, would participate in that same
briefing, as would our Minister of Public Safety, as would
a representative from the executive team at NB Power.
So this, of course, is echoed at the local
level by regional officials, municipal officials as well.
The public outreach, the information flow on emergency
public information, emanates through my provincial
Emergency Operations Center and instantaneous, if you like,
through the public alerting systems’ automated
capabilities.
But very quickly we also would convene -and let’s face it, it would be a declared emergency.

So,

we would convene a media availability to provide a fulsome
briefing on what exactly the situation is.
And it wouldn’t be a one-time thing; it
would be, of course, a programmed thing for the entire
duration of the operation.
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MEMBER DEMETER:
THE PRESIDENT:
hand up for a while.

Thank you very much.
Dr. Barker, you had your

I don’t know if you wanted to add

something to the discussion.
DR. BARKER:

Yes.

Good morning.

Are you

able to hear me okay?
THE PRESIDENT:
DR. BARKER:

Yes, we are.z

Okay, super.

Thank you so

much, Madam President and also to the Commission.

I simply

wanted to add a couple of comments to the questions raised
around pandemic preparedness.
I have nothing but positive things to say.
We worked incredibly closely, my office here, as the
Regional Medical Officer of Health, with the Point Lepreau
team, not only during but pre-pandemic in terms of
beginning to see what we were seeing in the United States
and in other provinces.

So, even before it had arrived

here in New Brunswick, I was heavily engaged with their
pre-pandemic and their pandemic plan.
And of course most importantly, given how
some of the staff are critical, looking through how we
would ensure safe levels of staffing should anyone actually
become sick and how we would maintain core and mandatory
staffing should the pandemic, you know, infectg several
individuals that were key.
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So, we managed to do that very
successfully and with a very robust plan.
We also managed to support them throughout
their most recent shutdown event for a couple of months in
September and October, which they do on a regular basis, by
bringing in people from Europe and the United States and of
course several other provinces to assist in that.

And to

be honest, it was a monumental task, given the restrictions
on travel and the fact that we were bringing in several
thousand people, where we could have seen a significant
impact on the spread or another outbreak, particularly at
the Lepreau site.
That was completely avoided through
significant inclusion on my part and on the part of my
staff to be able to support them to do that safely.

I

really commend them on their ability to be able to
recognize the expertise that perhaps they were lacking to
ensure the safety of not only the plant and their staff but
also the community.
So, thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you, Dr. Barker, for

sharing that.
Mr. MacCallum and Mr. Shepard, there are,
as you know, a number of interventions around emergency
preparedness, and I understand you are going to be around.
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So, I’m sure we will have more questions for you as we go
through those interventions.
Thank you for your presentation today.

As

I said, we will be hearing more from you over the next
couple of days.

Thank you.
MR. MacCALLUM:

Thank you very much.

THE PRESIDENT:

With that, we will move to

our next presentation, which is by New Brunswick Health
Emergency Operations Center, New Brunswick Department of
Health, as outlined in CMDs 22-H2.217 and 2.217A.
Ms. Galvin, you will be presenting so the
floor is yours.

CMD 22-H2.217/22-H2.217A
Oral Presentation by
NB Health Emergency Operations Center,
New Brunswick Department of Health

MS. GALVIN:

Thank you.

Good morning,

President and Members of the Commission.
For the record, I am Carolin Galvin,
Acting Director of Emergency Preparedness and Response, New
Brunswick Department of Health.
This oral intervention is intended to
provide an overview of Health’s role in nuclear incident
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preparedness, our relationship and level of engagement in
planning and preparedness activities with NB Power, Point
Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station, residents of the
community surrounding the station, as well as the New
Brunswick Emergency Measures Organization.
Dr. Kim Barker, the Regional Medical
Officer of Health for the southern region of New Brunswick,
may want to add a few comments at the end of the
presentation, if that could be accommodated.
So, in alignment with the International
Atomic Energy Agency of Canada, the Department of Health is
responsible to ensure the province’s healthcare system
maintains a level of readiness to be able to respond
expediently to medical emergencies, whether on-site at
Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station or off-site, as
well as providing public health information and advice to
the surrounding community and the public at large.
The Department of Health and implicated
health system partners, our regional health authorities and
EMANB, Extra-Mural Ambulance New Brunswick, maintains all
hazards plans that describe our emergency response
structure that’s used to co-ordinate a health system
response.
However, the provincial Health Nuclear
Emergency Management Plan describes the specific processes
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and capabilities needed to deliver medical care and to
protect the health of the public in case of an incident at
Point Lepreau.
This slide provides some examples of the
Department’s level of engagement with NB Power’s Point
Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station, as well as the New
Brunswick Emergency Measures Organization.

These

relationships have continued over many years and have led
to increasingly sophisticated and continuously refined
levels of preparedness.
I will touch on some of the roles and
capabilities described in the Health Plan, but this
schematic gives you an idea of the level of integration of
Health system personnel in the planned response structure
with our NB EMO and PLNGS partners.
Public Health, Mental Health, Extra-Mural
program, Ambulance New Brunswick, hospitals, health
emergency managers, communications officers within Health
and Health subject matter experts are connected and
integrated in these response structures.
Touching on the question that was posed to
EMO earlier in their presentation, we have members sitting
in the provincial EOC.

We have two subject matter experts

from Health sitting in the Technical Advisory Group.
have a Communications Director sitting in the Joint

We
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Information Centre.

And of course, as described here, we

have quite a few field personnel.

So, we are very

interconnected, both at the field level and at the
provincial level.
I will quickly review some of the roles
and responsibilities within the Health Plan.
First, there has been one hospital
designated to receive and treat injuries related to
radiation or contamination.

This is the Saint John

Regional Hospital. They have the capabilities needed to
respond, and they maintain a level of expertise and
capabilities specific to radiation.
They maintain a Memorandum of
Understanding with the Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating
Station to maintain equipment on-site and training related
to that equipment refreshed on a regular basis.
As I mentioned earlier, the Technical
Advisory Group is one of the capabilities that we maintain.
NB EMO’s plan includes a Technical Advisory Group as part
of the concept of operations, and this group includes
Health expertise.

Any recommendations are aligned with the

standards set by Health Canada to ensure the health and
safety of workers and community members.
That membership is through the Chief
Medical Officer of Health or her designate, as well as a
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radiation medical advisor, who is a radiation oncologist,
who participates in preparedness activities throughout, and
exercises along with us during our preparedness activities.
This schematic is another example of the
significant presence of healthcare services in incident
response procedures, as indicated by the green boxes in
this busy process map.

This is a field monitoring and

decontamination centre, and you can see there is quite a
bit of Health integration with public safety and other
members.
A psychosocial response is an important
component of any emergency management plan, but this is
especially true of an incident involving a nuclear power
plant, where the complexities of radiation risk are often
poorly understood.

Health resources have been committed to

helping those who need support during this type of
incident.
And as with any potential or actual
incident, information sharing, evidence-based advice and
clear communication are paramount for helping workers and
the public at large to understand the risks, provide
perspective and prevent misinformation.
Health works closely with NB Power and
Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station and the New
Brunswick Emergency Measures Organization on public
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education and in the distribution of potassium iodide
pills.

An example is a brochure that has been prepared by

Public Health New Brunswick which is distributed to
residents of the 20-kilometre area around Point Lepreau,
and it would also be used as a source of accurate
information during an incident response to anyone who is
interfacing with the public.

And it’s also posted on the

website.
In the event of an incident requiring an
evacuation of the area immediately surrounding Point
Lepreau, reception centres with on-site health services
have been planned to ensure the needs of residents are met
while they are displaced.
In the unlikely event that a plant worker
succumbs to injuries at the plant and requires special
handling, the Health Plan also includes a Public Health
informed process for ensuring those responding to the
incident are protected and safe from potential exposure to
radiation; kept within safe levels.
If an emergency response is required, the
Health Plan also includes a recovery component for a return
to normal, for ensuring residents and workers are monitored
post-event to ensure their health is protected and followed
up, and also to continue to provide advice regarding air,
water, soil, food and other public health matters.
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So in summary, after years of working
closely with NB Power and Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating
Station, this has led to Health being in a place of
understanding and of confidence in the care and attention
that is taken by Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station
in maintaining the safety of the public and the protection
of their health.
That concludes the Health presentation,
unless Dr. Barker wants to add a comment.
Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you very much.

Dr. Barker?
DR. BARKER:

Thank you so much.

I have no

additional comments (indiscernible) issue around their
fantastic pandemic preparedness.

If there are other health

questions, I am happy to participate.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, thank you.

Let’s open it up for questions.

We will

start with Mr. Kahgee, please.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Good morning.

Thank you

for your presentation.
I just want to follow up.
the brochure that you issued.

You referenced

I’m just wondering if you

could highlight for us some of your public outreach and
awareness efforts, particularly with Indigenous
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communities.
MS. GALVIN:
do the outreach.

Health doesn’t specifically

We provide the public messaging and the

public health expertise to NB EMO and Point Lepreau, and we
approach that as a collective.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you.

NB Power, is that something perhaps NB
Power will be co-ordinating?
MR. NOUWENS:
record.

Jason Nouwens, for the

I will turn it over to Nick Reicker, our Manager

of Emergency Preparedness, to highlight some of the aspects
of our outreach in this area.
Nick, over to you, please.
MR. REICKER:

Thank you for the question,

and I will transition this over to Kathleen Duguay from a
public communication.
From an emergency management perspective,
we ensure that we communicate through all mechanisms at the
preparedness level, and when we get to the response level,
like Ms. Galvin mentioned and Greg MacCallum mentioned,
that is a co-ordinated effort through the provincial level
with all agencies, being NB EMO as the main communicator
from the public protective perspective, with input from NB
Power, from other agencies that are there.
So, we do focus a lot at the prevention
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stage in making sure that we communicate with our
communities, First Nations, fishers.

Everyone is part of

that.
I would like to turn it over to Kathleen
for maybe some specific examples on how that outreach
works.
MS. DUGUAY:

Kathleen Duguay, for the

record.
In addition to what Nick just shared with
you, we take the opportunity during synergy exercises to
invite our First Nation communities and members of our
Community Relation Group to come and observe our exercise.
In the past two exercises we had members from the First
Nation communities that came and observed.
In addition to that, as part of our
ongoing communication to the public and planning for the
exercise, we share all that at our monthly meetings with
our First Nation representative that meets with us on a
regular basis.

And we have always invited to come and see

what we do and participate and also invite them to be part
of our training on emergency preparedness.

It is some area

that has been expressed by some First Nation communities to
learn from us, so we had offered some help there in helping
them develop their plan.
We also had opportunities where members of
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the First Nation emergency folks came to our plant and with
the assistance of EMO, we took them for a tour and had some
really good discussion on what good looks like when you are
developing emergency preparedness.
So, it’s ever-evolving.

I think there’s

opportunities there to share some of the good expertise
that we have and also for us, when we’re working with our
First Nation communities in identifying species of cultural
interest within those communities and surrounding area, it
allows us well, from a protection piece, to make sure that
we take those elements into consideration when we’re
responding.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

That’s helpful.

I think

it’s a unique opportunity to kind of co-ordinate the
expertise, particularly with communities.
I just want to perhaps go a bit more
granular, looking at it from a community member’s
perspective.
As a community member who might want to
know what happens in the event of an emergency, who is
involved, who do I speak to, who co-ordinates it at the
community level, how does that co-ordination look in
conjunction with NB Power and others, so as a community
member I know what happens in the event of an emergency.
Often that question comes up.

I was just
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curious if that level of co-ordination also happens in
conjunction with communities making sure that information
is available to community members.
MS. DUGUAY:

Kathleen Duguay, for the

record.
Once the highly unlikely emergency has
been declared and it’s off our site parameters, New
Brunswick Emergency Measures Organization are now the lead
on that piece.

So I would turn that over to them to

answer.
THE PRESIDENT:

Mr. MacCallum?

MR. MacCALLUM:

Greg MacCallum, for the

record.
Thank you for that question.

This ties

back to some of our discussions here during the EMO
presentation about communication.
At New Brunswick Emergency Measures, we
have a designated liaison officer with all the First Nation
communities, responsible for all the First Nation
communities in terms of communicating emergency information
to his counterparts there.
Of all the terrible things that happened
during the pandemic, some things were learned, experienced.
I’m particularly proud to say that the First Nation
communities in New Brunswick were notably engaged from the
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beginning in their own emergency management, designating
emergency management staff, effecting very good and ongoing
liaison with the provincial authorities and keeping their
own people informed.
So to your question about I’m a citizen, I
live in a First Nation, where is my source of information,
I know my source of information because he is a member of
my community, first of all.

And that person, he or she, is

in direct and ongoing continual conversation with my
designated liaison officer, who of course is plugged into
the provincial Emergency Operations Center and is
continually kept informed through that mechanism.
Throughout the pandemic one of the things
we have been particularly conscious of is cultural
sensitivities and understanding each community, and
adapting our communications approach to those respective
communities to address their wants and needs, whether it’s
for information or any other form of support.
I can’t overstate the importance and the
value of that liaison and those relationships.
One of the things that part of my job
entails is being a central repository for questions or
concerns about all matters of emergency management.
take every opportunity to be proactive in responding,
whether it's to an individual, a community or an

So, we
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organization, and providing authoritative information.
We are very proactive, of course, through
media availabilities as often as is necessary.
I don’t know if that answers the main
thrust of your question, but it kind of explains our
approach.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

No.

That’s helpful and

that’s the particular I was looking for, that level of
co-ordination at the community level, making sure that
that’s happening, that awareness is there at the community
level so that it brings that confidence and those measures.
I see NB Power wants to respond as well.
Thank you.
MS. DUGUAY:

Thank you, Greg.

The other thing, too, that I want to share
is over the years we always want to learn what kind of
information we can provide to the folks, particularly in
the 20-kilometre zone, with regards to if an emergency was
to occur.
We used to do the pamphlets and the
pamphlet gets in your drawer and then spring cleaning comes
and they go out the door.

Right?

One of the things they said is it’s always
good to have a calendar, especially photographs that were
taken from our communities that we have an emotional
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connection with or that we can relate to.

So, we started

that journey a few years back.
We have an 18-month calendar, and at the
back of that calendar is really your emergency guides.
What am I supposed to do if something happened?
going to be communicating with you.

How we are

Here’s the radio

station that you will be listening to.

Here are the

contact people that you need to reach out to, with phone
numbers, and so on.
Those are reviewed by EMO to ensure that
the information is evolved and is reflective of what’s in
the plan.

We are just in the process of issuing our next

calendar in June and the additional information about
expanding, about the availability of the KI pill will now
be included in that part as well.

And we will also be

expanding that delivery.
That part of the calendar is also on our
website.

We have distributed that calendar way outside the

20-kilometre zone, because they are nice photos and people
like to have it.
I wanted to share that with you, because
you really have to design something that works for the
community.

Thank you.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you very much.

THE PRESIDENT:

Mr. MacCallum, whilst you
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are here, and you have piqued my curiosity as a repository
of all questions on emergency management.
Share with us what are kind of the top
three issues that you keep on hearing about or queries that
you get.
MR. MacCALLUM:
record.

Greg MacCallum, for the

Is your question specifically to nuclear matters

or emergency management at large?
THE PRESIDENT:

Yes, nuclear please.

MR. MacCALLUM:

Well, I think it's been

touched upon a little bit.

We have to have an ongoing

program of educating the public about something they may
not necessarily have a lot of understanding of.

I mean,

it’s nuclear, it’s complicated.
And hence the importance of very effective
communication from authoritative sources.

Now, Emergency

Measures Organization doesn’t have the role to explain the
science.

And my very good friends from Point Lepreau

certainly can address those questions.
We do not have the expert knowledge to
address all the public health implications, but my very
good friends at Health can do that.
The societal impacts to a nuclear
emergency often are of concern.
happens:

You know, if something

how far does it go; how big does it get; do I
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have to do something, is the questions that come to us.

So

there’s an educational component to what we have to do and
it has to be sustained and refreshed constantly.
I would say that in the past decade that
I’ve been the director of EMO the public knows a great deal
more than they did when I started, not because of me, but
in that time continuum of 10 years we’ve had several
high-profile, complicated, well-publicized exercises where
people saw a dynamic thing going on and had ample
opportunity to question it and learn about it.
There were open houses, there were lots of
opportunities to learn about this, this forum is another
one.

We also have a well-developed regional footprint in

emergency measures.

I have spokespersons around the

province who have an educative role as well.
And the questions I think have ceased to
be based on ignorance or on misunderstanding as much as
more nuanced detailed questions.

And dare I say, you know,

an increased amount of comfort with the very existence of a
nuclear generating station in the province.
and see that this is a safe thing.

People know

They see the advantages

today and for the future.
So there isn’t the negative leading
questions trying to find fault as much as people want to
know more, so they have a better understanding of it.
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THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you very much for

MR. MacCALLUM:

Thank you.

THE PRESIDENT:

Dr. Berube.

MEMBER BERUBE:

Well, thank you for your

that.

presentation.

What I found particularly useful was your

schematics to look at some of the logic flow of how you
plan to ploy this.
So one of the questions I have is, and one
of the things we’ve learned through COVID, is that our
facilities, our static facilities, have a finite capacity,
and we have been fighting capacity management for two
years.

Most of our public health has been about capacity

management.
In the event that something major did
happen, unlikely event, large plume, something of this
nature, I’m looking at your schematic for your Field Health
and Decontamination Centre.

Has this ever been fully

deployed and tested?
MS. GALVIN:
record.

Carolyn Galvin, for the

We do participate in drills that are hosted by NB

EMO and Point Lepreau where we actually physically pull in
all of those health assets into an actual operational
drill, a tactical drill.
So we pull in our, yeah, mental health
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extra-mural paramedics, and we’ve done that on a few
occasions and they were very valuable for working out some
of the unanticipated challenges, and then allowing us to
further refine those processes.
So we’ve done that on two or three
occasions, particularly in the year leading up to the
full-scale exercise that we participate in.
MEMBER BERUBE:
on that a little bit.

So if I may just elaborate

So the nature of this exercise is

like field stations or actually deploying a full level
field hospital or something in between?
looking at?

What are we

Are you putting beds out there or how are you

dealing with this?
Because in the event that a lot of people
got contaminated, they’d have to be washed down and
reclothed and all of the things that have to happen,
checked, and rechecked.

Some of them would have to be

discharged and some would have to be, you know,
sequestered.
So do you actually run a full-scale field
hospital?

Is there ability to do that in the province, or

is this something you have to kind of pull together as a
response to an emergency?

We’re seeing this very clearly

because we’ve seen potentially having to deploy emergency
field hospitals during the pandemic and, fortunately, we
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haven’t had to do that.

But certainly do you have the

capacity, if necessary?
MS. GALVIN:
record.

Carolyn Galvin, for the

So the delivery of acute care is -- the concept

doesn’t include a field hospital.

That level of medical

care is planned for the Saint John Regional Hospital.
not planning for mass casualty.

And

Most of the more minor

medical attention and assessment is going to be done in a
field setting.
We have medical personnel at the
monitoring -- the two monitoring and decontamination
centres in the field, and we have deployed that and had
actors as part of the NB EMO drills, had actors acting out
medical scenarios.
And then there’s processes for ensuring
transportation to hospital with a contaminated casualty,
both from on site and from
decontamination centre.

a field monitoring and

By the time they get to the

reception centre, the decontamination process has been
completed.

So we’re dealing with regular medical attention

and circumstances, and we do have -- for the first 24 hours
of an emergency we have paramedics on site and psychosocial
response.
And so that’s how the medical care is
delivered.

Anyone that requires acute care is going to be
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transported to the Saint John Regional Hospital.
MEMBER BERUBE:
this line from me is for CNSC.

And my last question on
You’ve had a chance to

observe deployment of these kind of activities in the past.
What are your impressions and are you satisfied with the
response you’re seeing from the Province of New Brunswick
as well as NB Power?
DR. VIKTOROV:

I'll invite Heather Davis

to provide the information, what was observed in the recent
exercise.

Heather Davis is Site Supervisor at Point

Lepreau from CNSC.
MS. DAVIS:

Heather Davis, for the record.

Indeed, during the most recent exercise in 2021 CNSC Staff
did observe the implementation and the inner workings of a
response to an emergency from the perspective of NB Power.
In past exercises we have also observed
the off-site emergency centre, we’ve also gone to the
reception centres.

We’ve also done field inspections with

regards to emergency equipment, as well as we’ve also done
inspections at the hospital to see the response capability
of the hospitals and the emergency equipment that they have
available to respond to a contaminated casualty.
I will pass it to the Emergency Management
Programs Division to give a bit more details as to exactly
what was observed during these inspections.
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Thank you.
MR. MOROZ:

David Moroz, Director of the

Emergency Management Programs Division.
I’m going to defer to Mr. Dave Wallace who
is also on the line in terms of our observation of the
exercise.
MR. WALLACE:

David Wallace, Licensee

Emergency Program Officer, for the record.
Yes, so we did conduct a Type 2 inspection
during the most recent Synergy Challenge exercise.

I guess

the main objectives of that exercise were to look at NB
Power’s response to the emergency.
We don’t evaluate the off-site component
of the emergency exercises, but we did have the opportunity
to see the monitoring and decontamination centres which
were set-up and then all of the, you know, the logistics
that go into the planning and involved in setting that up.
But for the most recent exercise, the
actual, you know, running through and processing of
contaminated casualties through the monitoring and
decontamination centres wasn’t one of the objectives of the
most recent Synergy Challenge exercise.
If you want anymore information, I’d be
happy to provide.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Mr. Shepard,
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you wanted to add something?
MR. SHEPARD:

Yes, thank you.

Roger

Shepard, for the record.
So the deployment of the monitoring and
decontamination centres is done in the preparative stage on
a classification of a site area radiation emergency.

These

monitoring and decontamination centres are structures that
are pneumatic and can be blown-up in three minutes, there’s
eight shelters in each unit.
It is a complete 10-station monitoring and
decontamination centre.

It’s deployed on Highway 1 at the

20 kilometre mark in Pennfield Ridge in the west and one at
Prince of Wales at the 20 kilometre on Highway 1 in the
east.
They will be pre-positioned.

The

supervisors of the monitoring and decontamination centres
both come from EMO.

So my Training Officer, Logistics and

Maintenance Officers are trained to supervise each of the
monitoring and decontamination centres.
When they’re deployed they’re put into a
location.

The local fire departments come and help us

erect the shelters.

They can be blown-up by pneumatic

pumps or by air tanks from fire fighters.

The shelters can

be blown-up individually in three minutes, so the shelters
can be erected quickly, they can be manoeuvred into
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position to place the 10 stations of operating, monitoring
and decontamination centre.
At this point during the preparatory stage
it is not staffed, and hopefully we can evacuate people.
One of the objectives of EMO, which is on the wall at a
Provincial Emergency Operations Centre is to get people out
of harms way and take care of them.
So the logical scenario of a radiation
emergency, is that we would evacuate folks before the
release.

They would drive right by the monitoring and

decontamination centres off to reception centres where we
would take of them and their pets.
The monitoring and decontamination centre,
however, remains in location at access control points that
would be established and used in the recovery or the
remediation after a radiation emergency.

So anyone who has

to come into the restricted area has to pass through
access, be approved, be escorted, have proper PPE, have
dissymmetry.
And that is the secondary function of that
monitoring and decontamination centre, to provide those
resources so they can come in to do shift change at Point
Lepreau, to do remediation.

And on exit, they will have to

go through the monitoring and decontamination centre to
ensure they’re not contaminated.
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So to staff a fully monitoring and
decontamination centre requires 37 individuals if we had to
run contaminated people through the DECON.

If we didn’t

evacuate in time prior to a release.
To run that same station in the secondary
or recovery mode, only requires seven people to function,
and six of them are radiation protection qualified staff
from Point Lepreau who operate the portal monitors and
hand-held friskers, one is the Supervisor, and the other
person is logistics.

So it’s onesies and twosies coming in

and out of the plant, we can walk them through the
monitoring and decontamination centres.
The had been deployed on exercise in 2015
when we actually did evacuations as part of the exercise.
They were deployed three or four more times as part of
training.

And one of the monitoring and decontamination

centres is permanently erected at the off-site Emergency
Operations Centre for training, and the other is completely
packed, mobile, ready to be deployed.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you very much.

Dr.

Demeter please.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Thank you.

Most of my

questions have been answered, there’s just one remaining
one.
One of the key messages in emergency
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medicine, radiation medicine, is dealing with life and limb
situations.

And one of the big risks is deferral of life

and limb services because people are worried about the
radiation.
So in a scenario where you get an
individual who’s got a life and limb situation, they bypass
the decontamination because they’re going straight to the
hospital.

Do you have training and individuals to be able

to address life and limb situations above and beyond the
risk perception of radiation?

Because it’s one of the big

risks of these scenarios.
So how do you train the emerge personnel
to deal with life and limb first and then to the radiation
as they go along?
MS. GALVIN:

Thank you.

Carolyn Galvin,

for the record.
Our Ambulance New Brunswick personnel, and
the organization EMA NB, has been engaged all along in our
preparedness planning.

We have protocols in place.

As

mentioned before, they do have a position in the monitoring
and decontamination centres as well as at reception
centres.
They do have protocols in place for
protecting themselves through PPE, radiation monitoring,
and also the reverse -- I forget the term, but when taking
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care of a patient, the reverse -- essentially covering the
patient to minimize transfer of contamination.
And so we have protocols to transport
patients to hospital whether they’re in the 20-kilometre
area or whether they’ve already evacuated through the -- or
in the monitoring and decontamination centre.

So we have

protocols for both of those scenarios with Ambulance New
Brunswick.
And one of the principles is indeed life
and limb before the decontamination.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Thank you.

And do you

have a sense of how many folks have taken the Health Canada
METER course which sort of drills down on these issues?
MS. GALVIN:

I don't have numbers.

certainly take that as a follow-up question.

I can

With the

pandemic, it’s been a while since we’ve had a METER
training course.
Although, Horizon Health has worked with
METER and have developed an in-house E-Learning course that
covers the plan as well as PPE and radiation protection
that can be accessed sort of on an as-needed basis.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Yeah, that's fine.

You’re aware of it and I’m happy with that.
THE PRESIDENT:
Kahgee, Dr. Berube?

Thank you.

Any further questions, Mr.
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Okay.

Well, thank you very much for your

intervention and your presentation, thank you.

And thank

you, Mr. MacCallum and Mr. Shepard.
We’ll move to our next presentation which
is by the Canadian Nuclear Workers’ Council, as outlined in
CMD 22-H2.179.
Mr. Bob Walker is joining us remotely for
this.

Mr. Walker, over to you please.

CMD 22-H2.179
Oral presentation by
Canadian Nuclear Workers' Council

MR. WALKER:

Good morning, President

Velshi and Members of the Commission.

I am Bob Walker,

National Director of the Canadian Nuclear Workers’ Council.
The Council fully supports renewing the
Point Lepreau operating licence.

The social and economic

benefits of the Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station to
the community and the Province of New Brunswick are
numerous, as are the benefits of the nuclear industry to
Canada more generally.
In my oral submission I would like to
touch on three points:

who we are; our support for the

renewal; and, the duration of the licence.
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The Canadian Nuclear Workers’ Council was
formed in 1993 as an association of unions representing
workers across Canada’s nuclear industry, as well as
district labour councils in a number of host communities.
In New Brunswick our members are the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 37,
representing the women and men employed at the Point
Lepreau Nuclear Generation Station as well as the Saint
John District Labour Council.
The goals of the Council are to ensure
that the perspectives of Canada’s Nuclear Workers are heard
by decision makers, to strengthen our collective role as
partners in Canada’s nuclear industry, to enhance public
knowledge about nuclear power, and share our experiences
with each other.
To do that, we engage in a number of
activities including our annual conference.

I use that

word, “annual conference” loosely because we haven’t had
one for the last couple of years.

But our last in-person

conference was held in 2019 in Saint John New Brunswick.
That conference included a great tour of
the Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station.

I think it’s

very fair to say that conference participants were
extremely impressed by what they saw.

They were impressed

by the high level of employee engagement, the clear signs
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of high workplace health and safety standards, and the very
transparent and very obvious pride that employees had in
their plant.
We’ve also had opportunities in the past
to tour the plant, having a conference in Saint John both
before refurbishment and after refurbishment.
I’ve reviewed NB Power’s application as
well as CNSC Staff’s assessment of the application and I’ve
been observing both Part 1 of this hearing and yesterday
and this morning, today.
Last fall I also reviewed the 2020
performance of Point Lepreau in preparation for our
submission on the regulatory oversight report for Canada’s
nuclear generating sites.

I’ve had discussions with IBEW

Local 37 and they’ve made their own submission, which they
will be presenting on Thursday, so you’ll have a chance to
hear from them directly and ask them questions.
I say all that, because based on all of
those things the CNWC strongly supports the application
from New Brunswick Power as well as CNSC Staff’s
assessment, conclusions, and recommendations, with the
exception of the duration of the licence.

And I know you

heard a lot of that already, and you’re going to hear a lot
more about that.
New Brunswick Power has clearly
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demonstrated they are qualified to carryout the activities
authorized by the operating licence, and provisions are in
place, continue to be in place for the health and safety of
people and

the protection of the environment.

We have

absolutely no reservations in supporting the renewal of the
operating licence.

I wish every community had a corporate

partner like Point Lepreau to provide everything that they
provide.

It’s really very impressive to see.
But I would like to share our thoughts on

the licence period.

CNSC public hearings clearly help

maintain public engagement,

but they also use a lot of

valuable time and resources, as we heard yesterday.

So we

need a licence duration that provides a balance.
Licence periods used to be much shorter,
typically two years or less.

When proposed licence periods

started increasing we were supportive, but that was with
the understanding that there would be additional
opportunities for meaningful public engagement within those
licence periods such as mid-licence reviews or the annual
regulatory oversight reports.

And we’ve seen quite an

evolution of those.
The licence periods for the nuclear power
plants grew to five years.

I was at Darlington at the time

when we celebrated our first five-year licence.
big event, having a five-yew licence.

That was a
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Now more recently we’ve seen 10-year
licences, and 10-year licence is the longest that we have
ever supported.
Now we see an application for a 25-year
licence and a recommendation from CNSC staff for a 20-year
at the same time the use of the Annual Regulatory Oversight
Reports is being reviewed.
We're concerned about how all this will
negatively affect public engagement.

CNSC staff will

continue to have the power to enforce licence conditions,
but enforcement and compliance are not proactive.

The

Commission needs an opportunity to consider changes in
company priorities; changes in safety culture; changing
events; evolving best practices; and new and updated
technologies, standards, and regulations.

And really, you

need an opportunity to have dialogue with the public.
Public hearings also help drive engagement
behind the scenes.

So public engagement is not what we're

seeing yesterday, today, and tomorrow in front of you.
That's part of it, but public engagement is also driven by
this public process because, with all due respect, it
forces the licensees to do the right thing.
to go to the community.

It pushes them

It pushes them into deeper

collaboration with community partners and their workforce
partners.
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The industry is performing better now than
I've ever seen, and efforts to improve public engagement
are high -- higher than I've ever seen.
is, why?

What's driven this?

So one question

I don't think now is the

time to make a dramatic change in licence periods.
are going well.

Changes should be modest.

Things

Longer licence

periods are a fundamental shift in the approach to nuclear
regulatory oversight in Canada, and we are concerned that
the result could be a lower level of engagement.

We also

know that a longer licence period at Point Lepreau will
affect the licence periods at all of Canada's nuclear power
plants.

So this is not just an NB Power/Point Lepreau/IBEW

Local 37 issue.

This is Canada's nuclear industry issue,

and we want to address it now.
We suggest a licence period of no greater
than 10 years with an assurance that the public will have a
meaningful opportunity to be heard within that licence
period.
I want to say one thing, and I'm going a
little bit off script from -- I heard comments both before
yesterday and a couple comments yesterday that appear to
have the result of devaluating submissions from workers and
their representatives due to this perception of
self-interest.

I want to say very, very clearly:

Our

primary interest is workplace health and safety, as well as
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the protection of our communities and the environment.
That is the history of Canada's labour movement.
all kinds of examples of that.

There's

We are not there just to

look after our members' jobs; we're looking after good
jobs, safe jobs, sustainable jobs.
In conclusion, the CNWC has the utmost
confidence that New Brunswick Power will continue operating
Point Lepreau to the highest standards.

We've had three of

our annual conferences in Saint John and conference
participants have always been impressed.

The relationship

between the IBEW and NB Power at Point Lepreau is very
effective -- something we've all learned from.

That was

how I first got in touch with IBEW; the Local 37 was their
outreach to support the refurbishment of Point Lepreau.

It

was -- the relationship between IBEW and Point Lepreau is
truly impressive.
We support the renewal of the operating
licence but respectfully suggest a licence period of no
more than 10 years.

If Canada currently has the gold

standard with respect to public engagement, let's maintain
that.
I would like to thank the members of the
Commission and CNSC staff.

Your continuous efforts and

these public forums help keep our workplaces and
communities safe.

Thank you.
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THE PRESIDENT:
Walker.

Thank you very much, Mr.

Let me ask Dr. Berube to lead off with the

questions, please.
MEMBER BERUBE:

Well, thank you for your

presentation and your insights and views with regard to the
hearing process and licensing terms.
THE PRESIDENT:
MEMBER DEMETER:
presentation.

I have no questions.

Okay.

Dr. Demeter.

Thank you for your

I think you made your rationale and your

objectives and justifications very clear.

I have no

further questions.
THE PRESIDENT:

Mr. Kahgee.

MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you very much for

your submission and presentation.

I too thought your

discussion concerning licensing period was very helpful.
You emphasize accountability, public
engagement, and caution, and that any changes with respect
to licensing should happen over time, and that seems to me
one of the themes we're hearing thus far in these hearings,
and certainly in the interventions.
In that spirit, I'm just curious, do you
have a sense of what a process should look like when
considering longer licensing periods?

For example, should

this be facilitated by the Commission in a separate public
process that provides an opportunity for input from all
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interested parties -- indigenous communities, public,
industry, et cetera?
MR. WALKER:

I guess I'll start by saying

that a 10-year licence period, in our opinion, is a longer
licence period.

So, and we haven't had much experience

with that 10-year licence period yet.

I mean, we were just

getting used to a five-year licence period, so this is
really going beyond incremental change.
The regulatory oversight reports -- the
Annual Regulatory Oversight Reports -- appear to be a good
opportunity to engage.

We got to have an update on -- a

fulsome update on what was going on at the stations, and an
opportunity to at least give a written report on that.
I think that was the right thing to do.

So

I'm not sure that

the review by CNSC staff that was presented to the
Commission on the future use of the ARORs is going to
sustain that, and I'm a bit concerned about that because I
think what we were doing was a good thing.
I remember -- I've been doing this for far
too long -- I remember when there used to be open houses in
the community, where the public were invited to an open
house, say, in Durham region or in Saint John, and the
licensee would come out and give an annual presentation to
the community on what was going on at their site, and the
CNSC was involved in that.

I thought that was good, but it
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didn't last for very long.
Whatever happens, there needs to be an
opportunity for engagement and an opportunity for the
Commission to see and hear what people have to say.
could go on and on about my thoughts on this.

I

I'm not sure

if you want to hear a whole lot more, but it's extremely
important that the Commission hear what people have to say.
It's extremely important that people know that the
Commission is hearing what they have to say.
When I made the comment about what's going
on behind the scenes -- I'll try to come up with a couple
of examples.

Nothing's going to be that current, but as

soon as there's a public hearing, an upcoming public
hearing, people such as the CNWC and our member unions read
the submissions from the CNSC staff and the licensee, and
if we have any questions or concerns, we go directly to NB
Power or directly to OPG or directly to Bruce Power and we
talk to them about our questions and our concerns.

So that

drives the engagement.
If we have a concern about something
that's not strictly compliant -- and I'll give you an
example -- if we went to CNSC staff and said, "We're
concerned about the number of authorized operators," CNSC
staff will look and say, "Well, it says right here they've
got enough authorized operators."

But we're concerned
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because maybe we know what's going on in the training
program; we know how many people are coming up for
retirement; we know that people are having difficulty
getting vacation time.
So we can go to the licensee and tell them
that we're concerned about the number of authorized staff
coming through the pipe and that we may or may not raise it
in our submission to the CNSC.

That drives discussion and

quite often this never appears before the Commission
because it's resolved before that.
drives that discussion.

But the public process

I hope that answers your question.

MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you very much.

That's very helpful.
If I could just turn to CNSC staff for a
moment.

Yesterday I asked a question in reference to the

table that you provided in your written submissions with
respect to other jurisdictions and other countries that
have adopted longer licence periods.

I'm just curious, in

your review of those other jurisdictions and other
countries, did you look at the processes that would have
led to decisions around longer licence periods?
It seems to me that, you know, whenever we
look at fundamental changes in whatever we're looking at,
and certainly you can see this in other sectors as well,
and to some extent in nuclear -- you look at, for example,
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the Seaborn Panel, which eventually led to Canada's
strategy on how we're going to move forward with respect to
high-level waste, and currently the Integrated Waste
Management Strategy process --

these very careful,

thought-out processes that set the stage for that
incremental change.

I'm just curious, in your analysis did

you see or look at those processes in those other
jurisdictions?
DR. VIKTOROV:
record.

Alex Viktorov, for the

I'll start and then I'll ask Anu Bulkan to provide

additional insights.
To the extent available to us, we looked
at the information available on websites of our peer
international regulators and got in touch with people who
we know.
Unfortunately, there is not much detailed
information easily available on the evolution of national
thinking on the approaches in licence duration.

However,

we do know that the approaches have been relatively stable
and very few changes happen in other countries.
I will ask Anu to elaborate on how we did
the benchmarking and what we found.
MS. BULKAN:

Anu Bulkan, for the record.

As part of our research to understand what
our peers are doing internationally, we found that there
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were two key elements that they considered for their
longer-term licence periods.
The first is a strong regulatory program
that is independent of any licence term and we currently
have that at the CNSC.
The second is the requirement within the
regulatory framework to conduct a Periodic Safety Review.
And again, that is also incorporated within our regulatory
framework at the CNSC.
Because the regulatory program is
independent of the licence term, any licence duration that
is chosen by the Commission would not result in diminishing
the regulatory program in any way, shape or form.
However, when making a recommendation to
the Commission on a licence period, we considered over the
next 20 or 25 years what would be the key decision points
that would be required to be brought to the Commission for
their decision and some of those -- I would like to run
through some of those things and then give you a bit of a
comparison next to what a 10-year period would look like.
So the first is that the proposed licence
covers the same activities that the current licence covers,
and so over the next 20 years we don't anticipate that
there would be any requests before the Commission to change
those activities, notwithstanding small modular reactors.
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If that were to come forward, that would require a change
to the licence within the 20 years.

But at the 20-year

mark we would expect that New Brunswick Power would have to
make a decision as to whether they would like to extend the
operating life of the facility or enter into end of
commercial operations.

At that point, that would need to

be brought before the Commission for a decision because it
would imply a change to the licence.
As part of determining what is the
operating life of the facility, there are several key
factors that are considered.
Post-refurbishment in 2012 there were
major -- I'm sorry, during refurbishment in 2012 there were
major equipment upgrades that were made that extended the
operating life of the facility for up to 30 years.

One of

those key elements is the life of the pressure tubes.

So

within the licensing basis itself, the life of the pressure
tubes is already determined and included within the
licensing basis.

So regardless of any licence duration,

New Brunswick Power cannot operate beyond those specific
effective full power hours.
If they wanted to extend the life of the
pressure tubes beyond that and felt that they could
demonstrate there is an adequate case to do that, they
would have to come to the Commission to request approval to
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do that.

When we look at the life of those pressure tubes

currently, what is left, it aligns with a 20-year licence
period mark.

So again, that is another key decision point

that would have to be brought toward the Commission.
The other thing that I would like to put
forward for your consideration is that there are Periodic
Safety Reviews that are required every 10 years.
In support of refurbishment in 2012, there
was an integrated safety review, which is known as PSR-1,
that was conducted.

The findings out of PSR-1 were very

much focused on equipment upgrades and those equipment
upgrades were intended to extend the life of the facility
for up to 30 years.
PSR-2, which is what we are -- which was
submitted as part of the application now, and PSR-3, we
would expect that those two PSRs show more procedural
updates, process updates as opposed to equipment upgrades,
because that was already taken care of as part of PSR-1.
The results of PSR-2 demonstrate that it is indeed the
case, that the majority of the updates that were required
are process-based.
However, when we talk about PSR-4, which
would be required prior to 2042, and again at that 20-year
period mark, there would have to be considerations as to
whether major equipment upgrades are required again to
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extend the operating life of the facility.

So we would

expect that PSR-4 would have more heavy-hitting
safety-significant findings as opposed to PSR-2 and PSR-3.
So at that point that is another thing that we would want
brought forward to the Commission at that point.
After considering those aspects and many
more, we determined that over the future operating period
that the 20-year mark makes sense to come back to the
Commission and highlight these key issues.
If you look at the 10-year period, we
assessed what are the major things that would occur over
the next 20 years and the most notable item that came up
was PSR-3.

Now, with PSR-3, again, we would expect it to

look very similar to PSR-2.

We can't guarantee that of

course because there are going to be emerging issues and so
forth and we can't anticipate those, but very likely it
would be closely aligned with PSR-2.
The other thing is that with the change in
the regulatory framework, the PSRs are no longer brought
forward to the Commission for approval and so it is not a
key decision-making point.

However, as directed by the

Commission, we would update you on the Periodic Safety
Review as part of the Regulatory Oversight Report.
Now, at the 10-year mark, the PSR-3 would
be a more comprehensive update, but if the Commission felt
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during the Regulatory Oversight Report that there wasn't
enough information brought forward on that key item, they
could exercise their authority to initiate public
proceedings specifically on the Periodic Safety Report.
And again, within that authority the Commission would be
able to include intervenor participation.
After considering all of those elements,
we felt that bringing you information on a yearly basis
during the Regulatory Oversight Report allows for
engagement opportunities that are more focused, relevant to
the key topics, that are timely and would be more -- would
allow the Commission to focus on the more heavy-hitting
items as opposed to the routine items.

So for those

reasons we recommended a 20-year licence period as opposed
to a 25- or a 10-year period.
MEMBER KAHGEE:
helpful.

Thank you.

That is

I just want to get some clarification then.

Outlining that process I think is very helpful.
Am I correct in that none of the things
that you talked about in terms of what NB Power and CNSC
would have to coordinate and plan would change with respect
to a 5- or 10-year licence?

They would still have to

submit a PSR, they still have to do all of that; correct?
MS. BULKAN:

Anu Bulkan, for the record.

That is correct.

The regulatory program
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consists of the regulatory framework, the regulatory
oversight program and regulatory reporting to the
Commission, and all of those aspects are completely
independent of the licence duration.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Okay.

Thank you.

And can you clarify for me what for
example would be the types of decisions, if any, that you
would be bringing to the Commission for consideration in an
ROR?
MS. BULKAN:

Anu Bulkan, for the record.

The Regulatory Oversight Report is used as
a mechanism to update the Commission on the licensee
performance, regulatory oversight activities that were
conducted and, most importantly, it indicates to the
Commission whether there is a decrease or decline in safety
performance, any items that are outside of the licensing
basis or any emergent issues that arose throughout the
year.
Using that information, the Commission
makes a determination as to whether the licence can remain
as status quo or whether the Commission needs to exercise
their authority again to amend or even revoke the licence.
That all depends on what the Commission determines after
hearing what is presented in a Regulatory Oversight Report,
whether there is any action required or not.
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MEMBER KAHGEE:

So hypothetically there

would be an opportunity then to bring before the Commission
perhaps new mitigation measures that would require new
licensing conditions; is that correct?
MS. BULKAN:

Anu Bulkan, for the record.

Absolutely.

And I would also add that the

Regulatory Oversight Report isn't the only mechanism where
we would inform the Commission and the Commission can amend
the licence with new licence conditions.
We would also inform the Commission during
a more routine basis during the status update meetings and
that occurs at every Commission meeting.

During that

meeting we would present on the status of the facility, but
we would also present on whether there are any emergent
issues that require your immediate attention.

And during

that presentation the Commission can decide as well whether
they would like to initiate public proceedings specific to
that emergent issue.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

But that would all be at

the discretion of the Commission; correct?
MS. BULKAN:

Absolutely.

Anu Bulkan, for

the record.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you.

THE PRESIDENT:

Mr. Walker, I do have

additional questions around licence terms and the issue
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regarding public engagement, but I am going to save those
for other intervenors that have raised similar issues.
But the one that I want to ask for your
insight on, and not necessarily New Brunswick Power, is
some other licensees when they have appeared in front of
the Commission requesting longer licences, one of the
arguments they have given is it helps them attract top
talent, that if potential candidates know that there is a
longer licence it will just increase their pool of higher
qualified folks as opposed to shorter licences.

What would

your reaction be to that submission?
MR. WALKER:

Bob Walker, for the record.

I would have to say honestly that I don't
know of anybody who has taken that as a consideration when
they have applied for or accepted a job.

I started with

Ontario Hydro in 1990 at Darlington and at the time the
government was talking about shutting down nuclear.

So to

me there are risks, but I have never considered the term of
the licence as being an employment risk.

So I am not sure.

I haven't talked to any of the licensees about that, but I
have never seen that as a consideration.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Thank you very much

for sharing that and thank you for your intervention.
We will now move to our next presentation,
which is by the Fundy Bay Senior Citizens' Club Inc., as
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outlined in CMD 22-H2.215.
Mr. Bill Boutin will be making the
presentation.

Over to you, please.

CMD 22-H2.215
Oral presentation by the
Fundy Bay Senior Citizens' Club Inc.

MR. BOUTIN:

Good morning, President

Velshi and Members of the Commission.
On behalf of the Fundy Bay Senior
Citizens' Club, I would like to thank you for the
opportunity to present to you today.
For the record, my name is Bill Boutin.

I

am a member of the Club as well as the Club's
representative on the Community Relations Liaison Committee
for the Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station.
In addition to my volunteer work with the
Club, I am also a local Emergency Measures Organization
Warden and a Volunteer Fire Fighter with the Musquash Fire
Department.

In this latter capacity I attend training

sessions at the station and have also been engaged as a
Drill Evaluator for the station's Emergency Response Team.
It is my intent to first present the Fundy
Bay Senior Citizens' Club intervention and this will be
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followed up with my first-hand experiences as both an
Emergency Measures Organization Warden and a Musquash Fire
Fighter and Evaluator.
I will begin with an overview of the Fundy
Bay Senior Citizens' Club mandate and activities.
Our Club is located in Maces Bay, about
two kilometres from the Generating Station main gate.
Club has over 100 members.

The

We cover an area from Blacks

Harbour to Saint John.
The Fundy Bay Senior Citizens' Club is
committed to preserving and enhancing the dignity and
well-being of all seniors in our area by providing a vital
assortment of services that enrich social relationships,
foster physical health, encourage educational interests and
promote self-reliance.
We have an extensive wellness and
socialization program that includes sewing and craft
groups, evening socials, birthday celebrations, holiday
dinners and exercise classes.
In addition to the education program, we
include multicultural events, local day trips and guest
lecturers that cover a diverse range of topics from healthy
aging to local Aboriginal culture.
The success of our programming has been
largely due to the commitment of our volunteers and the
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generosity of organizations like NB Power.
There is an old saying that goes "Good
fences make good neighbours", which expresses the need for
neighbours to respect their boundaries if relationships
between the various neighbours are to remain amicable and
good.

In our experience, despite the fact that the

generating station does indeed have "good security fences",
from a community relations point of view, the barrier
between the Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station and
the local community is virtually nonexistent.
This reality is in no small measure due to
the tireless work of the Community Relations Committee.

As

a member of this Committee, I have found the NB Power staff
to be not only forthright but also acutely aware of the
NB Power social licence within the community.

This reality

has fostered fully transparent discussions at these
meetings on all matters concerning plant operations and
their effect on the local community.
The generating station's Community
Relations Committee has greatly facilitated our Club
programming over the past years and the following are some
notable examples.
When COVID restrictions were invoked, the
NB Power team, under Kathleen Duguay, stepped up and not
only leveraged their experience but also provided the
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necessary material to assist our Club in navigating the
COVID-19 protocols.

Through their actions they ensured

that the Club's membership had the confidence to resume our
programming with the appropriate safety measures in place.
Additionally, when our Club was in need of
IT assistance to facilitate remote meetings in the
furtherance of critical government grant funding, a Point
Lepreau team was made available to set up and ensure our IT
connectivity.
Our programming has also benefitted from
Point Lepreau staff support, whether it was facilitating
site access for our Creative Arts program for a coastal
painting project or making one of its staff members, Austin
Paul, available for a multicultural event highlighting
local Aboriginal culture.

Through all of this, Point

Lepreau has fully supported our Club's activities.
Our facility itself has also benefitted
from their generosity and last year a team of 30 plant
employees assisted the Club by staining our deck,
landscaping and enhancing the general appearance of our
property.
In short, the team at the Point Lepreau
Nuclear Generating Station are the ideal neighbours.

In

the finest traditions of rural New Brunswick, their
openness and transparency and their willingness to actively
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support the community has left an indelible mark on all of
us and a heartfelt appreciation of their support.
Now, in practical terms, how does this
type of support manifest itself in the wider community
beyond our Club?
As an EMO Warden, my zone of
responsibility is only one of two zones that directly
borders on the nuclear generating station.

There are over

100 homes and businesses within my zone and over the past
three years I have conducted demographic surveys and
distributed KI pills to each and every one of the
residences and businesses.
In that time I have encountered absolutely
no one in our community who was concerned with living next
door to a nuclear generating station.
Furthermore, since COVID-19 there has been
a recent influx of newcomers from out of province within my
zone.

Interestingly, I have found that none of these

people have concerns either, since their neighbours have
already assured them that it is completely safe to live
next door to a nuclear power plant.
These community actions speak volumes
about the confidence that the local population has in the
management of the station.
And finally, on a personal note, as a
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member of Musquash Fire I have become familiar with plant
operations both as an Emergency Responder and as a Drill
Evaluator for the Emergency Response Team.

Having spent

36 years in the Royal Canadian Air Force, I am fully
cognizant of the operational and technical standards
required to safely operate in a no-fail environment.

Given

this operational background, from day one I was completely
comfortable with the organizational checks and balances
that I observed within the plant.

The safety culture, the

risk management tools and the open reporting system were
all very similar to those that we use in the RCAF.
In summation, the issue before us is the
station's request for a 25-year operating licence.

Given

all of the foregoing, it is obvious that the station's
social contract with the local community is based on trust
though transparency.

Community engagement through open

dialogue is the fundamental basis of that trust.

To this

end, the Fundy Bay Senior Citizens' Club fully endorses the
station's request for a 25-year operating licence.

This

endorsement is made in full recognition of the current and
ongoing measures that station management has made to engage
and inform the local community on all matters pertaining to
the plant.
Thanks again for the opportunity to
address you today and if you have any questions I am open.
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THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you very much for

your presentation.
Let's start with Dr. Demeter, please.
MEMBER DEMETER:
presentation.

I have no specific questions.
THE PRESIDENT:

Mr. Kahgee...?

MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you for your

presentation and your time.
either.

Thank you for your

I have no further questions

Thank you.

presentation.

THE PRESIDENT:

Dr. Berube...?

MEMBER BERUBE:

Yes.

Thank you for your

I have no questions.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

I don't have a question, but I do want to
commend you and your club for your work during the pandemic
and the recognition that you have received for that.

It

was really good to hear your perspective, because you seem
to be wearing multiple hats, not just representing the
Seniors' Club.

So it was very good to hear that.
Particularly reassuring was as you go

around distributing the KI pills the feedback that you are
getting and what newcomers are also hearing from their
neighbours.

So I was very glad to hear that from you.

Thank you for your intervention today.
MR. BOUTIN:

Thank you.
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THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

So with that, let's

take a short break and resume at 11:25, please.

--- Upon recessing at 11:10 a.m. /
Suspension à 11 h 10
--- Upon resuming at 11:26 a.m. /
Reprise à 11 h 26

THE PRESIDENT:

Our next presentation is

from Mr. Joseph M. Valardo, as outlined in CMD 22-H2.144.
Mr. Valardo, over to you, please.

CMD 22-H2.144
Oral presentation by Joseph M. Valardo

MR. VALARDO:

Thank you.

For the record,

my name is Joseph Valardo.
Good morning, President Velshi and Members
of the Committee.
I'm pleased to be here today to speak on
the proposed 25-year licence renewal for Point Lepreau
Nuclear Generating Station.

I have a significant interest

in PLNGS being granted this licence renewal for several
important reasons.
Firstly, as an environmentally responsible
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Canadian citizen, a resident of New Brunswick, a father,
and a grandfather, and a proud nuclear professional with 31
years of service at Point Lepreau, I wish to see the
station continue to operate successfully for the next
generation of New Brunswickers.
I firmly believe that nuclear power is the
best source of low-carbon energy available to the people of
New Brunswick.

In the coming years and decades, we will

see the closing and replacing of conventional
fossil-fuel-powered production facilities.

Point Lepreau

will be needed more than ever to supply low-carbon
affordable electricity to the province and beyond our
borders.
As a senior nuclear safeguards officer and
senior nuclear fuel accountant for Point Lepreau, I am
responsible for the Nuclear Safeguards Program which is
directly tied to the station operating licence.

My

experience, training, and education in the private sector,
the military, as a leader in various roles at Point Lepreau
has prepared me for my duties and responsibilities in this
critical position.

This is a responsibility that I and NB

Power at Point Lepreau take very seriously in support of
Canada's obligations to nuclear safety and to our community
at large.
The Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating
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Station has established high standards for safety and
accountability in all areas of its operation.

We have many

checks and balances in place for everything we do and
especially in our safeguards program.
The safeguards program adds another layer
of reassurance to our regulators and the public that we are
operating the station in a rigorous, safe, reliable manner
based on openness and transparency, dealing with the
accountability and reportability of all fissionable,
fertile nuclear substances as well as ensuring compliance
to all federal and international laws and treaties -- such
as the International Non-Proliferation Treaty, the General
Nuclear Safety and Control Regulations, integrated
safeguards act of Canada, and all other associated
regulatory documents and nuclear treaties that Canada is a
signatory to -- to ensure the safety of employees, the
public, and the environment.
The interaction with other agencies and
regulators such as the CNSC, the IAEA, and the NWMO, years
of document and process review and refinement for
continuous program improvement and skill knowledge, as well
as our participation in program development for Point
Lepreau and for the industry as well has resulted in a
robust safety-orientated knowledge- and skill-based nuclear
program here at Point Lepreau.
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In achieving a world-class safeguards
program, we have developed several systems to aid us.
Point Lepreau has a proprietary safeguards computer system
used to track and identify all safeguarded material in our
possession.

It tracks nuclear material from the start of

the nuclear cycle to its arrival on site, where and when it
is used, and to the end of its life when and where it is
store.
This system provides me with the
capability to identify the number of safeguarded materials,
their location, date they arrived on site, identifying
serial numbers, and content of nuclear material contained
in them down to the nanogram.

I also generate reports on

all these materials which satisfies our obligations to the
CNSC and the IAEA.
We also have an intensive in-depth
training program for those preparing to be safeguards
officers, qualifying them to be able to satisfy all CNSC
requirements for a safeguards officer.
I am very proud to be a founding member of
the newly established Canadian nuclear safeguards task
force committee sponsored by the CANDU owners group.

The

committee has a mission to continue to build a
collaborative platform where members can share information
and operating experience regarding the implementation of
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the nuclear safeguards regulations and processes.

This has

proven to be a great resource for our industry and has
further strengthened our safeguards program through our
participation and cooperation with our peer stations.
Team work, commitment to a strong safety
culture, and pride and ownership of our work are all part
of our daily lives here at Point Lepreau.

I'm confident

that every action and activity performed and all reports
produced and submitted have been peer-checked numerous
times to ensure the utmost accuracy and attention has been
applied, resulting in a true reflection of our facility.
If we as responsible citizens are to
eliminate carbon emissions, reverse climate change, and
meet our obligation to the planet, our citizens, and future
generations, the best only option we have is electricity
produced by nuclear facilities.
I am confident that Point Lepreau provides
safe, clean energy as well as a safe environment for its
employees, neighbours, and the people of New Brunswick.
I'm also confident that if Point Lepreau is granted a
25-year operating licence, we will continue to operate
Point Lepreau with the same high standards for safety and
operations as it has for over four decades of operation in
service to the public.
I'm asking the Commission to approve the
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25-year operating licence for the Point Lepreau Nuclear
Generating Station, and I thank you for this opportunity to
participate in this renewal process.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you very much.

Mr. Kahgee?
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Good morning.

very much for your presentation.
this time.

Thank you

I have no questions at

Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Dr. Berube?

MEMBER BERUBE:

Thank you very much for

your presentation.
I do have one question.

In your role as a

senior safeguards officer, do you see any room for
improvement in the processes that are in place right now at
NB Power?
MR. VALARDO:

Joe Valardo, for the record.

I didn't catch the last part.
MEMBER BERUBE:

Do you have any

observations or recommendations for improvements in the
process that you're currently using for safeguards?
MR. VALARDO:

Not really.

We're in the

process right now with cooperation with the CNSC and the
IAEA in improving the safeguards approach for Canada at all
facilities.

I believe that this is the next evolution of

the safeguards process, and through this we'll strengthen
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our program even further than it already is.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Dr. Demeter?

MEMBER DEMETER:

Thank you for your

presentation.
With regards to your opinion on a 25-year
licence based on ongoing safety and regulatory compliance
work, the other side of the coin that's been talked a lot
about is the opportunity for the Commission to have
oversight and public engagement.

So would you change your

25-year opinion based on those factors is your opinion
based almost on the safety corridor from compliance?
MR. VALARDO:

Joe Valardo, for the record,

My opinion is based on a plethora of
factors.

The 25-year renewal to me based on safety and the

safeguards portion, of course, being near and dear to me, I
find whether it be 25 years, 20 years, 30 years, we will
continue to operate as is.
The oversight piece of it I feel is
rigorous.

The CNSC will continue to, you know, exercise

this, and the public will have the opportunity no matter
the length of the licence to intervene.

So I don't see any

factors based on anything that I've heard or read that
would lead me to believe not to support the 25-year
extension.

Thank you.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Okay, thank you.
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THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you for your

intervention, Mr. Valardo.
And with that, we will move to our next
presentation, which is by the Musquash Volunteer
Fire-Rescue Department, as outlined in CMD 22-H2.212.

And

Mr. Wayne Pollock is here to make the presentation.
Over to you, Mr. Pollock.

CMD 22-H2.212
Oral presentation by the
Musquash Volunteer Fire-Rescue Department

MR. POLLOCK:

Good afternoon, President

Velshi and the Members of the Commission.

Thank you for

the opportunity to be able to present here today.
For the record, my name is Wayne Pollock.
I'm also the fire chief of the Musquash Volunteer Fire
Department, and I also co-chair the community relations
liaison committee for the Point Lepreau Nuclear Station.
Today I'm going to speak on both of these capacities in
support of the application to renew the licence for Point
Lepreau station.
I have been the fire chief for 34 years
and a resident of the Musquash community for more than 50
years, and I raised my family here.

First, I'll talk about
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my experience as chief working with the Point Lepreau
emergency preparedness team, then I will share my
experience as a member of the community relations
committee, which I co-chair with Kathleen Duguay of NB
Power.
I trust that you have read my written
submission today and I will highlight some key points.
First, a bit about our department, the
Musquash Volunteer Rescue Department located in the parish
of Musquash, which includes the Point Lepreau station.

And

as mentioned, I have been the chief for 34 years and
recently received recognition from the Canadian government
for my long service to fire protection in the community.
Our department serves seven communities in
the area.

Two additional communities were recently

amalgamated into the two parishes that are now joining I
guess our area, bringing the area we serve to nine
communities, which includes approximately 1,200 dwellings.
We have over 65 members who provide volunteer service in
our department.

Approximately 10 of those members work at

Point Lepreau as part of the station's emergency response
team.
Our department serves our community in
various ways.

We provide fire and rescue services.

We

support the New Brunswick emergency measures organization
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warden service by assisting with demographic surveys and
the distribution of potassium iodine pills.
other initiatives as needed.

We assist

For an example, we built a

database for the residents in our area that need -- I guess
that we feel need to be checked on in the event of an
emergency or storm or what have you that we would make a
visit to those individual homes and make sure everybody's
okay, a wellness check, if you like.
Over many decades as fire chief, I
observed our communities bond together as one strong
supportive group where the Point Lepreau station has become
the central hub and enhanced our ability to provide
exceptional fire and rescue services for the area.
It is because of this existing
relationship that the recent amalgamation of the two
parishes will be a smooth transition for us.

We are well

prepared to service the expanded area and our ability to
continue providing backup response for the station has not
been impacted.
Now I would like to share our partnership
with NB Power.

During my 50 years as a community resident

and in my professional role, I have worked directly with
the men and women at Point Lepreau.

I worked for the New

Brunswick telephone company when I was in I guess my other
career, and I was responsible for communications at the
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nuclear plant from the day it started with the shovel in
the ground to the construction trailers that were on site
as the buildings were being built, and I continued to be
responsible for that until I retired in '98.

Carrying on

with my fire service career, I still spend a lot of time at
the plant.

So I'm probably one of the longest history

members I guess of NB Power at Point Lepreau.

So I just

wanted to share that with you.
I am continuing to be impressed by the
experienced knowledge and professionalism in providing
exceptional service when it comes to emergency
preparedness.

Their commitment to safety is extraordinary.

I have also witnessed the importance at NB Power that the
company places on fire safety and protection.

Like

following the disaster at Fukushima, the things that
changed at that plant, and I think all the other plants
around the world, was unbelievable.

And NB Power was right

there to step up to the plate and make that happen, so.
The station, as you know, has an on-site
emergency response team, which was something that changed
over the years.
now.

They didn't always have that.

But they do

It's backed up by a regional fire department and

emergency response plans, which includes Musquash Volunteer
Rescue.
Through my personal interactions with
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plant and staff, my participation in firefighting exercises
and training drills, I can attest to NB Power's culture of
safety, not only when it comes to fire safety but all
respects.

I am proud of the longstanding partnership

between Point Lepreau and the Musquash Volunteer
Department, which continues to enhance safety and emergency
preparedness across our entire community.

Our Musquash

firefighters and prevention officers have gained tremendous
knowledge and experience by working and training closely
with the Point Lepreau employees.
In return, we provide backup emergency
response to the station and bring our own experience and
knowledge both of fire protection and of the community.
An example of how we work together to
enhance safety and emergency preparedness, each week a team
from Musquash Fire goes to Point Lepreau to work hand in
hand with the response team to get familiar with the plant,
to go over the strategies and tactics on the postulated
fires.

And that happens on a weekly basis.
We focused our training on specific

postulated fires, the high-hazard scenarios.

Our

firefighters, as I say, are well familiar on how they're
fought, where the equipment is that we use to fight them,
and we just work hand in hand.
Majority of our members are trained in
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radiation protection at the orange badge level, which means
they can access the station in an emergency and seamlessly
assist with the response.

We did get to experience that

earlier in the year.
From many years of training and
participating in the drills, together we've learned what
works well and everyone knows their role.

We are part of a

cohesive team and our partnership has been recognized by
the World Association of Nuclear Operators as an industry
best practice.
Each year our relationship continues to
strengthen.

I would like to provide a recent example, one

being that the Point Lepreau ERT and security staff have
helped to respond to a couple of significant vehicle
accidents in our community in the past few years.

The

employees happened to be coming off or going on shift at
the time of the accident.
I was impressed by their professional
responses, eagerness to help support our fire rescue
personnel in any way that was needed.

This is a good

example of cooperation in action and how the relationship
between our members and the plant staff is adding an extra
layer of protection and safety for our community.
Our community is very unique.
recreational paradise.

It's a

However, we do have some risks
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there.

And NB Power Point Lepreau Generating Station would

be one of them.

We also have gas pipelines that run

through our community.

We also have a major highway that

runs through our community that goes to the United States.
We have fishing moors.

We have a watershed with five dam

systems that again is a risk.
So we get an opportunity to work with all
those groups, and Point Lepreau Generating Station, NB
Power, has helped I guess us and me pass on some of the
safety culture to those other organizations.

As far as the

Emera gas pipeline people, they now have a community
liaison relations committee due to the fact that NB Power
led the way on that.

So just would like you to understand

that, yeah.
Now, I guess I'd like to comment on behalf
of my role as the co-chair.

I have the privilege of

working closely with Kathleen Duguay.

That's the manager

of Community Affairs and Nuclear Regulatory Protocol for NB
Power who also serves as a co-chair.
the success to our committee.

Kathleen is a key to

She provides leadership and

is committed to sharing information and is always available
to answer questions and meet with us at any time.

She

recently received a national award from nuclear industry,
recognizing her outstanding contributions to public
engagement and education and communications about nuclear
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power.

No doubt her commitment to our committee for two

decades contributed to this recognition.
The committee has been in place for 25
years and meets regularly.

It includes a cross-section of

members representing community interests including
business, environment, health, municipal government,
safety, emergency preparedness, station neighbours, and the
general public.
Purpose of the committee is to provide an
open forum for community members and station staff to
interact.

Station staff and subject matter experts share

their information, seek feedback and input on topics of
interest in the community.

Committee members ask

questions, raise concerns, provide suggestions on how to
improve the station's relationship with the community.
Communication works both ways, and we have
developed a relationship where information is shared openly
and transparently.

This has created confidence and trust

between the community and the station.

As I say, I'm proud

to help lead this group which continues to be a valuable
forum in our community.
On a final note, I would like to offer our
perspective on the station's request for a 25-year
operating licence, which has been a topic of interest
during this hearing.

And on behalf of both of the
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organizations I represent -- Musquash Fire and the
station's community liaison committee -- we fully support
NB Power's request for a 25-year licence.
We see no risk or potential impact that
the licence duration will have on the ongoing cooperative
relationship between these two groups and the station.

In

fact, the community liaison committee has just embarked on
an initiative to develop a formal succession planning
process for committee membership.

Both the station and our

committee want to ensure it remains an active group for the
entire operating life and beyond.
In closing, the community liaison
committee and the Musquash Volunteer Fire Rescue support
the application to renew Point Lepreau's operating licence.
We look forward to continuing our work together with the
station for the benefit of our entire community.
Thank you again for the opportunity to
speak to you today.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you very much.

Let's open up with Dr. Berube, please.
MEMBER BERUBE:
presentation.

Well, thank you for your

It's quite a resumé and the time that you

spent actually with the NB Power plant.
As part of that, especially in your
function as chief and doing backup service for the plant
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itself, one of the concerns of the Commission of course is
defence in depth in terms of emergency response.

We need

to know that there's more than one way to get things done
in the event of some kind of an accident.
In this particular case, I'm concerned
about the emergency water injection systems.

Has your

pumper crew ever had the opportunity to participate at the
plant with emergency water injection?

Is there some kind

of similar connectors that you would use from your pumper
trucks to be able to insert water in the -MR. POLLOCK:
MEMBER BERUBE:

Pump salt water?
-- salt water or whatever

water supply is available, yes.
MR. POLLOCK:
water supply.

(Off mic) which is a fresh

Traditionally we don’t use salt water, only

in special cases, which I think certainly that would class
as a special case.

We are set up to both draft water, as

well as our portable pumps that we can pump water around
the area.
MEMBER BERUBE:
that question to NB Power.

I’m just going to extend

Let’s talk about the emergency

water injection systems post-Fukushima.

It’s probably the

first opportunity we’ve had to address this as a
Commission.
Those systems are all in place to date, as
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far as I’m aware, at least the last briefing that I had on
it.
What is the nature of the interconnects
and how do you actually inject water into those systems?
And the defence-in-depth strategy, is that actually
interconnecting with the local fire water interface
connector; that if you had to use a third party pumper, is
it possible?
MR. NOUWENS:

Jason Nouwens, for the

record.
Before I turn that over Nick Reicker to
discuss more in detail, we do have a very comprehensive
emergency plan.

As you heard from Mr. Pollock, we have

learned lessons from Fukushima and implemented all of the
Canadian industry recommendations, as well as the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission requirements.
We do have interoperability between our
own on-site.

We have defence-in-depth built in between our

own fire trucks and emergency equipment, as well as
off-site response from Musquash as well as the Saint John
Fire Department.
I will turn it over to Nick Reicker for
some more details on some of our defence-in-depth measures
around water supplies.
MR. REICKER:

Thank you very much for the
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question.
Nick Reicker, for the record.
Our approach really is based on ensuring
that we have safety, and the defence-in-depth approach that
we learned and put in place with Fukushima really enhanced
that.
I’ll begin with the first part of the
question on the interoperability with local fire
departments.
When we came up with our approach in
alignment with industry, we looked at ensuring that all
connection points were common.

So the way we had that

commonality between the fire service and what our on-site
capabilities between our fire trucks and equipment would be
in the event that we had to take that extra
defence-in-depth with that approach.
So we do have full ability on-site between
our own fire trucks, which we have two.

We have emergency

make-up ability with diesel-driven fire pumps.

And

ultimately we can draft that from multiple sources.

We

have an on-site freshwater reservoir with capability with
the infrastructures intact.
means to the plant.

We will provide our water

We have back-up that we can deploy

hoses from above-ground header perspective, to make sure
that we have that continuity.
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And then as Chief Pollock mentioned, we
have the ability to draft that water in partnership with
our community partners from the off-site location and the
site.
So those bearing defences ensure that we
have that defence-in-depth methodology there as part of our
emergency mitigating approach on-site.
MEMBER BERUBE:

So just to follow that

path and understand the nature of it, the interconnects are
there.

Do you drill with Fire Departments off-site as well

as the Chiefs and people in order to be able to facilitate?
I understand that you would have your own
operators that would be involved in that.
complete sense.

It makes

But are they brought to site and shown how

to do this just in case type of scenario?
MR. REICKER:

Nick Reicker, for the

record.
I would like to turn it over to Chief
Pollock, who can put some context into how their local Fire
Department interoperates.
But the main approach in our methodology
is ensuring that it’s common interface, so drafting water
or moving that would be the same premise that our
industrial Fire Brigade would use as opposed to our
municipal Fire Departments.

It’s a common platform and not
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doing anything fundamentally new as part of that approach
and to really support that.
But with the ongoing training that Chief
Pollock mentioned, weekly with our Emergency Response Team
in response to fire, we look at that as an all-hazards
approach.
MR. POLLOCK:

Wayne Pollock, for the

record.
As Nick indicated, local fire departments,
especially rural fire departments, do not have access to
pressurized hydrants, with the exception of when we’re at
the plant.

We’re quite familiar on how to shuttle water.

We have tanks on all our trucks, and that is sort of our
way of life, I guess, in the rural area when we’re fighting
fires out there.

So experience-wise, we don’t have any

issues on shuttling water.
We have four trucks, I guess, at our
disposal and we also use Mutual Aid to support us.

We can

have trucks coming and going, hauling water as a regular
business.
THE PRESIDENT:
MEMBER DEMETER:
presentation.

Dr. Demeter.
Thank you for your

My questions have actually been answered

through your presentation.

Thank you.

THE PRESIDENT:

Mr. Kahgee?
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MEMBER KAHGEE:
your presentation.

Thank you very much for

I commend you on your user service and

your efforts to forge a positive relationship with New
Brunswick Power.
Coming from a small community myself, I
know how difficult and challenging it can be to recruit and
keep fire fighters.
I’m just curious.

Can you briefly outline

what your department’s retention recruitment efforts are?
MR. POLLOCK:

Wayne Pollock, for the

record.
Recruiting is an issue with a lot of
departments.
Fire.

However, it’s not an issue with Musquash

We have, believe it or not, the largest volunteer

Fire Department in the province.

We have, as I say, over

60 members and I have people calling on a regular basis to
see if there’s an opportunity to become a volunteer at
Musquash Fire.

We are quite fortunate, I guess, on that.
What was your second question?
MEMBER KAHGEE:

It was just a follow-up in

terms of retention efforts, but it sounds like that’s not
going to be an issue either.

If you still have people

calling and are on a waiting list, that’s excellent.
You’ve answered my question.

Thank you so much.

THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you very much, Chief
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Pollock, for your intervention.

Thank you.

Our next presentation is from Dr. Jennifer
Hannigan, as outlined in CMDs 22-H2.171 and H2.171A.
Dr. Hannigan, you may proceed.

CMD 22-H2.171/22-H2.171A
Oral presentation by Jennifer Hannigan

THE PRESIDENT:

I see you brought some

assistants with you.
DR. HANNNIGAN:

I did.

Good morning.

My

name is Jennifer Hannigan and with me today I have my son,
Teague(ph), and my daughter Etha(ph).
As a mother and retired physician with
strong commitments to the health and wellbeing of all human
beings, I have deep concerns regarding the impacts of
ongoing nuclear power generation on human health and the
natural systems on which we intimately depend.

We all have

a responsibility towards one another and our environment,
not only in the present moment but to ensure that the
decisions we make today respect the needs of future
generations as well.
The four concerns I will focus on today
include radioactive waste, radioactive and carcinogenic
emissions, the impact of radiation exposure on human health
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and the impact of nuclear and radiation accidents.
Regardless of whether all rules are
followed and safety protocols and regulations are adhered
to, daily operations at this power plant depend on uranium
mining, emission of toxic by-products into air and water
and the production of radioactive waste.
Even if we just focus on radioactive
waste, we must accept the fact that there is no proven safe
option for permanent disposal.

There is inadequate

evidence to support deep geological disposal, and the
long-term ramifications are unknown.
It is negligent to expect to drill five
kilometres into the earth and not have unexpected and
adverse consequences, particularly when we acknowledge that
the toxic longevity of high-level waste is estimated at
anywhere from tens of thousands of years to millions of
years.
We must be honest with ourselves and
accept that we have no means to guarantee the protection of
human health and our environment this far into the future.
The CNSC should no longer continue to
license nuclear power plants as there is inadequate
evidence to support safe and permanent disposal of
radioactive waste.
Proving causation between toxins in our
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environment and their specific impacts on human health is
incredibly misdirected and at risk of distracting from the
main issue, the main issue being that without adequate
evidence, determining safe levels of specific toxins, and
even known carcinogens, is simply fallacious.

For example,

Canada’s current safe limits for tritium, a known
radioactive carcinogen, are many times higher than in other
countries.

This inconsistency reflects an obvious lack of

evidence.
If we know that a substance is
carcinogenic to human beings, why do we tolerate the
exposure?
In medicine there is evidence to support
that even low-level exposures to specific carcinogens have
significant and varied negative impacts on human health.
The quantitative data we have access to regarding
environmental carcinogens is incomplete, and therefore we
must take a more precautionary approach to protect the
health of our environment.
The CNSC should no longer continue to
license nuclear power plants as daily operations guarantee
the ongoing release of these toxins into our environment.
The effects of radiation exposure on human
health are concerning, vast and cumulative.

Even low-level

exposures can cause cell and DNA mutations, which in turn
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can lead to sterility, malignancies and hereditary
disorders, propagating these genetic mutations
indefinitely.
Some of the most significant mutations may
not even be evident for up to 30 to 50 generations.
Children and developing foetuses are most at risk, and
radiation exposure is a risk to employees, the surrounding
community and its local environment.
The CNSC should no longer continue to
license nuclear power plants as they pose an unnecessary
risk to human health.
Nuclear accidents are not uncommon.

A

nuclear and radiation accident, as defined by the
International Atomic Energy Agency, is an event that has
led to significant consequences to people, the environment
or the facility.

Examples include lethal effects to

individuals, large radioactivity released to the
environment and reactor core melt.
As of 2014 there have been more than 100
serious nuclear accidents and incidents worldwide from the
use of nuclear power.

This does not include less severe

incidents or near misses.
Interestingly, 57 accidents or severe
incidents have occurred since the Chernobyl disaster.

The

repercussions of these events are obviously devastating and
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irreparable in a timescale that is beyond our
comprehension.

No amount of decontamination or emergency

preparedness can begin to address the devastation.
I have personally completed specialty
training in medical emergency treatment for exposures to
radiation and participated in disaster planning through the
Saint John Regional Hospital as an Emergency physician.

If

a nuclear event were to occur locally, our healthcare
system would not be prepared to deal with it.
A recent example has highlighted this
concern for me.
As a retired MD, I have witnessed the
inadequate management of the Covid-19 pandemic, and this
was within a system that should have been well prepared to
deal with infection control.
If infection control is a daily process
for our local hospitals, how can we deal with a nuclear
incident?
Generally speaking, an accident is an
event that happens by chance or that is without apparent or
deliberate cause.

Nuclear accidents are predictable and

preventable and therefore not accidents at all.
The CNSC should no longer continue to
license nuclear power plants, understanding the probability
and irreparable consequences of nuclear and radiation
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events.
It is the Commission’s mandate to protect
health, safety and security of the environment.

Renewal of

the Operating Licence for the Point Lepreau Nuclear
Generating Station is incompatible with this mandate.
Of note, my husband is not able to be
present with us today as he is volunteering his medical
skills in Ukraine, a country that is currently under threat
of nuclear attack.

It is well documented and understood

that nuclear power and nuclear weaponry are inextricably
connected.

We are all responsible.
I am deeply saddened that with all we have

experienced as a human species and all of the ingenuity and
intelligence that we share, that we are even considering
the renewal of a licence to propagate nuclear waste, toxic
and radioactive emissions, radiation exposure and the
unnecessary risk of nuclear incidents and numerous other
impacts that I have not discussed specifically today.
Change and healing are possible, but
individually and collectively we must be honest and accept
the mess we have created.

We must take responsibility for

cleaning up the existing toxicity and stop producing any
more.
As Commission Members, you are in a
position to personally contribute to great change by
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honouring your commitment to protect the health, safety and
security of our environment by no longer licensing nuclear
power plants.
I recommend that as a collective, we take
responsibility and invest all of our knowledge, skills and
resources to support the immediate decommissioning of the
NB Power Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station.
Thank you for the opportunity to express
my concerns and recommendations, and I appreciate your kind
attention.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you very much for

your presentation.
We will start with Dr. Demeter, please.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Thank you, Dr. Hannigan.

As a physician, I want you to know I pay particularly close
attention to issues related to the public workers and the
environment as I take your comments to heart.
I wanted to ask Point Lepreau, so that
we’re all speaking the same language sort of on the -- the
IAEA was raised, the INES Scale, International Nuclear
Event Scale.

Since your operations began -- and I will

have a follow-up to staff -- in about 1983, so it’s about
39 years, have you had any significant incidents or
accidents that have been reported in your operations?
MR. NOUWENS:

Jason Nouwens, for the
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record.
We have not.
MEMBER DEMETER:

None that have been

reportable under the INS Scale?
MR. NOUWENS:

Jason Nouwens, for the

record.
The INES Scale really goes from zero to
seven.

We do have staff qualified as part of our Emergency

Response Organization to qualify any of those events.

We

have not had any events at Point Lepreau that would have
escalated on that scale.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Okay, thank you.

The Canadian context is important because
the technology is important and the socio, political,
environment is important.

From CNSC staff point of view,

given the fleet of nuclear power plants we have in Canada,
what has been the historical experience with regard to
accidents and incidents scaled to the INES Scale?
DR. VIKTOROV:

Alex Viktorov, for the

record.
I will seek advice from our specialist in
Emergency Response.

They may have numbers available.

If

not, then we will get back to you with an exact number.
From my recollection, there have hardly
been any, but a specialist from Emergency Response should
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be able to confirm.
MR. MOROZ: I don’t have that total number
available, but we will get it for you.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Thank you.

Thank you.

I think that

would be important to put our experience in context of the
world.

There have been two INES 7’s, Fukushima and

Chernobyl, and anything below that.

The context is really

important, given the differences in our technology and our
stability from a socio-political point of view.
I will await that data.
MR. MOROZ:

May I clarify the question?

You are looking for a level above zero, above one?
MEMBER DEMETER:

Well, I think the serious

incident threshold is about three.
MR. MOROZ:

Yeah.

MEMBER DEMETER:

So anything above that

would be reasonable to understand our experience.
MR. MOROZ:

Thank you.

THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Mr. Kahgee.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you very much for

your presentation and thank you to your little ones for
being here today.

They remind us -- our children remind us

of the importance of listening to our ancestors and seeking
knowledge from our Elders and remind us of the importance
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of looking out for future generations and the importance of
walking the good path and leading a good life, or as we say
in my language, Bimosewin.
So thank you for being here today.
I just have a question for NB Power.

And

forgive me, I may have asked this yesterday, but I think it
might have been in the context of high-level waste.
Has New Brunswick Power developed a plan
for the permanent storage and management of low and
intermediate-level waste?
MR. NOUWENS:

Jason Nouwens, for the

record.
We did talk a little bit about this
yesterday, but as far as the plan for the low and
intermediate-level waste -- that was your question?
MEMBER KAHGEE:
MR. NOUWENS:

Sorry.

Yes, that’s correct.
Thank you.

Our current plan for -- well, let me back
up, I guess.
As you are likely aware, the Nuclear Waste
Management Organization has been tasked through NRCan to
develop a strategy, so an integrated strategy for
radioactive waste, to develop a strategy for Canada for low
and intermediate-level waste.
However, Point Lepreau was designed to
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accommodate for intermediate and low-level waste.

So we

currently store all low-level waste and intermediate-level
waste on-site.

Our facility to store that has a very

robust design and a very robust plan for inspections to
maintain the integrity of that.
I will share some context; that it was
designed for the life of the station and currently, after
40 years of operation, the low-level waste storage facility
that we currently have built is less than 30 percent full.
That’s partly because we’ve improved our methods on
segregation of low-level waste at the source but also
volume reduction opportunities that the industry has
provided from service providers.
So from a low-level waste point of view,
we have a very solid plan to accommodate low-level waste
indefinitely at site.
With intermediate-level waste there’s not
a lot of generation of intermediate-level waste.

It’s

predominantly from refurbishment activities and some spent
resin contributions.
And again, we have ample capacity on-site
to store the intermediate-level waste until the eventuality
of a different strategy through MWMO that would be
implemented or the decommissioning.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

What is the frequency of
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inspections?
And perhaps I’ll ask CNSC staff to weigh
in on this after.
MR. NOUWENS:
vary a little bit.

The frequency of inspections

We do routine walkdowns through the

storage facility, as well as actual physical integrity
checks on an annual basis.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

And in those inspections

has there ever been anything encountered or any particular
issues?
MR. NOUWENS:
nothing of any significance.

I would say generally
Sometimes in the sampling --

the sampling is so sensitive that sometimes we will see
changes in the atmosphere on our sampling, but nothing
actually stemming from incidents or any concerns with the
actual storage on-site.
So I would say that our monitoring is very
precise and very sensitive to tracking any changes.

So,

we’ve not seen anything of any significance.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Are there opportunities

for the public to perhaps tour that facility?
MR. NOUWENS:
record.

Jason Nouwens, for the

Yes, there is opportunity to tour the facility.

We are a little bit sensitive that some of the security
arrangements at that facility are maybe not conducive to a
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public tour, so we would take any requests on a
case-by-case basis.

But there is some limitations.

And I do just want to clarify my earlier
statement, when I said annual inspections, it’s actually on
a six-year annual frequency where we check the physical
integrity.
MEMBER KAHGEE:
you may have answered this.

Okay, thank you.

I think

Is there regular information

that goes out to the public with respect to your operations
at the waste site?
MR. NOUWENS:
record.

I’ll

Jason Nouwens, for the

turn that over to Kathleen Duguay to explain

a little bit more.

But we do try to incorporate an

all-site approach to informing the community on ongoing
events.
Kathleen, if you could elaborate a little
bit on the community engagement portion please?
MS. DUGUAY:
record.

Kathleen Duguay, for the

When we provide updates or presentations or we

invite the public to come to the station to discuss any
topics of interest we always include our waste component as
part of the conversation, whether it was asked or not.
Because we know, from the public
perspective, it’s been an area of interest.
The other piece too, for the past five
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years we have been enhancing our open houses where we can
meet people face to face.

And thank you to members of the

public that raised that, that was an important component,
than just digital.

We have included and invited our

Nuclear Waste Management Organization as well to
participate and be part of those open houses so that they
can answer the questions for the long-term storage as well.
So absolutely there’s a component about
our on-site storage of our used fuel and intermediate-level
waste.

But in addition to that is we bring also the

subject matter expert that is currently looking at the
long-term storage of the waste.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you.

And perhaps

CNSC, do you have anything to offer in terms of inspection
and compliance?
DR. VIKTOROV:
record.

Alex Viktorov, for the

Yes, we do, and our Site Inspector will elaborate

on what they actually conduct.
MS. DAVIS:
Heather Davis.

For the record, my name is

CNSC Site Inspectors conduct regular visual

checks of the spent fuel canisters during our quarterly
field inspection walk downs at the Solid Radioactive Waste
Management Facility.
CNSC Inspectors also conduct visual checks
during our Type 2 inspections at the Solid Radioactive
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Waste Management Facility, which are typically conducted
every two years.

The visual checks confirm that there are

no major visual degradation such as missing pieces of
concrete.
CNSC Staff note that to date there have
been no observations of severely degraded cannisters from
the CNSC compliance activities.
Outside of visual inspections CNSC Site
Staff also conduct checks for general housekeeping of the
SRWMF area, fire protection equipment, environmental
monitoring, and so on.
In addition to this quarterly monitoring
reports are submitted to the CNSC and are analyzed by our
specialists.
And I will pass to specialists in our
Waste and Decommissioning Division to give further
information with regards to that.
Thank you.
MS. GREENCORN:
record.

Nancy Greencorn, for the

I’m the Director of the Wastes and Decommissioning

Division.
I’m going to start by saying that there
was several inspections done -- waste-management focused
inspections done over the previous licence period.
Ms. Davis said, we do review quarterly reports and

And, as
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contribute in that fashion.
But I will invite one of the inspectors
within the Waste and Decommissioning Division to speak
specifically to some of the inspections that we’ve done.
MS. WATT:

Sarah Watt, Senior Project

Officer in the Waste and Decommissioning Division, and
Inspector.
So what I wanted to add to Ms. Greencorn
is that, yes, we participated in some of the inspections as
a subject matter expert in both 2018, 2019 and again in
2021.

With respect to the information, we verified the

implementation of the waste management program and
practices, we would look at documentation on waste
transfers, waste inventory, verification of the labelling
of packages.
We also look at segregation practices and
we look at some verification of the other documentation,
and we would conduct walk downs as well, as discussed
earlier by Ms. Davis.
So I have nothing further.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Okay, thank you.

two very short follow-up questions to that then.

So just
Beyond

the visual inspections, do you conduct integrity
inspections as well?
MS. GREENCORN:

Nancy Greencorn, for the
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record.

I will ask Sarah Watt to again discuss some of the

areas that we looked at.
But with respect to low and
intermediate-level wastes we would look to see how the
material is being packaged, the type of containers, the
monitoring that’s being done on them, the characterization.
So there would be numerous steps in waste management that
are looked at, not just the storage.

We would look at from

the generation to the handling that takes place.
So if you’d like to have some specific
ones that we looked at in the inspections, I can offer
Sarah.

But if generally, that’s what I would offer.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you.

And are the

inspection reports publicly available?
MS. GREENCORN:

I guess that's me again.

Nancy Greencorn, for the record.
Currently, inspection reports are not
posted publicly, they are shared with the licensee as
they’re completed and we provide in the regulatory
oversight reports the inspections that were undertaken, key
findings that we feel we should bring to the Commission’s
attention and members of the public.
But I would invite Dr. Viktorov or Ms.
Bulkan to provide anything specific that are provided
generally on the inspection reports for the Point Lepreau
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station.
DR. VIKTOROV:
record.

So Alex Viktorov, for the

We do not post inspection reports in their

completeness on our website.

However, if there is no

commercially or security sensitive information, they can be
shared on request with members of the public or anyone who
is interested in those reports.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you very much.

THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

MEMBER BERUBE:

Well, thank you very much

for your presentation.

Dr. Berube.

What I hear you saying is basically

you’re really worried about the long-term effects of
ionizing radiation on people and their overall health and
well-being, multi-generational.
At this point I’m going to defer my
questions to talk about ALARA in detail later on in the
hearing in terms of your protocols, as well as your
continuous improvement in this area.

And that would

address your specific concerns, I think, quite adequately.
But in the interest of time management
right now, I’m just not going to ask that particular thing.
So thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Dr. Hannigan, I had a

question for you when you talked about the local health
care system being unprepared to deal with a nuclear
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incident.

And I want some clarification first.

It seemed

to be based on the response to the pandemic that was
underwhelming, was your assessment.
You also mentioned that you yourself have
been trained to respond to a nuclear incident, a physician.
Is your concern based on your own personal
experience and whether it’s the type of training that you
received or the resourcing that’s available?

Can you just

expand on what makes you make that statement please?
DR. HANNIGAN:
for the record.

Certainly.

Jenn Hannigan,

So I mean if I’m speaking about the

response to the pandemic, I mean just to use a very simple
example is -- I mean, I think everyone was -- there was
this heightened level of anxiety that came along with the
pandemic, even though New Brunswick certainly wasn’t -didn’t experience a huge caseload, particularly in the
beginning.
But even simple things like properly
putting on and taking off just, you know, protective
equipment.

And those are things that we would routinely do

as health care providers.

But because the rules were

changing everyday and because I think of peoples’ own
anxiety is you could just constantly see places where,
okay, if COVID was really present in this situation it
would have just passed here and here and here and here, and
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you could see that happening.

And that’s just a very

simple level of it, not into the complexity beyond that.
I mean, I appreciate that a lot of the
people in this room are very familiar with nuclear
protocols and dealing with radioactive material, but that
is not commonplace in our hospitals.

And so just from an

anxiety perspective and human behaviour, the ability to
actually property decontaminate and follow all of those
appropriate procedures, there would be gaps there’s no
question.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you very much.

Thank you for appearing in front of us today.

Thank you

for your intervention, and thanks to your children too to
be there to support you.

Thank you.

With that, we will take a break for lunch
and we will return at 1:30 p.m.
Thank you.

--- Upon recessing at 12:23 p.m. /
Suspension à 12 h 23
--- Upon resuming at 1:30 p.m. /
Reprise à 13 h 30

THE PRESIDENT:

Good afternoon everyone.

Before we move to our next presentation I understand CNSC
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Staff had an update to one of the questions from Commission
Members.
So I shall turn it over to you, Dr.
Viktorov or Ms. Sauvé, whoever has the update.
DR. VIKTOROV:

Thank you very much.

Let

me consult what exactly we have ready.
MS. SAUVÉ:

Thank you.

I’m Kiza Sauvé,

I’m the Director of Health Science and Environmental
Compliance Division.
In response to your request yesterday, Dr.
Demeter, I noted that the information was provided in the
environmental protection review report.

So we’d like to

outline that information to ensure it’s clear and on the
record as to how CNSC Staff come to their conclusions and
recommendations on the health of the community in relation
to this licence renewal hearing.
CNSC Staff continuously work towards
strengthening their relationship with various Chief Medical
Officers of health and in addition CNSC Staff keep abreast
of any new publications and data related to the health of
populations living near nuclear facilities.
So I’m going to turn now to ask Kristi
Randhawa, an Epidemiologist at the CNSC, to provide you
with the detailed information that you asked for yesterday.
Thank you.
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MS. RANDHAWA:

Kristi Randhawa, Radiation

and Health Sciences Officer, for the record.
So as part of the environmental review
report, CNSC Staff reviewed studies and reports by the New
Brunswick Health Council who collect health information on
the New Brunswick population.
So the 2017 health profiles with data up
to 2014 for these communities indicate that the leading
chronic health conditions in the region are high blood
pressure or hypertension and arthritis, which is within a
range that are comparable to the provincial averages.
Cancer is the eighth leading chronic
health condition in this region and does not vary
considerably from the province.
CNSC also reviews the cancer reports by
the New Brunswick Cancer Network, including the cancer
system performance and the cancer in New Brunswick reports
which use data from the New Brunswick Provincial Cancer
Registry.

So while these reports do not provide data

specific to the region, it should be noted that cancer is
one of the most commonly diagnosed chronic conditions in
New Brunswick and is the leading cause of death the
province.
These findings are similar to the general
Canadian population.
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The CNSC also reviewed a study which
included two reports by the Conservation Council of New
Brunswick who investigated the cancer/environment
connection in New Brunswick communities from the 1990s to
the early 2000s.
The authors of this study report, among
other findings, that the high rates of lung cancer in Saint
John are more likely linked to occupational and
environmental exposure to pollutants which include
pesticides, household and industrial chemicals and to
smoking.
However, it needs to be noted that people
in Saint John would not be receiving any environmental
exposures from the Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating
Station.
Further, the CNSC Staff have conducted a
study looking at radiation and cancer incidence around
Ontario nuclear power plants.

And the main finding of this

study was that there was no evidence of childhood leukemia
clusters around the three Ontario nuclear power plants, and
no consistent pattern of cancer across the populations in
question.
And we also have conducted studies on
workers, including workers employed at NB Power, which
provide no evidence of increased risk of cancer mortality.
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So while these provincial and regional
reports and studies help to add to our understanding of the
health status of the populations living near nuclear
facilities.

We combine this knowledge with the knowledge

and findings generated in international studies and
reports, such as UNSCEAR, and our broader understanding of
radiation health effects, which tell us that the risks at
extremely low doses such as those at Point Lepreau are
extremely low and we do not anticipate health effects at
these levels.
Lastly, the existing data from New
Brunswick health reports, which includes outcomes such as
birth weights, disabilities, cancers, et cetera, the
UNSCEAR reports and the Canadian and international studies
do not suggest any risk to pregnant women or children from
the operation of Point Lepreau or any other nuclear
facility in Canada.
For more on maternal outcomes and kinds of
data that is collected, I believe Dr. Barker, how is a
Regional Medical Officer of Health for the South Region of
New Brunswick, who we heard from earlier, is online and can
provide more details, as needed.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Maybe we can

ask Dr. Barker if she wants to add anything to what we've
just heard.

Dr. Barker.
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MS. BARKER:

Thank you so much, Madam

President and the Commission.
So I don’t have any additional
information, but I can confirm that what was just presented
is indeed accurate.

We do have it broken down by zone, and

so we could provide more details.

But the results are

consistent with what have already been described, even at a
local level.

And this would also include anomalies that

may be picked up on ultrasound in a pregnancy that may end
up being terminated as a result of a severe congenital
anomaly of which there’s not an increased risk or rate of
such in the area surrounding Point Lepreau.
But I’m happy to answer any additional
questions.
THE PRESIDENT:
MEMBER DEMETER:

Thank you.

Dr. Demeter.

Thank you for that.

I

appreciate that being on the record, given the intervenor’s
comments -- one of the earlier intervenor’s comments, so I
think it’s really good to have that level of detail on the
record.
Thank you very much.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Thank you.

we'll move to our next presentation, which is by the
Coalition for Responsible Energy
Development in New Brunswick

Well,
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(CRED-NB) and the Canadian
Environmental Law Association (CELA), as outlined in CMDs
22-H2.194 and 194A.
I understand Ms. Blaise, you’ll be
starting the presentation.

So over to you.

CMD 22-H2.194/22-H2.194A
Oral presentation by
Coalition for Responsible Energy Development
in New Brunswick (CRED-NB) and The Canadian
Environmental Law Association (CELA)

MS. BLAISE:

Thank you, President Velshi,

and good afternoon, Members of the Commission.

I am Kerrie

Blaise, I’m Legal Counsel at the Canadian Environmental Law
Association and it’s my pleasure to be here today with my
colleague, Gail Wylie, of the Coalition for Responsible
Energy Development in New Brunswick, or CRED-NB.
Before we begin, I’d like to ask the
Commission that we have the opportunity for closing
remarks, if there would be any questions following our
presentation?
Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:
MS. BLAISE:

Short closing remarks.

Short closing remarks, yes.
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I should have said that, not verbose.
The Canadian Environmental Law Association
is a public interest legal aid clinic, we’re based out of
Ontario and we provide free legal services to those who are
disproportionately impacted by environmental justice
issues.

We’re very pleased that Professor Ramana is

joining us online today on Zoom, as he did provide expert
review of our report.
MS. WYLIE:
as well.

And thank you for inviting us

My name is Gail Wylie and I’m a member of the

Coalition for Responsible Energy Development in New
Brunswick.

And it’s a volunteer organization formed in New

Brunswick in March of 2020 to promote a transition to
renewable energy along with energy efficiency measures in
the province.
The Coalition’s comprised of 10 core
environmental and civil society groups in New Brunswick and
is supported by a number of businesses and organizations,
and over 100 individual champions.
We promote this renewable energy vision
through meetings with government and with several
Indigenous groups, and through articles and interviews in
local and national media.
Our focus has been on public education on
the advantages of renewable energy over fossil fuel and
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nuclear energy for meeting Canada’s carbon emissions
targets.
MS. BLAISE:

Thank you, Gail.

So this

slide summarizes our 60-page report that we jointly
submitted to the Commission and the 40 recommendations that
we submit must be fulfilled before a licence is granted.
In the interest of time, I am not going to
go through these individually, but I will flag that they
are available in our PowerPoint for those who want to read
through.
So to begin New Brunswick Power, as we
know, has requested an unprecedented 25-year licence that
we submit, if granted, would effectively shield NB Power’s
operations at Point Lepreau from the public hearings until
2047 and would pose unreasonable risk contrary to the
Nuclear Safety and Control Act.
Social, political, environmental and
technical forces from climate change to cyber security give
rise to uncertainty with respect to nuclear safety.

These

uncertainties introduce risk which could pose serious
threats to public health and the environment.
But that’s why, in Canada, we have a
legislative framework, the Nuclear Safety and Control Act,
which not only requires that the public be protected from
radiological risk and have a right to be heard as part of
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its licensing process, but it establishes the Commission.
And as Commission Members, you are appointed to regulate
and oversee nuclear operations in the public interest.
As Commission Members, you are now tasked
with deciding whether to renew New Brunswick Power’s
operating licence.

You are not obliged to grant a 25-year

licence, nor support the 20-year licence that is supported
by CNSC Staff.

As Commissioners, you are independent from

both industry and the CNSC Staff.
The timeline on this slide highlights a
few of the events that have transformed nuclear oversight
regulation and safety in the past 25 years.

If we’re to

learn anything from history, it’s that we must expect
change and that the next 25 years are no exception.
The events from the past 25 years, many of
them tragic and still impacting communities today, have
shaped not only our perception of nuclear power, but how
the CNSC as a regulator regulates nuclear power plants in
Canada.
In looking back we also begin to
understand that this licensing hearing does not exist in
isolation of societal and world events.
The licensing process and hearing
documents before you today reflect the events of the
unfortunate September 11th attacks, and in the CNSC’s own
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words, forced to rethink of security measures.

They also

reflect the lessons learned from the Fukushima Daiichi
accident in 2011 and the CNSC’s subsequent action plan.
And what we have learned from these
events, all of which have occurred in less than a 25-year
window, is that our understanding of the dangers of nuclear
power and the substantial risk they pose to human health,
safety and the environment is continuously evolving.
While formal licensing processes do not
remove this risk, they do allow for the compulsory
re-evaluation of those risks stemming from continued
nuclear power plant operations.
A dozen years ago few would have expected
that three nuclear reactors at a single site to meltdown
one after the other at the Fukushima Daiichi site.

The

Fukushima nuclear accident also highlighted the unfortunate
effect of a nuclear safety regulator whose focus had
shifted away from the protection of public safety to
enabling the financial interest of nuclear operators.

This

means applications for licence renewal should not just
attract the highest level of procedural protections, but
also build in rights for public intervention, notice and
awareness, and regular opportunities to respond and
question industry claims and offer independent expert
advice.
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Hearing processes such as these are
critical to building the public’s trust and they go hand in
hand with the CNSC’s stated organizational priority to be a
trusted regulator.
Looking ahead to the next 25 years, we can
only hope that the events of the past are not repeated.

We

do know, however, for events like reactor core meltdown,
which are estimated to occur once every 250 years,
according to industry’s probabilistic risk assessments, the
world is now witnessing major nuclear accidents
approximately once every 10 years.
We are also learning that nuclear power
plants are particularly vulnerable to climate change
effects caused through thermal disruptions and extreme
weather events.

Climate change is increasing the

likelihood of flooding, which can create problems for
cooling reactors, and also in the event of an accident
making it harder to access a site and complicating
emergency response.
Climate change poses unique dangers to
Point Lepreau due to its location on the Bay of Fundy.
Because of climate change, high water in the Bay of Fundy
is predicted to rise in the order of .5 metres the next 50
years, and in the order of 1 metre within the century.
We’ve heard from CNSC Staff that status
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reports, regulatory oversight reports, periodic safety
reviews and environmental risk assessments, to name a few,
are sufficient stand-in for public hearings under the
Nuclear Safety and Control Act.

We submit they are not,

and I’ll share with you why.
All of these reports and the mechanisms
are discretionary forms of public engagement and none of
them trigger subsection 40(5) of the Act, that requires the
public have a right to be heard, nor is there rigorous
evaluation criteria set out in the Act or its Regs on
matters for periodic safety reviews, regulatory oversight
reports and ERAs, governing what they must include and what
level of public involvement they attract.
CELA has for many years, as some of you
know, provided comments on RORs for the nuclear power
plants.

RORs, regulatory oversight reports, are for

informational purposes only.

They do not provide a

detailed review of licensee compliance within all 14 safety
and control areas, they are cursory high-level documents.
Unlike a public hearing, the ROR process
also excludes oral intervention opportunities such as this.
Their timeline is much truncated with 30 days provided from
the report coming out to when comments are due.
Likewise, the annual status report on
nuclear power plant reactors is another one we’ve heard
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referenced by CNSC Staff.

Those do not have any form of

public comment or intervention opportunity.
A request for a 25-year licence is quite
simply a blatant attempt to reduce community engagement and
involvement.

If granted, the Commission would willingly be

removing a regulatory licensing process which requires
there be a public hearing.
While the CNSC can engage with the public
transparently and interact with the licensee and ask
questions that are critical for human health and the
environment, as we have seen today and yesterday, that
would be silenced.
It is our submission that shorter
licences, more frequent hearings, which are responsive to
the operations being undertaken by licensees, would better
serve the public interest with which the CNSC is vested to
uphold, and that none of the substitutes referenced by CNSC
Staff are akin to a public hearing process such that they
can be relied upon to justify a longer licensing term.
While that concludes my remarks for today,
subject to any questions the Commission may have, I will
note there are an additional 20 or so slides in our
PowerPoint which do run through a more detailed analysis
from procedural fairness and our observation that there has
been a reduction in documentary disclosure, and our
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detailed findings that it would be contrary to the public
interest that it fail to consider new developments at the
site, the licence application relies on outdated
environmental data.
There is also some incongruencies
regarding when is end of life and decommissioning; and it
fails to expressly consider climate change.
And there are still deficiencies in
offsite emergency planning, which together -- apologies for
all the clicking -- led us to conclude that the CNSC ought
to deny the request for a 25-year licence and as a
condition of that licensing, ensure that another public
hearing be held when NB Power commences the licensing for
what is still a proposed small modular reactor or
reprocessing facility at the site, given the cumulative
impacts that could occur to human health and the
environment.
Subject to any questions, those are our
submissions.

Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you very much for

your presentations, and we'll start with Mr. Kahgee,
please.
MEMBER KAHGEE:
very much for your presentation.

Good afternoon.

Thank you

I just have some

process-related questions perhaps, and perhaps CNSC can
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assist here.
I want to bring your attention
specifically to Recommendation Number 3, which I believe
talks about public access to a licensing document.
question is this:

My

Barring security or commercial

sensitivities, why is this information not more readily
available?
DR. VIKTOROV:

Alex Viktorov.

I'll ask

for a second to pull this recommendation and refresh -MEMBER KAHGEE:
DR. VIKTOROV:

Yeah.
-- my memory of what's been

requested.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

I believe it's on Page 11

of the written intervention.
DR. VIKTOROV:

So Alex Viktorov, for the

record.
The licence application is publicly
available at the moment it is submitted, as well as the
CMDs produced by CNSC staff.

The number of references

included in the licence application, as always, by CNSC
staff is simply overwhelming.

We include it by default but

they are available only subject to any security or
confidentiality restrictions.

So all information could be

shared on demand, and at the very least, the basic
information is posted on our website.
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MS. BULKAN:

Anu Bulkan, for the record.

Just as a follow-up to Dr. Viktorov's
comment, I believe the recommendation speaks more
specifically to New Brunswick Power's documentation that is
incorporated within the licensing documents, and there are
two specific ones that are mentioned.

So, the PSA Summary

Report, and the second is a Seismic Margin Assessment.
And I would ask New Brunswick Power to
speak to that because I believe they may be available on
their website.
MEMBER KAHGEE:
helpful.

Thank you.

That would be

NB Power?
MR. NOUWENS:

Jason Nouwens, for the

record.
It is a good point that the licensing
basis documents that we submit are of public interest and I
want to assure you that we make every possible opportunity
we can to provide those documents.
As Dr. Viktorov did state, if you look at
the licence application and the material referenced, it's
hundreds and thousands of documents.

So to provide all of

them up front is a very difficult task, but we do take
every request for that information very seriously, and in
the absence of any security or confidential information, we
are more than willing to release those.
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The two documents that Ms. Bulkan
mentioned -- the summary reports -- we do provide on our
website.

And that is really our effort to try to take some

of the more technical documents that are very lengthy but
also have security and sensitive information and that we
can't disclose, to provide those into a summary report that
we can provide easily to our public to try to bridge that
gap.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Okay.

Just in a similar vein then, I want to go
to Recommendation 5, which deals with a similar issue in
the context of references within the CMDs and not being
able to access that for the purpose of independent review
and submissions by intervenors in matters such as this.
What is the process currently for being able to access that
information?

And that question is to CNSC.
DR. VIKTOROV:

record.

So Alex Viktorov, for the

I'll start responding to this question and our

communication experts will be able to elaborate on the
details.
Again, CNSC staff takes it quite seriously
that we should be as open as practicably achievable.

We do

attempt to post all key information on our websites.

The

majority of technical information that is not classified
according to government rules is available on request, and
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we have processes to share this information with members of
the public or anyone who is interested.

And our comms

specialist will be able to again walk you through the
process step-by-step.
All right.

We don't seem to have a comms

advisor on the spot, but let me then take a stab at it.

I

see at List 2, options to go through, one is an access to
information process, by which a member of the public
submits a request.

It's been recorded as a request, and we

have set timelines to provide information to the requestor.
Again, if it's CNSC information not subject to any
restrictions, it's really a simple matter and we are able
to respond quickly.

However, often we have been requested

for information that's not really CNSC's to share.

In this

case, we have to consult with whoever is the holder of the
information, and that might involve longer steps.
The other path for getting information is
simply addressing to the CNSC information address, and
members of public can send a request to an electronic
address and we will do our best to answer questions through
these means.
A special duration licensing period, again
we are quite sensitive that the public would be interested
to request for information, so again, we do our utmost to
respond quickly.
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MEMBER KAHGEE:

Okay.

Thank you for

that.
In terms the access to information
request, you said a couple of things.

You said, one, if

it's within the purview of CNSC, it's a little easier to
turn that around quickly.

What's generally the timeframe

for an access to information request if a member of the
public makes a request for that information?
DR. VIKTOROV:

Alex Viktorov.

Speaking

from memory, it's within days -- 10, or two weeks -- but
again, I would have to ask for precision from our
information management people.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

And I just want to follow

up on that a little bit more if I can.
So obviously, if it's information that's
within CNSC's purview, or more importantly if it's
information or documents or reports that CNSC has relied
upon for the basis of its analysis, shouldn't that
information be readily accessible by the public in terms of
their review so they can participate in these proceedings
effectively?
DR. VIKTOROV:
record.

Alex Viktorov, for the

I wholeheartedly agree, but the sheer volume of

information makes it rather difficult to manage.
The CNSC currently has embarked on various
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initiatives to be more agile in sharing information, and
one of these government-wide initiatives is called 'Open
Government', by which we are trying to find ways to make
information available to the public by default.

Again, if

there is no restriction, we would aim to make this
information available as soon as we have it.
But just for reference, the number of
documents in our possession is in the millions.

Again,

it's very difficult to judge sometimes what takes priority
and have to share all this.
MEMBER KAHGEE:
that.

Okay.

I understand all

I just think the specific concern is reports or

documents that CNSC relies on as part of its analysis to
arrive at its recommendations or positions.

That's

information that I think should be readily available to the
public in terms of their cursory analysis and their review
as well.
So that's the issue, I think, that's being
raised, and if there's some way to try and clear that up,
it seems to me going through an access to information for
information that should readily be publicly available I
think could pose a challenge, particularly given the time
constraints in order to prepare and participate for these
types of proceedings.
Thank you.

So, it's just, it would be helpful.
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DR. VIKTOROV:
this point.

So thank you very much for

Again, we will undertake to examine further

opportunities.
And Peter Elder would like to also share
his perception on how we treat information.
MR. ELDER:

Yeah, thank you.

Peter Elder,

for the record.
Mr. Kahgee, we agree with the basis of the
recommendation in terms of that's how we intend to operate,
and that we are working with the Registry to make sure that
that operates as smoothly as possible.
So the process is, any reference that we
put into a CMD, we either would have a copy available
through the Registrar or we would want to set, if it has
protected information, that there actually are some parts
that need to be redacted, that that's actually done in
advance.
So that is the goal that we're trying to
get.

And we do review.

So when we get comments like this

one, we go back and look at it to say it wasn't something
that didn't work as it should, because we were trying to
make this as transparent as possible and we have had a
policy for a decade plus that if we put a reference in, it
should be publicly available.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

That's helpful.
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And in terms of -- and I am glad to hear
that effort to streamline that is underway.

Do you have an

expectation in terms of timeframes for when we might see
that?
MR. ELDER:

I won't give you a complete

timeframe because this is also a dialogue that we are
having with the applicants and the licensees as well to
make sure the expectation is on them as well.

Part of this

is going through how we do this in the most effective,
given the normal technology.

A decade ago we used to give

a compact disc of all the information, the references, to
the secretary that then they could mail out.

That is not

how people want to work right now and we want to make sure
that we are doing it in a way that is consistent with those
ones but also reflecting and being consistent with the
privacy rules that the CNSC has to operate under.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you.

THE PRESIDENT:

Mr. Elder, one of the

comments the intervenor has made is that this conversation
has happened a number of times and while there is an
acknowledgement of improvement, that maybe things have
fallen through the cracks, and so the Commission will
direct staff that "You need to do something about this" and
staff say, "Yes, we are doing something about it" but then
really what is happening.
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Maybe what we -- and we will probably have
that in our deliberations and in our decision, is that what
we probably want are some specific performance indicators
around turnaround times or something to measure the ready
accessibility of especially those reference documents that
are used by staff in coming up with their recommendations.
So maybe that is something you want to
think about as well.

It is more than just a timeline, it

really is how easy is it for intervenors to access this
information.
And maybe, Ms. Blaise, you can share in a
bit more detail your experience for this particular hearing
in access to information.
MS. BLAISE:

Thank you, President Velshi

and Commission Members.
I am happy to share that experience.
Typically, we do recognize there is a division in who we
need to contact to receive references, both CNSC staff and
NB Power.

Ideally what we want to see is when the CMDs and

the licence application are posted all of the documents
referenced therein are also available.

So we are not

asking to clarify, you know, some obscure documents from 20
years ago, we are just asking for the references that form
the submission being made.

That is not what we are seeing

and we have been saying this for years.

So that would be a
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minimum.
Access to information requests are very,
very timely -- I'm sorry, they take a lot of time, the
opposite -- I wish they were timely -- and they were even
further delayed due to COVID-19.

So that absolutely would

remove any opportunity there to get the information,
particularly -- and you alluded to it as well, President
Velshi, is we have incremental movement during the hearing.
Five years ago we were here for the renewal of the Lepreau
licence and then President Binder committed to making the
hazard assessment publicly accessible and he was quite
shocked that something about earthquakes and wind wouldn't
be publicly accessible and there was a commitment made that
next time around it will be publicly accessible.

That

document we did receive, but it was so heavily redacted
that it is effectively meaningless.

I am not sure if per

copyright rules I can even reference the full title of the
report.

And so those barriers impede any meaningful

engagement and then our time is spent having this
conversation and not actually digging into what is in those
reports and making expert recommendations to you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Thank you.

Dr. Berube...?
MEMBER BERUBE:
presentation and welcome.

Well, thank you for your
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I want to specifically talk about your
recommendation number 33 on page 43 of your written
submission and it requires some input from NBEMO.

Since

they are still in the room, I was just wondering if they
could step up and maybe help explore this topic a little
bit, on the nature of an evacuation plan in the event of an
emergency.
--- Pause
MEMBER BERUBE:
present still.

Well, thanks for being

It is one of these topics we have to

explore in detail and it has to do with the detailed
planning zones in terms of the number of people that are
within each zone and how difficult it is going to be to
gather them up and evacuate them in the state of an
emergency at the plant.

I am pretty sure you must have

some general ideas of what that population looks like and
how difficult it would be, who would have to shelter in
place and who would have to be moved and these kind of
things.
Could you just run us through that logic
sequence for us in the event of an emergency requiring
evacuation?
MR. MacCALLUM:

Yes.

Greg MacCallum, for

the record.
Thank you for that question.

We have some
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general ideas and some very specific ideas and I will defer
to Mr. Shepard as the Manager of the Planning and
Preparedness Section to speak specifically about the
evacuation concept of operations that we have.
Roger...?
MR. SHEPARD:

Roger Shepard, for the

record.
So in the Point Lepreau Off-Site Nuclear
Emergency Plan there is a warning order for an evacuation
that can be taken out of the plan and the data filled out
to provide a warning that evacuation is likely to happen
and then there is an evacuation order that is issued by the
Director of NBEMO.
So when you talk about evacuation of the
zones, the automatic action zone contains 550 people; the
detailed planning zone contains 3,100 people; out to 30
kilometres there are 6,400 people; and out to 50 kilometres
there are 105,000 people.

If you include the ingestion

pathway zone it is 128,000, including the city of Rothesay.
So we had the detailed numbers and we had
these detailed numbers specifically focusing on evacuation
out to 20 kilometres.

And in these planning zones we use

warden zones here in the Province of New Brunswick.
there is not common terminology in the nuclear world.
IAEA uses precautionary action zone, early protective

So
The
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action zone and extended planning distance.

And CSA and

Health Canada use automatic action zone, detailed planning
zone and contingency planning zone.

But we put that table

in our chart.
The terminology is not what we use here in
New Brunswick, so we evacuate according to warden zones.
So we have a warden zone and each warden is assigned to a
warden zone and he knows how many people are in that zone.
He knows how many people are vulnerable, how many people
require transportation, how many pets, farm animals.
So we have a detailed database of
everything we think we need to know specifically for an
evacuation of people, including vulnerable people, who
would require ambulatory assistance, how many people are in
special care homes.

There is one school of 85 staff and

students that would have to be evacuated, one special care
home that has eight personnel that will self-evacuate.

So

we have the detail, the information on everyone that is
inside the detailed planning zone.
When we evacuate, the order to evacuate -if we evacuate, we always say to the EMO, if we are going
to evacuate just the 4 kilometre automatic action zone,
everyone in Point Lepreau within 20 kilometres is likely to
evacuate, because as soon as you start the evacuation, word
goes through social media and all of a sudden multiple
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areas are evacuated.
So the RCMP have the responsibility for
the evacuation of the zone.

When there is a general

radiation emergency and there is a declaration of state of
emergency to restrict access and to allow restriction to
areas, the RCMP sets up multiple, as many as 11 traffic
control points and roadblocks and two access control
points.

They also go door-to-door with the warden service

to assist in the evacuation, pushing residents out through
the egress routes east and west down on Highway 1.
As a warden evacuates a house, each
resident in that zone has an evacuation card that is issued
with his potassium iodide tablets.

When they evacuate

their house, they put the checkered card in the door or
window so that if a warden comes by or the RCMP they know
that that residence has been evacuated.
So that evacuation would continue.

As the

warden zone notes that his complete zone is evacuated, the
warden then evacuates.
So how long would it take to evacuate?
have evacuation time estimates.

We

It was done by KLD

Engineering and they do a very detailed assessment of the
road networks, the vehicles, the amount of personnel,
access routes in and out, traffic flow, that sort of thing.
So we have detailed evacuation time estimates that tell us
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that 90 percentile, in other words 90 percent of the
population would be evacuated in this time based on time of
day, night or day, weather events, weather and that sort of
thing.
So we have a very elaborate evacuation
plan and it is augmented by the warden service to assist
the RCMP with the detailed evacuation.
MEMBER BERUBE:

So just to further expand

on the issues here that the intervenor has raised, they are
saying, well, we don't have the data.

And the question is:

Is that data something that you would be willing to make
public?
MR. SHEPARD:

Roger Shepard, for the

record.
We do a demographic public safety survey.
It is a 17-page document that is delivered door-to-door to
every resident and business inside 20 kilometres of Point
Lepreau.

It is filled out by the residents of the house

with the assistance of the warden if required.

So in that

demographic public safety survey is all the information for
their personal contact, home phone, cell phone, e-mail.
That is required to be put into the Everbridge mass
notification system to warn them of a classification of a
radiation emergency.
As well as their contact information, we
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ask them information about their health and the number of
people that live in their house, how many adults, how many
children, their ages, any medication, any special
transportation they require, does your husband take the
vehicle to work, if there is an evacuation during the day
do you need transportation.
gathering of information.
their well?

So it is a pretty elaborate
Do they grow crops?

How deep is

It is a myriad of questions so that we have

all that information in a database.
That information in a database called
AMANDA, once all that information is collected that
information is classified.

I shouldn't say that.

It is

confidential because it has all their contact names and
information on that document.
So the wardens each have a printout of
everyone that is in obviously their warden zone.

It has

their contact information, it has whether they have KI
pills, whether they filled out a demographic survey or not.
So it has that limited information.
And out of that program called AMANDA we
can print reports.

I can print a list of everyone who

lives in the 20-kilometre detailed planning zone, all their
contact information.

I can print it out by warden zone.

I

can print out how many pets are in each zone, how many
livestock are in each zone.

I can print out just one zone,
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who in that zone requires assistance for evacuation.
So we have the data, we have the details,
and once it is completed in that format it is confidential
and we have it on a confidential system.
MEMBER BERUBE:

Okay.

Thank you for that.

I just wanted to make sure that the data was there, because
it was a concern.
The intervenor, does that satisfy your
concerns with whether we have integrity on that type of
information?
MS. BLAISE:

Thank you, Commissioner

Berube.
I will just follow up on that briefly.

It

is a success story coming out of the last hearing five
years ago that the Off-Site Emergency Response Plan by
NBEMO is publicly available and so if there can be more
information within the publicly facing emergency response
plan regarding those who are transit-dependent or rely on
others for vehicles, there could be more detail in the
plan.
But just to add to that, I just would ask
how frequently are these estimates for evacuation updated
and how far into the future are they projected?

Because

that was also a gap that we found within our review.
MR. SHEPARD:

Roger Shepard, for the
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record.
So we have an overlap of one -- we do not
issue potassium iodide tablets at the same time we
distribute the demographic public safety survey.
advantage of separating them.

We take

It happened in 2019 when we

went to do a complete reissue of the demographic public
safety survey and found out when we visited a lot of the
residents couldn't find their KI pills or said they weren't
issued KI pills.

So that gave us an opportunity to top

everyone up in potassium iodide at the same time we were
completing a complete redo of the demographic public safety
survey.
And again, when we go to reissue the KI
pills in 2021 we make sure when we go door-to-door that
anyone that has lapsed in having filled out a demographic
public safety survey, they will get one as well as their
potassium iodide.

So it is an overlapping every three to

four years that we were doing demographic public safety
surveys and potassium iodide, but that will change this
year because the potassium iodide that we issued in the
summer of 2021 does not expire until 2032.

Therefore,

there will be two more issues of the demographic public
safety survey before we have to top up on potassium iodide
tablets.
MEMBER BERUBE:

Thank you for your input.
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THE PRESIDENT:

And while, Mr. MacCallum

and Mr. Shepard, you are here, one of the other questions
or concerns the intervenor has raised is compliance with
international standards when it comes to emergency planning
zones.

Can you comment on that, please?

Or consistency

with international guidance.
MR. SHEPARD:

Roger Shepard, for the

record.
As I was mentioning, the common
terminology, the IAEA has a document called General Safety
Requirements Part 7.

So in 2019, New Brunswick, as part of

the National EPREV, the Emergency Preparedness Review, have
done a self-assessment of our planning and processes
against the GSR Part 7 from the IAEA.

After the EPREV was

complete there were six recommendations, six suggestions
and five good practices.

Canada has agreed that we would

action all six recommendations and six suggestions to
improve and bring our planning in line with the IAEA.
In the Off-Site Emergency Plan for Point
Lepreau, we have a second reference, which is the CSA
N1600, General requirements for emergency response
management, of which I am an associate member of the
Technical Committee for the Canadian Standards Association.
So that also is a reference that we use in the off-site
plan, especially in the glossary or terminology and
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definitions.
THE PRESIDENT:
understand.

Right.

So help me

Was that a finding from EPREV that the New

Brunswick Emergency Plan is not in alignment with
international guidance?
MR. SHEPARD:

Roger Shepard, for the

record.
No, that was not a finding in the EPREV.
I'm trying to demonstrate that many of the references that
you see in the Point Lepreau Off-Site Emergency Plan are
referencing guidelines such as the GSR Part 7 and CSA
N1600.
And when you talk about -- she is talking
about the emergency planning zones.

So again terminology,

the emergency planning zone names that are used in the
Off-Site Plan for the IAEA have our distances, because the
IAEA do not provide distances, just definitions on, for
example, emergency actions or emergency protection zone -urgent protective zone -- or protective action zone.

They

use a definition for that term and don't assign a distance.
So the distance comes from the Point Lepreau technical
planning basis as to what the distance of the automatic
action zone, which is the term used again by CSA and by
Health Canada.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

So let me ask you a
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specific one -MR. SHEPARD:
THE PRESIDENT:

Sure.
-- which is

Recommendation 27:
"To conform with international guidance, the Ingestion
Pathway Zone must be expanded from 57 km to 300
km..."
I gather the IAEA guidance is if you have
a 1000 MW unit then you kind of need to have that much
distance for an ingestion planning zone.

So comment on

that.
MR. SHEPARD:

Roger Shepard, for the

record.
So our planning zone distances come from
the Point Lepreau technical planning basis.

So the

technical planning basis states that our ingestion planning
zone is 57 kilometres.

So I would ask that Point Lepreau

talk on the technical planning basis as it is their
document and we adopt it as our planning basis -- our risk
assessment.
MR. NOUWENS:

Jason Nouwens, for the

record.
Thanks for the question.

This is

definitely a very interesting topic of high priority, so I
will turn this over to Nick Reicker, our Manager of
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Regulatory Affairs and Emergency Preparedness.
MR. REICKER:

Nick Reicker, for the

record.
Thank you very much for the question.

It

is a great point that was brought up within the
intervention on the recommendation.
So I will go back to the technical
planning basis, which by design influences all of the
off-site planning zones:

as Mr. Shepard mentioned, the

automatic action zone, detailed planning zone, contingency
planning zone, and the ingestion planning zone as well.
These within the technical planning basis were done looking
at IAEA, REGDOC and CSA Standards, as well as looking at
Health Canada guidelines to influence it and make sure that
we are in line with industry and make sure that we are
comparable to the studies of the past.
Recognizing that within the intervention
there were references to IAEA distances, one notable
reference is a lot of the IAEA guidelines are directed
towards light water reactors and when you apply that
methodology and the technology there is also the caveat
that those distances should also be augmented by a detailed
planning basis to define your own licensee's utility zones,
which we have done based on our planning zones within New
Brunswick, to land on what is the basis for the Off-Site
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Plan at current.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Thank you for

that.
Dr. Demeter, please.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Thank you.

I will just

get my file here.
So I have to put some things in
perspective for this comment and suggestion.

So I spent

nine years, three years on the other side of this table and
up to six on this side, and the issue of access to
documents has been throughout those nine years and it seems
that perhaps there needs to be more prescriptive direction
that technical information supplied by the licensee for the
CNSC staff to make their determinations should be public
domain and if there is going to be a review for proprietary
or safety concerns it should be reviewed and redacted by a
third party so there is no ascertainment of bias.

So I

want to know -- and that the licensee should know up front
that everything they give the staff to make the
determination of safety will become public domain without
having to ask for permission after the fact.
So I would like to know from the
licensee's point of view their opinion on that kind of
process, and staff.

Would that make things smoother, more

understandable, any issues with that?
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MR. NOUWENS:

Jason Nouwens, for the

record.
Let me start by saying the issue of access
to information and public disclosure is very important to
us.

I want to highlight that there are some times where

the information that is requested or is of interest to the
public is sensitive, as we talked about, from a security
point of view, but also sometimes it is proprietary and is
actually owned by service providers to us in the context of
the analysis that we have asked them to conduct or have
issued a purchase order to conduct.

So that information is

not always conducive to opening up to the public because,
as I mentioned, sometimes it would reveal security or
sensitivities about the station, but sometimes it would
actually provide proprietary commercial assets from other
companies to the public.
So that is why it is a very sensitive
topic, but I want to assure you that it is of paramount
priority to us to make sure that we are operating the
station in an open and transparent method and are providing
to anyone who asks for information all the information that
we can possibly provide to them.
And I want to go on a little bit to say
that sometimes when information is not conducive to us
providing it openly to the forum, we will actually invite
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those people to come to our station to review those
documents in person.

So even though sometimes we can't

publicly submit a document for public consumption, there
are some opportunities where we will ask those people to
come to site and we will provide the material to them to
review and to read through the material and have a
discussion and ask our subject matter experts about
questions or concerns they may have.
So I want to highlight that I don't think
it's an easy answer to your question to say that this would
be easy for us to do, but we are definitely committed to
working in any way we can to make this easier for the
public, to make it more proactive and transparent, because
that is one of our core values is to operate our station in
openness and transparency day by day.
MEMBER DEMETER:

So before staff, I

understand that sometimes the software coding -proprietary.

The methodologic and analysis methods

probably -- it would be difficult to convince me they're
proprietary.
But I have to tell you, we all have
certain expert content at this table, but there are things
we don't know.

So we don't know what we don't know, and we

rely on intervenors to bring out some issues that we might
not have realized.

And sometimes if they don't have access
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to the information, I think it hampers the whole process.
So staff's response, that if you said any
information you provide to us, unless there's a valid
reason for it to be censored, we will share with -anything that's referenced.
DR. VIKTOROV:

So Alex Viktorov, for the

record.
Yes, I will restate that staff would be
totally willing to share information publicly as long as we
ascertain it has no restriction for doing so.

Of course we

are -- also have to be cognizant of all the government
policies in this regard.
And I'll ask Meghan Gerrish to maybe
provide additional insight, how we can do currently and
maybe how we can do better.
MS. GERRISH:
Gerrish, for the record.

Hi there.

My name is Meghan

I am a senior communications

advisor with the CNSC.
So with regards to public inquiries for
information, the general turnaround time for that is within
24 hours.

So if somebody approaches the CNSC info account,

we respond to them within 24 hours and keep them abreast of
the timeline that it would take to acquire all the
information they're looking for and submit it to them.
In terms of posting reports to our
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website, we do follow government of Canada guidelines in
terms of accessibility, so we ensure that all of these
documents are programmed into the website in HTML format,
and so they are fully accessible to all Canadians, and also
that they're in both official languages.

So there are a

few time constraints there in terms of turning around
information and having that posted on line; however, we do
our very best to get all of those documents posted as
efficiently as possible.
With regards to posting information, the
REGDOG-3.2.1 does prescribe licensees to post a summary of
their periodic safety review, a summary report, and as well
as a full report of the environmental risk assessment.
That information is quite heavy for the general public, so
the summary is intended to provide an overview high-level
of more palatable information for all of Canadians.

And I

can assure you that the licensees who are subject to those
documentations have posted those online.
I think that about sums up, if I did touch
on your question.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Yeah, thank you.

Yeah,

I'm satisfied.
THE PRESIDENT:

Mr. Nouwens, maybe a

follow-up to your comment around proprietary information of
your contractors or consultants that you may not have the
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authority to share.

To what lengths do you go as you set

up these contracts?

Because I think the expectation you

should have is you want to make this public or that the
public will be interested in it, so whether it's a hazard
assessment, for instance, that you make that as part of the
requirement of the service they're providing -- not their
proprietary modelling, but you know, the details around the
results of the assessment.

And I'm just wondering, are

there opportunities for you to go further in that area to
make more information publicly accessible?
MR. NOUWENS:

Thank you for that excellent

question.
I'll share a few thoughts and then I'll
actually turn it over to Kathleen Duguay to share some of
the efforts we've gone to to make that information
accessible.
I will just say at a high level, in the
contracts when we establish them -- and you made the
example of the hazard assessment, right -- it's not always
easy to take the proprietary modelling and assessment that
a company like CANDU Energy, for example, may own and
extract that from the end result.

However, we do try to

bridge that gap with summary reports that we do make
publicly available; right?
But I will ask Kathleen to provide a bit
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more context because it is very important to us.

And I

know I've said this, but I really want to re-emphasize the
point that openness and transparency is a core value to us
and we do try to make every effort.

It's not always easy

to get the actual information in the hands, but we do try
very hard at this, and it's an ongoing area of focus for
us.
But Kathleen, if you could provide some
more details on some of the efforts we've made to make that
information open to our members of the public, please.
MS. DUGUAY:

Kathleen Duguay, for the

record.
When we get requests for documents or
requests for information, we try to understand the context
on which they are looking for that information, because
often they may not know that other document exist that
would help them better understand what they're looking for.
So we make that extra effort to understand from which
context.

We provide -- we make the request within our team

of the documentation that they've been asking for.

And in

a case like Ms. Blaise, we've been in contact for a few
years now and really have learned a lot from the feedback
that she provided us in the past.
And we make every efforts to ensure that
those documents are provided in a timely manner.

In some
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cases, like you indicated, it's a third party group, and
they have to review that document and make whatever
adjustment in there.

And sometime it could take longer

than we expect.
But my personal and my team's view is
let's make sure we provide them the information they need
to make the full assessment to make informed decisions.
And sometime they may not know that other document exists.
That's why having that context and that dialogue is
important.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Kahgee?
MEMBER KAHGEE:

I just want to go back to

recommendation no. 4 with respect to commitments.
President Velshi started to segue into that.
to get a bit more clarity.

I think

I would like

Just bear with me, I'm just

going to bring it to my -- so I have it in front of me.
Okay, there it is, yeah.
So I understand that when commitments are
made, one of the frustrations is there's no way to track
those commitments in a publicly available way to assess
whether or not those things have been carried out.
My question, then, is to CNSC.

What is

the process for tracking that, making sure, where there's
commitments made, that those are followed up on, and
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ultimately whatever compliance measures need to be in
place, that's information that's readily available to the
public?
DR. VIKTOROV:

Alex Viktorov, for the

record.
Following any licensing hearings, CNSC
staff scrutinizes the records and takes note of actions
undertakings.

And they are tracked through what we call

the regulatory information bank, which is a bank of
actions.

It's a registry who has ownership of actions

taken in the licensing hearings, and they track them to
completion.

Again, there is time assigned; there is a lead

assigned for each action.

And the registry will assure

that we accomplish whatever we undertook.
So there is a process in place.
staff believes that it works well for us.
our undertakings.

We deal with them.

And CNSC

Again, we track

We accomplish the

work.
I cannot comment to what extent that would
be visible to the public.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Would that form part of

the basis for the ROR?
DR. VIKTOROV:

Indeed.

In the regulatory

oversight reports, the actions that's coming from a
previous meeting are also taken and tracked through the --
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our action database, and the progress on those actions is
reported.

So every year, certain actions are presented to

the Commission as completed, and we request the Commission
agreement that those are indeed completed.

And some of the

actions continue to be tracked.
So within the context of ROR, it is
discussed during the ROR's presentations.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you.

switch gears for one quick moment.

I just want to

With reference to cyber

security, my question then would be to CNSC.

Can you tell

us a bit more about amendments to the Nuclear Security
Program as it relates to cyber security and how this would
apply to NB Power?

And this is in reference to

recommendation no. 38 of the intervention.
DR. VIKTOROV:

I'll ask our experts in

cyber security to respond to this question.
MR. SIGETICH:

Justin Sigetich.

I'm the

director of the Systems Engineering Division, for the
record.
The CNSC is undergoing a project that's
the modernization of the Nuclear Security Regulations
Project.

And part of this project is to update the Nuclear

Security Regulations and also the regulatory documents that
the CNSC uses in support of the Nuclear Security
Regulations.

This project will update the -- both the
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regulations for security, physical security, personnel
screening, and it includes updates for cyber security.
The project will be sent for -- the
current plan is that the project will be going to
pre-publication in the summer of this year, and it will go
to public consultation for comment and review.

And that

will be published in the Canada Gazette, Part I.

And

following any potential updates based on the comments
received, there might be consultation sessions with
stakeholders and the public for those potential changes to
the regulations.

And there will also be -- this regulation

will then be sent to the Commission for their approval of
the updated regulations for final publication in the
following year, in 2023 is the current plan for those
updates.
Now, this project also includes potential
updates to, as I mentioned before, the regulatory
documents.

And these are the current regulatory documents

in the 2.12 series.

We currently have a number of those

regulatory documents.
2.12.3, to be specific.

There's REGDOC-2.12.1 and 2.12.2 and
And as I mentioned, that includes

requirements and guidance for cyber security.
So I can get into some more details for
the specifics for cyber security, but that's the Nuclear
Security Modernization Project.
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And there are other projects underway to
update cyber security requirements, and I can get into
those if you have additional questions.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you for that.

Perhaps CELA, do you have a comment?
MS. BLAISE:

Thank you, Member Kahgee.

I would ask that our expert, Professor
Ramana, who is on Zoom, to comment.
MR. RAMANA:
Ramana.

Thank you.

My name is M. V.

I'm at UBC, for the record.
I've been looking at cyber security issues

for some years now, and we are actually living through a
cyber war, as it were, between Ukraine and Russia.
And this threat is changing very fast.
And the last few years, we've seen attacks on nuclear
facilities in Japan, in Korea, and in India.

And so it's

probably more a question of when, not if, there will be an
attack at some point on a Canadian nuclear facility.
So with that in mind, I would like to sort
of turn the discussion to the main purpose of this whole
hearing, which is about whether this licence for 20 years
or 25 years should be actually offered, and submit that
because the cyber threat is changing so rapidly, we cannot
be sure about what kinds of threats are going to come up in
the future, and we should be much more guarded about how
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long this kind of a licence is offered.
updated periodically.

And this has to be

Thank you.

MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you.

Then perhaps NB Power, if I could turn
your attention, then, to recommendation 38 perhaps for
comment, specifically in terms of any gap analysis that you
may have conducted independently.
MR. NOUWENS:

Jason Nouwens, for the

record.
Thank you.

So I will confirm that we

actually are currently complying with N290.7, but I will
ask Herb Thompson to come up and provide some more context.
He's our IT specialist.
I do, just while Herb's getting ready, I
just want to make a clarification to the comment we just
heard around the longer licence.
One of the benefits that we see in the
regulatory process and the advancements of that over the
last number of years is the specific use of the Licence
Conditions Handbook.

And what that's allowed us to do or

has allowed the regulator to do is implement new CSA
regulatory documents at any time.

So we don't wait 'til a

licence period is over before we implement new
requirements.

So as new codes and standards are developed

and implemented, there's a process to go through to
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evaluate the benefits or safety impacts of how they would
apply to our industry.

But they can be implemented, added

to our licence through the Licence Conditions Handbook at
any time.

And we see that continually.
So with respect to a 25-year licence that

we're requesting, that has no -- will have no bearing on
how quickly we can implement new regulatory requirements or
CSA standards or any other advancements that we see in the
industry that have a safety benefit for us.
So that being said, I'll turn it over to
Herb Thompson for some more specific requirements around
CSA N290.7-14 specifically and -21, and how our compliance
with that is progressing.
MR. THOMPSON:

Good afternoon.

record, my name is Herb Thompson.

For the

I'm the Computer Design

supervisor at Lepreau and that also includes responsibility
for the cyber security measures for the core nuclear power
plant computer base systems.
So I believe your question was zeroing in
on gap assessments and that sort of thing.

So context,

we've had a cyber security program for the core nuclear
power plant system since approximately 2009.

We were

active participants in the development of CSA N290.47,
which is the standard for nuclear power plant cyber
security in Canada.

We did perform a gap assessment
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against that standard and made a number of program and
process improvements to comply with that.

We've also been

active participants in the development of the new 2021
version of the standard and are actively looking at a gap
assessment on that.
So hopefully that answers the question.
THE PRESIDENT:

Dr. Berube?

And if you

have a question for the intervenor, please ask, otherwise
save it for our round of questions, because we're running
late.

Are you good?
Dr. Demeter?

You're good too?

Okay, then with that, I'll turn it over to
you, Ms. Blaise, for your closing remarks.
MS. BLAISE:

Wonderful.

Thank you,

President Velshi.
I will actually turn the floor over to my
colleague Gail Wylie who will be closing us out today.
MS. WYLIE:

From the beginning of this

licence application process, our coalition's concern has
been for informed and inclusive public engagement for all
New Brunswickers in a decision which will have long-term
consequences for the reliability and cost of electric power
in New Brunswick for both residential and commercial use.
This goal has been only partially met by
the current written and oral intervention process.

From
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the outset, our concerns about the phase 1 online process,
its quality, and its accessibility to New Brunswickers
without access to computer or the Web were never
acknowledged, even after four emails from CRED, the last
one, offering our assistance.
This same informed public engagement
concern was raised by a Telegraph-Journal reporter speaking
to the CNSC's media advisor, Kim Cunningham, who explained
that the notice of phase 1 had been mailed to 85,000
households in a 75-kilometre radius of Point Lepreau.
But Lepreau power serves all of New
Brunswickers.

The risks from Lepreau are borne by all New

Brunswickers.

The remaining debt from the refurbishment is

carried on the provincial books by all New Brunswick
taxpayers.

It's these New Brunswickers who would not have

a say about Lepreau for another 25 years.

So this is not

the inclusive public engagement process we would have
expected.
This same lack of inclusion in open,
inclusive, and transparent communications is reflected in
NB Power's setting of an ingestion planning zone of only 57
kilometres in which farmers should be clearly informed of
emergency procedures for sheltering animals, for not
feeding those animals locally grown fodder, and for not
selling locally grown produce should there be a nuclear
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emergency.
The IAEA standard for an ingestion zone -planning zone, given the size of Lepreau nuclear reactor,
is 300 kilometres, not 57 kilometres.

Farmers in a

300-kilometre radius in New Brunswick -- and I've mapped
this for myself -- in New Brunswick, PEI, Nova Scotia, and
Maine should all be aware ongoingly of these procedures, so
critical to the health of humans and other creatures.

And

folks in that area who rely on hunting or other wild food
should also be warned.
In short, while the written intervention
and three days of oral presentation were welcome as far as
they go, given the need for inclusive, open, transparent
public engagement, they are just not good enough.
I think I have another note here ...
We have not heard how the emergency
response plans will consider climate change, despite us
raising it extensively in our submissions.

For instance,

what type of natural hazards are planned for, and as we
know there will be more frequent and more severe storm
events.
Given that we are living through an era of
rapid change -- from a pandemic to geopolitical threats to
cyber attacks to brand-new technology to climate change,
all at the same time -- surely this is not a time to settle
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into a 25-year licence for an aging nuclear power plant.
Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you very much, Ms.

Wylie, Ms. Blaise, and Dr. Ramana for your intervention,
thank you.
We will now move to our next presentation,
which is by the Canadian Coalition for Nuclear
Responsibility as outlined in CMDs 22-H2.228 and H2.228A.
And Dr. Gordon Edwards will be making this presentation
remotely.
Dr. Edwards, the floor is yours, please.

CMD 22-H2.228/22-H2.228A
Oral presentation by the
Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility

DR. EDWARDS:
THE PRESIDENT:
DR. EDWARDS:

Hello?

Can I be heard?

Yes, we can hear you.
Oh, sorry, I was on mute.

I

didn't realize.
Well, Gordon Edwards, for the record.
Thank you, Madam Velshi and honourable Commissioners.
I'd like to begin with two items that were
raised in yesterday's hearings related to the Passamaquoddy
intervention.
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Financial provisions sometimes impinge
directly on human radiation exposures.

For example, five

years worth of elevated tritium releases and elevated
radiation exposures to workers and the public could have
been avoided if the contaminated heavy water moderator now
in the Point Lepreau reactor had been replaced with clean
material during the refurbishments.
Yesterday NB Power said that they are now
going to do exactly that at some point, but it should have
been done seven years ago when the plant was shut down.

I

guess they wanted to avoid an even larger cost overrun on
the refurbishment project.

In this way, not having enough

money can have radiation consequences.
CNSC

says that it will never compromise

safety, but to be credible its actions must accompany those
words.
Similarly I contend, and the CCNR
contends -- well, this is basically me because I’m acting
on behalf of the Passamaquoddy -- that the financial
guarantee for decommissioning Point Lepreau that the
Commissioners are now being asked to approve as part of
this licence application is not adequate to allow the site
to be restored to an uncontaminated condition, able to be
used without fear for other purposes.

The absence of

sufficient funding will directly contribute to compounding
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the environmental injustice already done to the
Passamaquoddy in the past, leaving them with a permanently
contaminated site.
That’s why the Commissioners have an
obligation to do everything possible to ensure that the
financial guarantee is enough, and in fact more than
enough, to cover all contingencies.
The Commission’s decision is not made
easier by NB Power’s confusing testimony yesterday that
somehow the NWMO, the Nuclear Waste Management
Organization, is going to provide a DGR, a Deep Geological
Repository, for Lepreau’s decommissioning waste.

This is

absolutely not the case, as I said yesterday, and I’m
wondering why CNSC staff did not immediately jump to
correct the record.
It’s terrible when misinformation ends up
on the permanent record of the hearings of the CNSC.

I’m

glad that I was listening and was able to point out that
this is not correct.
NB Power simply cannot pass the buck.

It

is New Brunswick’s responsibility to provide a repository
for those wastes that the federal government has not
accepted as its responsibility.
The radiation levels in the core area of a
nuclear reactor become extremely radioactive due to not
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only contamination with radioactive materials from the
irradiated fuel, but activation of products which are
normally not radioactive and which become radioactive as a
result of neutrons.
This is the case with tritium, with
carbon-14, with cobalt-60 and with a lot of very long-lived
isotopes; a 300,000-year half-life, for example, for
chlorine-36.

These are activation products.

They are not

created inside the fuel but outside the fuel, oftentimes in
the structural materials.
Those wastes have to be dealt with and the
plant has to be dismantled, producing a voluminous amount
of radioactive waste that cannot be recycled for other
purposes.

And justice demands that the financial guarantee

approved by you gentlemen, and by you, Madam Velshi, be
sufficient to cover these contingencies.

It must

definitely cover the packaging and removal of the waste and
all contaminated soil from the site.

It is your decision

that will ultimately make the difference.
This is not a matter to be decided by the
proponent or by CNSC staff, as they themselves have
admitted in Part 1 of these hearings.

Nation-to-nation

matters are very much on the shoulders of you, the
decision-makers, the Commissioners.
The second matter raised yesterday, and
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which is also in the second of the documents that I
submitted on behalf of CCNR, 228A -- that’s CMD 22-228A.
The second matter has to do with the inadequacy of the
existing overpressure relief valves in the Lepreau reactor.
These valves are needed to prevent rupturing of the primary
cooling system in the unlikely event of a prolonged
overpressurization of the heat transport system.
As you know, the tremendous heat generated
in the core of the reactor must be dumped somewhere, and
the main heat sinks are the boilers or steam generators,
which are constantly cooled by feed water that flows past
the thousands of little pipes inside each boiler.

If for

some reason this heat sink is not available, especially for
a prolonged period, the temperature and the pressure in the
heat transport system will rise and something will rupture
unless that pressure can be released quickly enough.

This

is true even if the reactor is instantly shut down, because
the radioactive decay heat continues long after shutdown
and even after two hours can cause violent ruptures if the
valves are not big enough to relieve the pressure.
This is discussed in CMD 22-228A, and it
is based on a detailed analysis by Dr. Sunil Nijhawan,
which was published in 2012, ten years ago, in the
proceedings of the 20th International Conference on Nuclear
Engineering.
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My colleagues and I have studied this very
closely and we are convinced that he is correct in his
reasoning that these valves that are now in place in the
Lepreau reactor cannot possibly relieve the pressure when
the heat sinks are lost.
Yesterday I was pleased to learn that CNSC
staff is apparently now examining this situation much more
closely, as directed, I believe, by Madam Velshi.

And I am

confident that if the Commissioners request an in-camera
briefing on this matter, they can quickly satisfy
themselves that this is both a legitimate and an urgent
safety concern.
Although severe accidents are indeed very
rare, there are several examples of loss of heat sinks in
operating nuclear reactors, including the Three Mile Island
partial meltdown of 1979 and half a dozen others which
didn’t lead to such consequences.
CCNR considers that it would be
unconscionable for CNSC to license a plant like Lepreau for
operation without ensuring the properly sized relief valves
are installed.

Point Lepreau is currently shut down for a

couple of months and now is the time when the proper valves
should be installed.
CCNR is convinced it would also be
unconscionable for CNSC staff to withhold this information
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from the Commissioners, in which case they would be voting
on an operating licence without being made aware of
potentially catastrophic failures caused by inadequate
engineering systems in the unlikely case that a loss of
heat sinks occurs.
The above concern about overpressure
relief is only one of 18 major issues identified by Dr.
Nijhawan, all having to do with severe accident scenarios
in CANDU reactors and engineered improvements that can be
made to prevent or mitigate the worst consequences of such
severe accidents, which we all hope will never happen in
the first place but which must be anticipated and
corrected, if we are aware of them and know what the remedy
is.
I do apologize that the list of 18 items
which I put in my original brief, the CCNR original brief,
which is the 228 number, is the wrong list.
corrected in 228A.

That list is

It turns out there were two lists of 18

items and the wrong one was copied.

So I apologize for

that.
If you consult the list in 228A, that’s
the list that I’m referring to.
Our recommendation is that the
Commissioners not grant an extended licence for the Point
Lepreau reactor but that they grant a licence for no more
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than three years and that they ask staff to come back at
the next licensing hearing, in less than three years time,
to discuss the benefits and debenefits, the disbenefits, of
these 18 recommendations that Dr. Nijhawan has made.
I believe that it’s been a long time.
It’s taken more than ten years for people to take the
overpressure problem seriously.

Let’s hope it’s not so

long for the other concerns to be dealt with expeditiously.
If the primary heat transport system were
to rupture due to overpressurization, it is likely the case
that the aging steam generators would prove to be the
weakest link in the system.

Those pipes would probably

rupture first.
During the refurbishment of the Point
Lepreau reactor, NB Power chose not to replace the old
boilers, unlike Bruce Power which replaced all the boilers
in its CANDU reactors during its refurbishment in Ontario.
Perhaps this choice on the part of NB Power was due to cost
considerations, but there is no doubt that the tube bundle
inside those old steam generators are not in prime
condition and probably many of them have already been
plugged because of leaks that have occurred already.
This is unfortunate, because if there is
core damage due to overheating, combined with ruptures in
the boilers, there could be large unfiltered releases of
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radioactivity directly into the atmosphere, bypassing the
usual filtering mechanisms.

Radioactive contamination that

has accumulated in the boiler tubes themselves would be
blown out of the plant into the environment, but more
significantly there would be a clear pathway created by
which fission products, actinides and activation products
could easily escape even from the core of the reactor into
the outside environment.
Yesterday, by the way, the question was
raised incidentally as to whether or not there is any
plutonium in the boiler pipes.

I would refer the

Commissioners to a CNSC staff document of many years ago,
CMD 10H.19B, which has a table showing the radioactive
contents of two old boilers that were removed during
refurbishment at Bruce.

These boilers were from two

different CANDU reactors, Bruce Units 1 and 2.

The mass of

radioactive material inside these boilers was mostly
plutonium: 88.9 percent in the Unit 1 boiler and 93 percent
in the Unit 2 boiler.

The actual mass of plutonium is only

3 to 3.5 grams in these two boilers.

However, that small

amount of plutonium is enough to give 4.2 million atomic
workers the maximum permissible body burden of plutonium,
which is set at 0.7 micrograms per person.

That plutonium

would be dispersed in the worst possible form, as a very
fine respirable dust, if it escaped into the atmosphere.
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Such considerations lead us directly to
the question of emergency planning, which is the main topic
in the 228 document.
Here CCNR has found an important
misunderstanding of the IAEA guidance documents.
The extended planning distance, as
reported in the NB Point Lepreau Off-Site Emergency Plan,
is only half as large as it should be, based on the chosen
methodology.

In the 2022 Point Lepreau Off-Site Emergency

Plan, on page 17, there is a table showing a 50-kilometre
radius for an ”extended planning distance”, citing “IAEA
planning zones” as the source for this information at the
head of the table.
A little probing on our part revealed that
this radius is recommended by IAEA only for reactors that
have a power level of 100 to 1,000 megawatts of heat,
thermal megatwatts.

It is possible that the NB Emergency

Measures Organization wrongly assumed that this is the
correct category for the Point Lepreau reactor, which
generates only a little more -- well, 680 megawatts of
electricity.
But of course the amount of heat generated
by Lepreau is at least three times greater, which is about
2,000 megawatts of heat.

And in such a case the

appropriate radius for extended planning distance,
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according to IAEA, is 100 kilometres, not 50 kilometres.
As the IAEA has stated, we should not let
borders, even international borders, interfere with proper
emergency planning.
I’ve done a little calculation and I found
that it’s about 57 kilometres from Point Lepreau to
Pembroke, Maine; 89 kilometres -- maybe I’ve got the name
wrong; 89 kilometres to Machias, Maine; 73 kilometres to
Digby, Nova Scotia; 81 kilometres to Weymouth, Nova Scotia.
So it’s clear that if we use the
appropriate planning distance, we should be interacting
with emergency planners in Maine and in Nova Scotia as
well.
Of course, the previous comments about
contaminated food is a very important matter as well.
Madam Chairman, how much time do I have
left?
THE PRESIDENT:

None.

You’ve actually

gone way over your ten minutes, but I did want to hear you.
DR. EDWARDS:
THE PRESIDENT:

I’m sorry.
No, no.

Thank you.

Dr. Edwards, thank you very much for that
presentation.
Let me open it up for questions and we’ll
start with Dr. Berube, please.
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No.

Actually, before we start with Dr.

Berube, on the confusion yesterday around financial
guarantees and decommissioning waste, staff actually did
want to clarify that.

We suggested that we wait until your

intervention, Dr. Edwards, for them to give that
clarification.
So maybe I will turn to staff first on
that front, please, and then we will open it up for
questions.
DR. VIKTOROV:

Alex Viktorov, for the

record.
Indeed, we have an important clarification
to bring on this subject.

Nancy Greencorn will provide the

CNSC staff message.
MS. GREENCORN:

Nancy Greencorn, for the

record.
Before I start, I will also indicate that
the Nuclear Waste Management Organization is available
today should the Commission Members have any specific
questions on that as well.
Dr. Edwards, I took some notes as you were
speaking, and I will offer some clarifications.

But if I

missed anything, I request that you or the Commission
clarify with me.
To start, the requirements for the
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long-term management of used fuel in Canada are set by the
federal government under the -THE PRESIDENT:

I’m sorry, Ms. Greencorn.

We really just want to talk about decommissioning waste and
financial guarantees around decommissioning.
MS. GREENCORN:

Sure.

I was just going to

offer the first clarification quickly.
The funding for high-level waste is done
under the Nuclear Fuel Waste Act.

What Dr. Edwards was

looking to speak to was the financial guarantee component
and cost estimate components related to the low and
intermediate-level wastes.
So just to first offer that clarification.
Low and intermediate-level wastes are included in the cost
estimates, and they are done on a unit disposal charges.
They incorporate the packaging, the conditioning, the
containers, transport costs and they are applied against
the projected volumes of waste that are anticipated through
the decommissioning activities, as well as those that are
stored.
So the PDP and the cost estimate includes
the disposal cost for intermediate-level wastes, low-level
wastes, as well as the high-level waste that are done under
the NWMO.
The PDPs and cost estimates, as we
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indicated, are based on scenarios and are revised on a
five-year base at a maximum timeframe.

At any time should

the Commission or staff see a necessity to review those,
that can be done.
And there is stipulations in our
regulatory framework, specifically REGDOC-2.11.2 on
Decommissioning, as well as the CSA, that prescribes if
there is availability of facilities, such as for waste
disposal or storage, significant changes to operation, the
PDP and the costs estimates would need to be revised at
that time.
So going back to Dr. Edwards’ point,
low-level waste and intermediate-level waste disposal costs
are captured within the Preliminary Decommissioning Plan
and Cost Estimates.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Before I open it up to Commission
Members -- and then we will get to you, Dr. Edwards -- what
is the assumption in the PDP for the end-state for the
facility?
MS. GREENCORN:

Nancy Greencorn, for the

record.
The site will be released from regulatory
control, so the cost estimate does include funding for site
restoration activities.
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THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Any Commission Members have questions on
this clarification?

Otherwise, I will turn to Dr. Edwards.

No?
Okay. Dr. Edwards.
DR. EDWARDS:
there is no place to put it.
this waste.

Yes.

Well, the problem is

There is no site to receive

NB Power and New Brunswick has an obligation

to…
THE PRESIDENT:

You are on mute for some

reason, Dr. Edwards.
DR. EDWARDS:

The problem is that while

there may be money allocated, there is no site.
no place for this waste to go.
not a simple matter.
for such a site.

There is

And finding such a site is

NB Power is already late in looking

In order to restore this site to

uncontaminated condition, you have to have a place to put
it.

And no matter how much money you have in your back

pocket, if nobody wants it then you have no place to put
it.
This is something that I think the
Commission should be requiring NB Power to embark upon, and
I think this is one reason why they shouldn’t be given a 25
or 20-year licence.

I think that the Commission has the

responsibility to hold their feet to the fire as to what
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efforts are being made and what progress has been
accomplished in terms of finding a place for putting all
this waste.
I do not believe, based on the arguments
that have been made in our brief, that one can argue that
this decommissioning fund is adequate, let alone more than
adequate.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Let’s open the floor for questions for the
full intervention.
We will start with Dr. Berube, please.
MEMBER BERUBE:

Thank you for your

intervention, Dr. Edwards.
I want to address CNSC staff with regard
to the list of 18 possible design enhancements that are
listed here.

Some of the assertions that have been made

during this intervention are fairly broad and have
wide-scale impacts and implications if they are true.
You have had a chance to review this
document and each of these categories that have been
specified.
What I would like to hear is your thoughts
on the list and the validity of anything on this list that
may be of consequence or that is currently under
investigation.
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DR. VIKTOROV:

Alex Viktorov, for the

record.
We have certainly been aware of the list.
In fact, there are several lists of similar issues.

We

have been engaged with the intervenor and had the privilege
of discussing this subject in-depth with the individual, as
well as with the industry, who have also been examining the
implication of these issues.
I can say that all of them, and more than
those issues, have been addressed to a great depth.

Some

of them are still ongoing, but to a large extent we believe
those issues have been put to rest.

Some of them are still

in progress.
Conceptually they are valid and true, but
I believe that either the original design or enhancements
brought in after the Fukushima event have addressed the
underlying concern.
I will ask Nithy Nitheanandan to elaborate
on some of the specifics of this work.
MR. NITHEANANDAN:

My name is Nithy

Nitheanandan, the Director for Reactor Behaviour Division.
We are aware of all those 18 items that
were discussed and that is part of our package that we are
discussing with the author, Dr. Sunil Nijhawan.
The first item that we took was the
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condenser relief valve capacity.

Let me give a physical

explanation for this.
This is a philosophy of engineering.
For example, when the reactor is shut
down, they do a loss of heat sink, and immediately the
decay heat would come down exponentially and then at some
point there would be a mismatch between the cooling -because the cooling would continue, because the water that
is in the primary heat transport system starts to boil off
the secondary side and still there would be cooling.
But at some point there will be a mismatch
between cooling and heat generation.

So the critical item

is to find at what power would this expansion, or what is
called the liquid swell, would become greater and force the
pressure on the primary heat transport system, requiring
the safety relief valve to open and vent.
So here the industry has validated and
verified codes.

These codes tell us that when that

happens, the power would be very low.

But in some of the

papers the power has been given to be about 30 megawatts.
If that is the case, how much release capacity is required
has been designed, and we know that number.

And also the

papers have compared our release capacity with light water
reactor capacity and there is a big difference between
those two, because our reactor has a lot of water sources
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and therefore heat can be dissipated, whereas the
light-water reactor is very confined, it’s a pressure
vessel, so the liquid swell will be very prompt and then so
they have a huge capacity to relieve.
So that’s the major item that we have
discussed so far.

And we are planning to continue to

discuss the other 17 items, and with that we will provide a
report and we will also engage the licensees in this
process.
If you have any questions, I’ll be happy
to answer them.
MEMBER BERUBE:

Well, obviously if you're

still under investigation for these 17 other items, that’s
questionable at this point.

So I’m going to have to ask,

yes, CNSC?
DR. VIKTOROV:
just take some of these items.

Alex Viktorov again.

If I

For example, Item 12,

station-specific SAMG, which stands for severe accident
management guidelines or modelling of severe accidents or
experimental support.
We can confidently say that all CANDU
stations have implemented SAMG, SAMG are in place, they
have been tested, they have been -- exercise is conducted.
So that’s in place.

Similar with many items on this list.

But the work is ongoing to bring additional improvements,
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refinements.

So again, they have certainly made

significant progress on most of these items.

It’s not like

they have been waiting for a resolution.
MEMBER BERUBE:
very clear here.

Okay.

So I need to be

Given the current state of NB Power’s

nuclear reactor, are there any safety concerns that we have
not evaluated that are on this list?
DR. VIKTOROV:

As of current moment, we

don't believe there are any outstanding safety concerns
from this list that pose any significant safety concern.
All of those issues have been looked at and examined.
MEMBER BERUBE:
MR. ELDER:
the record.

Thank you for that.

Just to add, Peter Elder, for

The Commission in 2017 actually held the

meeting that Dr. Edwards was suggesting to look
specifically into these issues.
And what our conclusion was, the Staff
conclusion at that time that was accepted by the
Commission, is that there aren’t any issues that have
safety significance to the current operation of the plants.
This was based on analysis and discussions
that was done by the industry, plus the independent review
by Staff, plus some other independent experts that Staff
hired to look at this, one who was very specifically hired
to look into the (indiscernible), an expert from the States
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who was very involved in the development of the ASME codes
in question.
So our position is while we are interested
in learning this and these all deal with severe accidents
and we have a program to continually look at severe
accident behaviour, we do not and still believe that there
is any safety concerns with the routine operation of these
reactors.

That’s been our position since 2017, and we have

no additional information that would change that at this
time.
Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Dr. Demeter

please.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Thank you.

There was one

paragraph that talked about cesium-137 as a source term,
there was a disparity between what the intervenor thought
the release limits would be in a severe incident versus
what CNSC said.
So either the activity of the source is
different or the technology is different, that the release
would be different or the application of the IAEA
percentage of release is different.
So if someone would clarify the
differences in the cesium-137 release between what the
intervenor has published and what the reality is?

And
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that’s on page 9 of the intervenor’s written report.
DR. VIKTOROV:
record.

Alex Viktorov, for the

I'll ask our specialist, Mr. Shawkat, to provide

an answer.
MR. SHAWKAT:
record.

Dr. Mohamed Shawkat, for the

The technical planning basis considered accident

and source term releases that are specific to the nuclear
power plant site.

They are not based on generic

light-water reactor or non-site specific data, as posted in
the IAE publication referred to by the intervenor.
The source term releases at Point Lepreau
considered 4 accident scenarios, they cover a wide range of
releases, and for specifically cesium-137 the release range
was in between 2.4 to the power of -4 percent up to 3.4
per cent of the core inventory.

And this approach is

consistent with the national and international
recommendations.
So the approach we are using is consistent
with our recommendations and with IAA recommendations.
Also it’s very important to note here that
the IA publication usually uses light-water reactor data as
an example to calculate the releases for cesium-137 or
other radioisotopes.

And there are differences in the

design and operating condition between light-water reactor
and CANDU, including type of fuel and the irradiation time
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that result in different product core inventory and it
would be much less in CANDU compared to light-water
reactor.
And also the deposition along the release
path is different. These will result that usually CANDU
will have, for the same severe accident consequences, will
have lower releases of radioisotopes compared to
light-water reactor.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Thank you.

That answers

my question.
THE PRESIDENT:

New Brunswick Power, did

you have anything you wanted to add to the discussion on
the list of 18 issues?

I see Mr. Mullin is here, and I

just wondered if you wanted to add anything?
MR. NOUWENS:
record.

Jason Nouwens, for the

I do think it’s important to hear from us, so I

will pass it over to Derek.

I will say though that we echo

what Mr. Elder commented on.
So, Derek, if you could provide some more
context to those 18 issues please?
MR. MULLIN:

Thank you.

Derek Mulin,

Superintendent of Safety Analysis, for the record.
The industry, as a whole, took the 18
issues that were raised by a prior intervenor very
seriously.

We did take a look at all of those.

The issue
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on degasser condenser relief valves, for example, I know
that has come up specifically in interventions for this
licence renewal.

I’ll talk about that one first.
When we began to look at replacement of

our degasser condenser relief valves, this was back in the
1990s, we had -- our safety analysists were involved in
looking at them to make sure that they met the safety case
and what we required them to do on under accident
conditions.
Secondly, those valves were also, prior to
installation, shipped to Wyle Labs in the United States to
undergo testing to ensure they met the requirements of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, or ASME.
These issues on the degasser condenser
relief valves began somewhere around 2001 being identified
and several times over the years.
In 2012 we commissioned one of our expert
contractors to do some computation of fluid dynamics and
additional assessment work in order to verify the sizing of
those valves to ensure that they were going to perform the
safety function that they were intended to perform.
Through the interventions after that and
further questions from the intervenor the industry did
commission a joint project under the CANDU Owners Group to
look at that issue in addition to all of the other issues,
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including the claim that the steam generator tubes would
rupture before the pressure tubes.
From an industry perspective, we felt all
of that work was done very well.

We hired independent, you

know, expertise in order to relook at the claims and the
assertions that were being made to look at the calculations
and how they were done.

That final report as well was also

reviewed by another independent expert.
As a result, as an industry we feel very
confident in the sizing of our degasser condenser relief
valves.

We’re very confident in our plant in order to be

able to manage and deal with, you know, a lot of the issues
that the intervenor had raised in the context of the highly
unlikely severe accidents scenarios, and that we can manage
the plant, and that any risks associated with that are
manageable and well within internationally-accepted safety
goals.
So thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:
NWMO online.

Thank you.

I have a question for you.

So we've got

The integrated

strategy for low and intermediate-level waste that you are
drafting as directed by NRCan, is that going to include in
there an obligation on licensees to have a low and
intermediate-level disposal solution by a specific date?
MR. BOYLE:

Good afternoon and thank you,
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Madam Velshi.

For the record, I’m Chris Boyle,

Vice-President and Chief Engineer for the Nuclear Waste
Management Organization.
As you pointed out, the NWMO was asked by
the Minister of Natural Resources Canada in November of
2020 to provide recommendations on the development of the
integrated strategy on radioactive waste, which does
include the low and intermediate-level waste types that
have been discussed today.
And that recommendation is being based on
input by engaging with Canadians, Indigenous peoples and
the industry.

One thing to note in terms of that draft

strategy recommendations, which are going to be provided to
the Minister, those are still in development and are
expected to be published later in 2022, and they do need to
align with the Natural Resource Canada’s policy that has
also been published by NRCan for radioactive waste
management and disposal, which is currently in draft.
So I guess in summary, they are still
under -- these draft strategy recommendations are still
under development and will be published later in 2022.
THE PRESIDENT:

So at this stage you

can't comment on whether there will be a requirement for a
specific in service date for a long-term solution then?
MR. BOYLE:

Not at this time.
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THE PRESIDENT:
MR. BOYLE:

Okay.

Chris Boyle, for the record.

Not at this time.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, thank you.

Edwards, you've had your hand up for a bit.

Dr.

Last word to

you please.
DR. EDWARDS:

Yes, thank you.

Thank you,

Madam Velshi.
First of all, I’d like to point out that
back in 1978 an environmental assessment panel looked at
the Port Hope situation, Port Hope, Ontario, and found that
it was an unsuitable site for the long-term storage of
long-lived radioactive waste.
Consequently, they set-up a siting task
force, the federal government, to find a home for these
wastes that would be more suitable.

It took them eight

years, and after eight years and millions of dollars spent
they came up empty handed and now those wastes are in fact
being put in giant mounds just beside the Town of Port Hope
and Port Granby.
So I don’t want to see that happening and
I don’t think the Passamaquoddy people want to see this
happen at Point Lepreau.

This becomes a permanently

contaminated site just by default.
So I believe that the Commission has an
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obligation in terms of justice to First Nations people as
well as just common sense to put the pressure on the NB
Power to do some work on this.

Find out where these wastes

are going to and how they’re going to transport it, and
what the costs are going to be, and work that into their
preliminary decommissioning statement.
With regard to the safety questions, I
would urge the Commission -- I would like to reiterate that
my suggestion was not that now we should take up those 18
points, but that at the next relicensing hearing, three
years from now, we should take them up.
I think the Commissioners are entitled to
know what the issues are.
right?

And what about if somebody is

What are the consequences of that?

if somebody is wrong?

And what about

What are the consequences of that?

I do believe that we heard yesterday from
CNSC spokesperson that they are currently re-evaluating
this question, this long-standing question of the
over-pressure relief and that they’re going to be issuing a
report before long.

Well, I would urge the Commission to

ask if they can get a preview of what that report says.
Because I think that now that the plant,
the Lepreau plant, is shutdown, if there are things to be
done such as changing the valves, now is the time to do it.
And certainly not to give a 20 or 25-year licence and just
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say, well, okay we’ll take a chance and see what happens.
Because I do believe that these are very
difficult problems, they’re not easily addressed, and while
the over-pressure relief valves that are now in place may
serve the functions for which they were originally
designed, at that time we did not think it necessary to
consider extreme accidents like the Fukushima situation, a
total loss of power, a total station blackout, for example.
But now post-Fukushima the philosophy is
changed and it has been decided worldwide that nuclear
regulators should consider any foreseeable event, no matter
how unlikely it may be judged to be at the time, and what
the consequences of that may be.

I do not believe that

these pressure relief valves were ever designed to
withstand a prolonged over-pressurization of the heat
transport system, period.
And there’s no other reactors in the world
that don’t have at least a hundredfold larger pressure
relief valves than what we have here at Lepreau.

So why do

they have such large pressure relief valves and we do not
here in Canada?

Why do we not here in New Brunswick?
I believe that this is something the

Commissioners are entitled to know.

I think that they are

entitled, as the decision makers who put their name on the
document and their reputation on the line by approving
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something, should know what they’re approving and know
under what conditions they’re approving it, know what
reservations may exist.
That’s all I’m, saying.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Thank you very much.

And

Mr. Wilson from NWMO, I understand you wish to add
something?

Well, maybe not.
Point Lepreau, over to you please.
MR. NOUWENS:

Thank you very much.

I’ll

try to keep this quick, but I just want to highlight a few
comments to clear up a little bit of misconception.
We heard from the CNSC on the financial
guarantee aspect that the financial guarantees that we
currently have in place cover decommissioning, they cover
the fuel transport to a potential DGR, they cover disposal
of low and intermediate-level waste and site restoration.
And I just want to confirm that there’s
three parts of the fund:

1) is a decommission fund itself;

2) used fuel management fund; and, 3) Nuclear Fuel Waste
Act trust fund.
Those three comprise the complete
obligation we have for decommissioning, and I want to
assure the Commission that that fund is fully funded today
and we will maintain that fully funded.

So the finances

are in place for the complete decommissioning.
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The other thing I just want to touch on,
and I’ll try to be quick, I will turn this over to Jennifer
Allen for a minute.

I just want to clarify a little bit of

the discussion we had yesterday on tritium and Mr. Edwards’
comments this morning around our efforts to reduce some
water/air contribution.
I just want to confirm to the Commission
that minimizing public dose is very very important to Point
Lepreau.

Any operational activities that we do we make

every effort we can to assess them, plan them, and
implement measures at all costs to mitigate the potential
implications.

And I want to confirm that our regulatory

doses are well below any limits set by CNSC and pose no
danger to public health.
But I will ask and we will try to keep
this quick, I know you want to keep this moving, but I will
ask Jennifer Allen to add a few more clarifications on that
with respect to the tritium releases.
THE PRESIDENT:

So I’m going to ask you to

hold that, because we do have additional questions for our
next round of questions -MR. NOUWENS:
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.
-- on exactly both those

areas.
MR. NOUWENS:

Perfect, thank you.
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THE PRESIDENT:

So you’ll get another

opportunity.
MR. NOUWENS:
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, thank you.
And I know Ms.

Ward-Wakelin’s been waiting very patiently for her
intervention, so I’d like to get on with our next
presentation from Ms. Helen Ward-Wakelin, as outlined in
CMD 22-H2.114.
Before I do that, Dr. Edwards, I’m remiss
in not thanking you for your intervention.

It is very much

appreciated.
So with that, Ms. Ward-Wakelin, over to
you please.

CMD 22-H2.114
Oral presentation by Helen Ward-Wakelin

MS. WARD-WAKELIN:

Good afternoon,

President Velshi and Members of the Commission.

For the

record, my name is Helen Ward-Wakelin.
Firstly, I would like to acknowledge the
land on which we gather is the traditional unceded and
unsurrendered territory of the Wolastoqey and Mi'kmaq
people.
I am a Mi'kmaq from Eel Ground First
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Nation.

I have a background in housing, capital

development, planning and safety.

And currently doing my

MBA with a focus in community economic development.
I also am an entrepreneur and business
owner and above all else a wife to Craig and a mother to my
two beautiful children, Olivia and Aiden.
I would like to share my experiences
working at Point Lepreau as an Environmental Safety and
Community Liaison in partnership with Mi’gmawe’l Tplu’taqnn
(MTI) and New Brunswick Power.
The MTI/NB Power contract was seeking to
have involvement in enhancing their environmental
monitoring program and seeking to have input and advice on
other programs and practices at Point Lepreau.
I was pleased to be chosen to represent my
community because it is important to our community to be
part of this initiative and have input into the practices,
because Mother Earth should be valued and protected for all
generations to enjoy.
I was able to transfer my knowledge and
expertise to the task at hand and as well as learning from
Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station staff, the
additional human performance and safety training I
received, I carried that knowledge and applied it to the
environmental project I was a part of.

And in addition, I
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applied it to work activities that I had within First
Nations in their community, housing and infrastructure
programs to help improve my team’s safety and awareness
while doing work activities.
It was important to me that I be a part of
these engagement activities with all parties, not just
First Nations, but all parties involved.
I gained the capacity to hear different
perspectives and views so I would have a more well-rounded
knowledge of community concerns and interests, and not only
from the First Nations.
As more industries seek to build more
diversity and inclusion in the work environment, I have
seen Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station work towards
ensuring everyone in their diversity mix feels involved,
valued, respected, treated fairly and part of the company’s
culture.
One example I would like to share is I was
given the space to promote and speak about the Moose Hide
Campaign for missing and murdered Indigenous women and
children.

The employees who attended the session told me

they appreciated the powerful message and the significance
of raising awareness.

I also felt very safe and

comfortable sharing this message with the employees.
I do have some cards here that I’ll share
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later.

But as a Mi'kmaq it’s inherent to me to value the

land and environment.

I see that Point Lepreau Nuclear

Generating Station also strived to have the highest
standards for the protections of the environment and the
safety of its employees and the environment around them.
I support the licence renewal of Point
Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station with the trust that they
will continue to meet or exceed the health and safety
requirements to operate the station.
I would like to explain a little bit of
this Moose Hide Campaign that I shared with staff more than
two and a half years ago, and it’s still going strong at
that station.
I no longer work at Point Lepreau.

I do

attend some community sessions, a little bit because I'm
nosy and a little bit because this is something very
important to me.
But the Moose Hide Campaign is a
grassroots movement of Indigenous and non-Indigenous men
and boys who are standing up against violence towards women
and children.

Wearing this piece of moose hide signifies

your commitment to honour, respect and protect the women
and children in your life and to work together with other
men and boys to end violence against women and children.
Help spread the Moose Hide Campaign by
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sharing this with your family.

I will leave these with you

over here.
This hits close to home because over three
years ago my niece was murdered and we never -- nobody was
ever charged, no one was ever found for that.
grateful that we found her, that's all.

We can be

So this is just --

I am offering you to take these, but if you don't feel it
in your heart to wear this, please don't just grab one, I
want you to wear it for real.
But again, thank you for letting me speak,
I appreciate it.
THE PRESIDENT:
Ms. Ward-Wakelin.

Thank you,

And thank you for sharing that with us

and bringing that voice.

I am sure everyone on here, as

well as all staff will want that and wear it with true
commitment.
Let me open the floor for questions and we
will start with Dr. Demeter.
MEMBER DEMETER:
sharing that.

Thank you very much for

It touched me.
Part of your message is a very positive

message with regards to your relationship with Point
Lepreau and the community, dealt with being stewards of the
land.

Do you have any comments or concerns related to the

long-term solution for the waste that is onsite, concerns
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from your community about if it is going to stay, it is
going to go, given the uncertainties?

Do you have any

comment on that?
And thank you very much for -- I will wear
it with pride and humbleness.
MS. WARD-WAKELIN:

I don't think I have

the technical capacity to totally answer that question.
However, I have seen how the waste is stored currently at
Point Lepreau and the area for more areas to store waste.
I was also part of monitoring the water around those areas
and also identifying specific medicines and things in the
area that are now part of our testing.

And I have been

part of going to see the facilities that are being looked
at.
I can't give 100 percent that I am
comfortable saying that the waste will be stored correctly,
I can't see that far in the future, but if we keep going
the same way, following the safety strategy and having open
dialogue with communities, I really don't have a problem
with it.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Thank you very much.

THE PRESIDENT:

Mr. Kahgee...?

MEMBER KAHGEE:

Well, chi miigwetch for

your presentation.

And I just want to thank you for being

a tremendous role model not only for your people but for
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young girls and women as well.

And thank you for sharing

with us today.
I just want to -- I know this is not
normally in the scope of the work we do, but we talk about
reconciliation.

I made the comment yesterday that we can't

just have that conversation in abstract, but it takes many
forms.

And yesterday from the intervenors we heard a lot

of concerns about the historical and ongoing operations at
the site and the potential impacts and their concerns for
their future, but as I said, reconciliation takes many
forms and I look at you here today and I see that as one
aspect of that.
So my question is then to New Brunswick
Power.

In the context of reconciliation, I think sometimes

industry, whether it is in this sector or other sectors,
tend to get this wrong and it is not difficult.
question then becomes:

The

Are you reflective of the territory

you operate in?
So my question then becomes:

In terms of

employment initiatives -- and this is really the
low-hanging fruit -- how many members of the communities
are employed within your facility, how many of those
employees are part of your executive management training
program, and how many procurement opportunities are there
for First Nations business, both direct and joint venture?
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MR. NOUWENS:

Jason Nouwens, for the

record.
Before I turn this over to Jesse Perley,
who is our Acting Director of First Nations and Aboriginal
Engagement, I will just say at a high level that we do
reflect the perspective that you are sharing with us on
reconciliation and I really like your connection to the
presentation.

She is kind of like family with us now, but

I do really appreciate your reflection that in a sense that
is one form of reconciliation where we are trying to
understand how we can work better together.
But I will turn it over to Jesse Perley,
please.
MR. PERLEY:

Wela'lin.

And for the record, Jesse Perley, Acting
Director of First Nations Affairs and Indigenous Relations
at NB Power.
As per your first question with
employment, at NB Power there is direct hiring that is done
by our HR Employment Officer, who is dedicated to applying
herself as an Indigenous woman, both Miꞌkmaq and
Wolastoqey, to be able to get out and attract and retain by
doing so.

She has been successful to get some target

numbers going forth for NB Power.
As part of those numbers we are currently
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at 2.5 percent of Indigenous employees at NB Power.

As we

know, this is not a First Nations number we like to compare
to the Government of New Brunswick's population numbers.
So even though the Government of New Brunswick weighs us in
as first Nations at 2 percent, we look at the overall
Indigenous number.

So it is higher.

As you know, with NB Power, we don't like
to just meet a standard, we like to get up and above, so we
took the Indigenous number of 4 percent and we do have a
goal to eventually get to 4 percent of employees at NB
Power by 2028.

By doing this we have a full-time person,

as I stated, to solely focus on this approach and by doing
that we do have direct hires that we do through recruiting
and the retention, but also through our agreements that we
do have with our Nations.
We also have indirect hires.

So these

indirect hires -- I apologize, I misspoke there.

So the

indirect hires are through these agreements and it is
through the capacity funding and relationship agreements
that we have and that number rises through field monitors,
liaisons and other staff positions.

Although -- and I will

touch on the procurement process here in a little bit, but
the procurement process does allow for contractors who are
often encouraged to work through these community hirings,
as well as patronizing the local businesses as best as
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possible through some projects.
Currently at Point Lepreau Nuclear
Generating Station we do have a 1 percent employment rate
there at Lepreau.

So that is to touch on your employment

side, Mr. Kahgee.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you, that is

helpful.
Just in terms of procurement then, are you
currently working with the communities to identify any
potential gaps and capacity issues so that there are
opportunities over kind of a short-term, mid-term and
long-term so that they can take full advantage of those
opportunities?

Because contract set-asides don't always

work unless you have the capacity to deliver on those.

So

has that work begun or has that taken place?
MR. NOUWENS:

It has begun, and thank you

for that and for your truthful insights by carrying
Indigenous on your shoulder here the last couple of days
and through this entire hearing.

I do appreciate it as a

Wolastoqey man from Neqotkuk.
So by supporting your concern, NB Power,
as we know, is a Crown Corporation and we must also issue
tenders following the Crown Construction Contracts Act as
well as the Public Procurement Act.
But with that being said, we still
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approach our projects and we do provide an Indigenous
inclusions clause when we know we have a fulsome impact to
the community, especially when we are in their backyard.
So it is a major focus for us.

It is something that we do

strive on and we are definitely proud to share the fact
that, you know, we make this outreach that we do.
There is only one set-aside that you have
really asked for that I can think of, and it has been a
part of a program for a few years now to bring 100 MW of
green energy onto the grid at NB Power.

This was done in

three parts, where one part was 40 MW set aside for
Aboriginal business and communities.

Part 2 was also

another 40 MW and opened to all communities.
MW of embedded generation.

Part 3 was 20

But 40 MW of wind was added by

two different Aboriginal/business communities and 3 MW of
embedded generation was awarded to a third community, which
is a total of 43 combined MW that NB Power is proud to say
that we have on our grid from Indigenous businesses.
MEMBER KAHGEE:
more clarification.

Thank you.

And just one

That is very helpful.

In terms of executive management training,
I look to Ms. Helen Ward who is working towards her MBA and
I have had this conversation across different sectors many,
many times.

It is also about making sure your corporate

management structure is reflective of that territory as
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well.

So are there efforts to ensure that community

members are part of that training stream?
--- Pause
MR. NOUWENS:
for the record.

I'm sorry.

Jason Nouwens,

I wasn't sure if you were directing that

question to Helen to look for her perspective on that.
MEMBER KAHGEE:
MR. NOUWENS:

NB Power.
Okay, sorry.

My apologies

on that.
Yes.

So definitely, you know, you made

reference to corporate training.

We do have training for

all of our station staff on First Nations and Indigenous
Awareness Campaigns to make sure that there is fullness I
guess in the awareness aspects.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

I am looking more

specifically to executive management opportunities and
ensuring those opportunities are available, because often
you see companies across different sectors say, "Yes, we
are making that effort and we are employing people,
sometimes it is contract, short term, sometimes it is not
permanent", but one of the places they are most definitely
not reflected is in their corporate structure, right.
that is part of it.

So

That is part of being reflective of

the territory you are operating in or you are making sure
that for example, not to put Ms. Helen Ward on the spot,
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but someone with her qualification comes in with an MBA and
has those qualifications, is she going to have the
opportunity to go through that training and potentially be
representative in your corporate structure?
MR. NOUWENS:
your question now.

Yes.

I fully understand

Thank you.

Yes, we definitely do that.

I will pass

it over to Kathleen for a little bit more insight because
we have done a number of activities from a community
outreach point of view and First Nations engagement to
provide more education, more, I guess understanding of what
the potential opportunities are within NB Power for
progression on those key positions.

But we do, as Jesse

alluded to in the hiring point of view, that is a very
important focus here for us where we want to promote and
look for those opportunities both from what are the
potential candidates out there but also potential positions
within NB Power that we can provide matches to that are
valuable for both them and us.
But I will ask Kathleen to provide a
little more detail on the specific outreach that we have
done from the awareness aspect of what potentials we have.
MS. DUGUAY:

Kathleen Duguay, for the

record.
One thing that Helen brought us a few
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years back now, four or five years ago, is really that
awareness.

I will speak from our perspective at Lepreau.

She really allowed us to really look outside the box and
say what are the things and what are our communities able
to bring to the nuclear plant that will help shape the
business that we have as producing nuclear power with the
insight of our First Nations communities.
In addition to that, the strategic
approach of NB Power in terms of the part of education and
employment has now, since the few years that they have been
established, really looked at that aspect of employment.
Helen and I have a plan, but it is not just for Helen,
there are many men and women out there that bring a lot of
value to make and shape NB Power and allow us to have a
better understanding of our community.
So I will turn it over to Jesse and he
probably can explain a little bit more about the three
pillars -MR. PERLEY:

Absolutely.

MS. DUGUAY:

-- and Helen.

THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, sorry.

Helen, why don't you go

first.
MR. PERLEY:

Yes.

MS. WARD-WAKELIN:

In addition to having

these positions is when you get to the office, how do you
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feel when you get there?
shunned?

Are you welcomed?

Are you

Are you put in the photocopy room and that is

called your office?

Is your education valued?

traditional knowledge valued?
Earth the same as you?

Is your

Is the way I speak to Mother

Probably not.

These are things --

how would they know unless somebody told them?

So that

part, I did a lot of teachings and I am not a traditional
teacher or nothing, but I carry it with me, so I felt I
needed to share it when I could.

Some of these people are

probably carrying a little rock that I prayed on to help
strengthen them.
But one thing Point Lepreau does very well
is welcome you, whether you are a guest, whether you are a
student, whether you are a contractor.

I was allowed to

sit at tables with Jason, the VP and talk.

I wasn't the

one like, "Oh, go take messages or do photocopying or
something."

I was never put in that position.

And if we

were doing an archaeological survey, I was in the trenches,
too.

I put the boots on and went out there.

When I seen

something in safety that I just learned, I would put them
to task, "I thought you said you didn't do that".

Or you

know, like -- because like I would just do that.
So they do a very good job at learning
more than they thought they knew, so they take on a
traditional view.

But I also wanted them to know that each
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one of them are connected to this planet as well.

So each

one of them has a responsibility every day they go to work.
Whether you are mopping the floor at Point Lepreau or you
are the security there, each and every single person there
has a responsibility to this planet.

And not just because

you are Indigenous, because you have family, because you
live on this planet.
So I think a lot of that has stuck with
them and that is how they start when they have a project
now.

They start with Mother Earth as the first person at

the table to feed, to listen to, and then we go on to the
technical aspects and the people concepts through that.
So I just wanted to add additional -because I was that Mi'kmaq girl walking through this big
plant, "What the hell am I doing there".

You know, like

it's scary, but walking through that fear is for my people.
So when I go home and they ask me a question, you know, all
these crazy things, I was like, "No, no, this is what it is
really like.
you.

This is what it -- there are jobs there for

Don't be afraid.

I will be there, I will open that

door for you."
So if they continue to keep doing that,
continue to stay grounded, I mean seriously stay grounded,
that is how we can grow.
everything, you don't.

That is how we -- if you know

That is the number one thing.

That
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is just what I wanted to add to that.

Employment

opportunities to get the job, but to keep that culture of
welcoming.
MEMBER KAHGEE:
can relate.

Chi miigwetch for that.

I

It is not easy walking in two worlds, so chi

miigwetch.
MR. PERLEY:

And now if I may,

Commissioner Kahgee.
As we all know, we all have a story and to
share with you, to get an answer for you on leadership
roles at NB Power, you know, my story is one to be shared.
I started with NB Power in 2011.

I joined

shortly into my career as a part of our First Nations
Affairs Department.

Two short years later we created a

strategic approach, which was the best way to go about not
being bound by a policy and being able to have maximum
flexibility, and that was from our executive.

So full

executive support.
And by doing that, you know, it allowed
for me to even go back to my -- even closer to my roots by
being part of hydro as a Project Coordinator at a given
point in 2016.
And just recently, over a year and a half
ago, you know, my retired Director is here supporting us
and being called back, recruited back to the department
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because of her retirement plan.

And not only that, but

based on our discussion that we had when I started, and I
first met her in June 2011, where I gave her, with my
business background, a 1-, 3-, 10-year plan, and my 10-year
plan was to succeed her.
heart and she moulded me.

And she took that with all her
She allowed for me to grow and

here I am, you know, I am in an Acting Director role.

I

report directly to my Vice President, who is fully open to
everything that my teammates, you know, have to want to
share.
And a lot of it is education.

My fellow

Wolastoqey brother here across the room, Austen Paul, he
leads our education.

And not only that but the little

bugger is younger than me, number one, and not only that he
is more of an Elder.
--- Laughter / Rires
MR. PERLEY:

He is more of an Elder

because he has so much wisdom in him and he shares this.
And this is open to NB Power.
So to answer your employment question just
through my story, you know, here I am, a living example
here today to be able to be part of this hearing.

I was

nervous as heck coming up here and, you know, being an
Acting Director for the last six and a half, seven months,
it wasn't easy to prepare, but I truly appreciate the
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Indigenous questions that are being asked and I know that
NB Power can stand up proudly and give you these responses
that you are looking for.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Miigwetch for that and I

look forward to seeing you in a VP Chair soon.
--- Laughter / Rires
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Dr. Berube...?
MEMBER BERUBE:
very much for your presentation.

Well, Helen, thank you
Although I have no direct

questions to you, I can tell by the amount of moose hide I
am seeing hanging around this room that your words have
been heard very deeply and felt by a lot of people.
Coming from a town where a grassroots
movement such as the poppy was first created, symbols are
really important.

People use them as a way of remembering,

a way of reinforcing belief, and so with luck this symbol
will grow to a national status.
So thank you for that encouragement and
that education and that tenacity to keep people aware and
engaged in understanding that there is a need in this area.
Thanks.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Well, with that,

our deep gratitude, Helen Ward-Wakelin, for your
intervention, for sharing your story, for inspiring us.
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Thank you.

And thank you as well.
Okay, we will take a break and resume at

4:15 p.m.

Thank you.

--- Upon recessing at 3:58 p.m. /
Suspension à 15 h 58
--- Upon resuming at 4:15 p.m. /
Reprise à 16 h 15

THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, we're ready to move

to our next presentation by the Canadian Nuclear
Association, as outlined in CMD 22-H2.148.

And Mr. Gorman

will be presenting, so Mr. Gorman, over to you, please.

CMD 22-H2.148
Oral presentation by the
Canadian Nuclear Association

MR. GORMAN:
Madam Chair and Commissioners.

Thank you and good afternoon,
My name is John Gorman.

I

am the president and CEO of the Canadian Nuclear
Association, and with me here today is Steve Coupland,
director of Regulatory Environmental Affairs with the CNA.
I'd just like to note that I travelled
here today from -- well, yesterday, actually, from my home
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town of Ottawa, which is the unceded territory of the
Anishinaabe people, the good humans.

And I want to

acknowledge that we are gathered here today on the
territory covered by the Peace and Friendship Treaties with
the

Maliseet, the Passamaquoddy, and the Mi'kmaq peoples.
I'd also like to give a shout out, if

that's the term, to Helen Ward-Wakelin for reminding us of
the responsibility that we bear when we participate in this
Moose Skin Campaign.

And I wanted to say to you, Helen, if

you're still here, that I actually picked up this Moose
Skin symbol in Western Canada about a month ago at the
Globe Forum.

So if it is a grassroots campaign that was

started somewhere here in Eastern Canada, it's truly become
a pan-Canadian national campaign.

And I thought about it

today as I was thinking about my own daughters and my many
nieces.

So thank you for that.
And I appreciate the opportunity to make

some comments on behalf of New Brunswick Power's
application for a 25-year operating licence extension for
the Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station.
Now, you've already received written
communication from the CNA, and I'm not going to spend time
reiterating the points that are contained in that letter
other than to encourage you to closely consider those
sections with respect to Point Lepreau's exemplary
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operational record and high safety and environmental
standards it meets through its programming around system
structures and components, radiation protection, as well as
the success of its ISO-certified environmental program.
But now with your permission, I'd like to
take my remaining time to try to talk about the bigger
picture in which the Commission is looking at its decision
around the 25-year operating licence for Point Lepreau.
In fact, I'd like to talk about how this
length of extension is going to actually facilitate
Canada's energy transition to a net-zero future while in no
way diminishing New Brunswick Power's public input and
engagement efforts.

I'd like to talk about those two

things.
And before I do, I want to just establish
my own background here as being someone who's credible to
speak about these things.
sector.

So I'm new to the nuclear

I spent over 20 years in the electricity and

energy space, but as a renewable energy champion on the
boards of utilities as Canada's representative to the
International Energy Agency for their PVPS executive
committee, as a developer of renewable projects, as the CEO
of the Canadian Solar Industries Association, and I spent
my last two years of my mandate there merging solar, wind,
and storage together.

I also spent a decade of my life as
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the managing partner for a consulting firm that specialized
in public consultation and stakeholder engagement.

And so

I bring these two perspectives to the following comments.
Now, some intervenors have suggested that
nuclear is not the best option for combatting climate
change and that renewables will render nuclear unnecessary,
you know, within 25 years, so why bother going for that
sort of extension in a way that it might limit, you know,
our options in terms of what we can do with clean
electricity generation.
And what I'd like to emphasize for all of
you today is that this presupposes that electricity -renewable electricity will be the silver bullet for meeting
our electricity needs.

And this is not the case.

I say

this as someone who, as I said, has spent more than 20
years promoting renewables, trying to brings its costs
down, trying to bring in policy and regulatory frameworks
that will make renewables everything that they can be.

And

I think we have -- we've made a lot of progress on that
front.

But we have to understand that the size of the

challenge here is almost mind blowing, okay.
Electricity now, it's indisputable that
widespread electrification or fuel switching through clean
electricity is going to be the backbone of the future
economy in Canada and around the world.

It's also clear
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now -- and this wasn't clear 20 years ago -- it's clear
that electrification, fuel switching with clean electricity
is the single most important thing that we can do to reach
our decarbonization goals.
In Canada's case, that means we have to
double or triple the amount of electricity generation that
we currently have in our provinces and territories.

And we

have to do that after we clean up our existing electricity
suite.

That means, you know, a third of the electricity we

generate here in New Brunswick has to be cleaned up before
we double or triple it.

Two thirds of that has to be

cleaned up in Nova Scotia before we double or triple that.
And it goes on.
So if you can imagine the challenge that
there is in trying to triple the amount of clean
electricity generation that we have, then you can imagine
that it is not a great idea to be thinking about phasing
out nuclear power from Eastern Canada or Central Canada as
we strive towards a net-zero future.
So it comes down to being a math problem.
This is a math problem.

It's not a theology problem.

We don't have the luxury of being able to
think that a single technology is going to be able to solve
this equation for us.

We're going to have to roll out all

of the wind and solar that we can, conventional, nuclear,
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eventually small modular reactors.

We have to build a

hydrogen economy which is going to necessitate a lot of
electricity, clean electricity to create that hydrogen.
Right?
storage.

We're going to have to depend on carbon capture and
And we're going to have to hope that we can

develop long-term storage solutions.

This is going to take

everything that we've got.
And I guess what I'd like to say in
concluding this part of the remarks is that this challenge
is no longer coming down to technology.
need all of the technologies.

We sort of know we

It's coming down to more

discrete bottlenecks that we are going to run into.

And

those are things like system planning and regional
integration.
And it means that if we can have
certainty, if we can have certainty that certain assets are
going to be there leading into 2050, like the New Brunswick
Point Lepreau Nuclear Station, it means that the rest of
Atlantic Canada can plan around the other assets that we
need to bring in to ensure that we are not only cleaning up
the electricity system, but creating more clean generating
facilities.

We need that certainty as system planners, as

utilities to be able to concentrate on that.
And so I would encourage the Commission to
continue to rely on the advanced regulatory framework, on
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things like the peer audit safety reviews, which have
really taken some of the substantive work away from the
licensing process, and continue to rely on that as at the
same time we look to extending a long licence for Point
Lepreau so we can plan.
The second concern that I'd like to
address is around this misconception that public engagement
and input are going to be negatively impacted because of a
longer licensing term.
This is not the case for two reasons,
first, because the public engagement and information
program is not directly tied to or tied to the licensing
application in any way.
But more fundamentally, what I wanted to
point out to the Commission is that there is something very
exciting happening in nuclear globally, and that is there
is a revisitation of the real facts behind nuclear.
that's for good reasons; right?

And

We're in a climate crisis

right now.
Five years ago, people didn't care about
where their electrons came from.

Heavy industry didn't

care where its electrons came from.

A lot of utilities

didn't care where the electrons came from.

Now we're in an

environment where all of these parties deeply care about
where their electrons come from.
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And the one thing that we know for certain
in the nuclear industry is that the more people understand
the facts behind nuclear, the more supportive they are of
nuclear.

This is a golden opportunity for the nuclear

industry to be engaging the public, stakeholders, heavy
industry, utilities who truly want to understand what their
options are.

We have not seen the sort of engagement that

we have had around nuclear and small modular reactors since
the 1970s.
And the nuclear industry is deeply
committed to taking advantage of this desire for
information to fully engage with folks with facts, with
transparency.

It's only going to continue because we know,

as I said, that the more people understand about nuclear,
the more transparent we are, the more factual we are, the
more support that we get.

And given that nuclear is going

to have to deliver everything it possibly can over the next
30 years to help us reach that net-zero target, we are
deeply, deeply committed to ensuring that we engage and
communicate, we're transparent, and we're factual.
And I can tell you that New Brunswick
Power, as a member, has been an extraordinary example of a
utility that is committed to that, not only with its public
engagement and other forms of engagement, but as we've
recently heard with our First Nations partners.
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So what I'd like to say is that the
nuclear industry here globally and here at home is deeply
committed to communications and good engagement as we go
forward for reasons that are far beyond just the New
Brunswick community, but definitely extend into it.
So I would suggest there are opportunities
here for some of the things that the Commission Members
have been speaking about, opportunities for more
information to be made available to the public, but that
doesn't have to be within these licensing hearings.
Perhaps open hearings on select issues that arise in a more
scheduled way so that there are avenues for the greater
public and some of the stakeholders that we've seen
intervening over these last days to participate.
So in conclusion, may I just say that
Canada's nuclear industry has made significant improvements
in the areas of public engagement, openness, and
transparency.

We know we must continue to work hard to

gain and maintain public trust and confidence.

And neither

New Brunswick Power or the nuclear industry will entertain
a change to transparency and engagement that might erode
that hard-earned trust in this opportunity that we have
here, as I mentioned, to make nuclear everything it should
be.
Point Lepreau is a significant asset to
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Canada in our transition to a clean energy future,
certainly, around the plant's operating ability to provide
long-term clean base load and aid to Atlantic Canada's own
planning efforts, enable more opportunity for renewables
with its base-load power, and by extension, to help Canada
achieve a net-zero future.
In closing, I'd like to reiterate that the
PLGS is dedicated to safe and reliable power generation for
New Brunswick, and that New Brunswick Power remains
committed to ensuring high performance levels continue
throughout the life of the station.

In our view, New

Brunswick Power has clearly demonstrated excellent
practices in their ability to safely and reliably carry out
activities in their licence.

The application and

supporting documentation affirms this commitment to protect
employees, the Canadian public, and the environment.
The Canadian Nuclear Association supports
this application for a 25-year licence for the continued
operation of the Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station.
And finally, I'd like to thank the
Commission for the opportunity to provide our views on this
application and would be happy to answer any questions.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you very much, Mr.

Gorman.
I'll ask Mr. Kahgee to start off with the
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questions, please.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you very much for

your presentation.
I didn't have any questions initially, but
you sparked my curiosity during your comments when you were
introducing yourself.
Obviously, we've spent a lot of time over
the last couple of days talking about public engagement,
public confidence, making sure that Indigenous voices are
not only -- have an opportunity to be presented, but
they're actually heard and reflected in decisions going
forward.
I'm just curious, given your history and
your past in terms of stakeholder relations and Indigenous
engagement, what are your thoughts in terms of the future?
What lessons can we learn from the past 50-60-plus years of
nuclear in the context of Indigenous relations?

And what

does that look like going forward?
MR. GORMAN:

So Commission Kahgee, if I

may, I'd be happy to offer my reflections on this, but I'd
like to start by saying that I really have a long pathway
of my own to follow in terms of reconciliation,
understanding Indigenous relations.
And I'll also say that, you know, the
Nuclear Association is in the process now of building its
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own reconciliation plan and our team is going through its
own learnings.

The board of directors, which of course has

New Brunswick Power and the other utilities on it, have
made it our top priority to begin to lay the foundation for
this so that we can set an example, especially for the
smaller and medium-sized companies in our industry.
And I will also just say very candidly
that this exercise is not just words.

It's directly tied

to our performance metrics and reviews, so something we're
taking seriously, but with the caveat that the Nuclear
Association has not played enough of a role in terms of
setting an example around Indigenous relations as we go
forward.
I would also say that in the past, you
know, it's clear that a better job should have been done by
the nuclear industry in terms of many of the builds that it
has done and some of the waste projects and other
initiatives that it has undertaken.

And I think that it

admits that.
I would say that my own observation would
be that some of our members, including the utilities,
especially, and other large organizations like CAMECO, have
been leaders in Canada in terms of their efforts to really
forge enduring understandings and partnerships with
Indigenous peoples.
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So I feel, you know, I feel that the
importance and the urgency of continuing the development of
these partnerships and relations very much in the spirit of
what you outlined with the being reflective of territorial
operating guidelines and things like that, and I think that
we are committed in making progress in that regard, but we
still have a long way to go.

presentation.

MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you.

THE PRESIDENT:

Dr. Berube, please?

MEMBER BERUBE:

Well, thank you for your

I don't have any questions.
THE PRESIDENT:
MEMBER DEMETER:

presentation and insights.

Dr. Demeter?
Thank you for your

I have no questions.

THE PRESIDENT:

Maybe I'll pursue

something that I was actually going to save for later, but
maybe it would be a good time now, is around the 25-year
licence and public engagement with the Commission -- not
with the applicant, not with CNSC staff, but with the
Commission.
And I know, Mr. Gorman, you've been here
for at least today, and Mr. Coupland's been here since we
started yesterday.
What has become extremely obvious to me,
and I'd love -- I'm going to ask both Point Lepreau as well
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as CNSC staff -- is that these proceedings bring forth
issues that are not related to licensing at all, but it is
the nature of concerns, the priorities, the level of
comfort and confidence that they have.
And the conversations we have had here, as
we just found with our previous intervenor, advances
reconciliation, advances confidence in the regulator, in
our overall regulatory process -- again, nothing to do with
the licence itself, but it's that importance of that
engagement.
And to some extent, there's been a bit of
conflation between licensing and engagement.

And I think

one needs to decouple the two, that, you know, do the
licensing terms, but don't ever do away with the kind of
engagement that this fora allows.
And I wanted to get your thoughts on that.
And then as I said, I'll ask both New Brunswick Power and
staff to comment on that.

Because in their submission, in

whatever they presented, well, you know, the Commission has
a prerogative on calling these whenever they want to,
without any recommendations on what's changed, what would
change with their recommendation, and how would they
recommend those gaps be filled.
So your thoughts, please.
MR. GORMAN:

I do have something to say on
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that, but perhaps I'll ask Steve Coupland firstly to react,
Madam Chair.
MR. COUPLAND:

You know, I think you've

kind of hit the nail on the head of what I've observed in
the last couple of days.

I don't think there's any

questions in terms of the regulatory oversight or the
ability to conduct business safely and have the CNSC staff
observe and the Commission take a look at things when they
need to.
Similarly, I think the public
communication programs that we have as an industry have
progressed a fair ways.

I'm not saying they're where they

need to go, but they've -- we've come a long way in the 20
years I've been around, and I think we'll continue.

So I

think that element is fine.
I do think there is a lot of merit in
public hearings.

And you know, I'm just not sure exactly

how to go at this, but I think there is some benefit in
being a little more specific on certain topics and getting
into specific issues a little bit more than some of the
broad things you get into in the licence.

And maybe it

means -- and you know, some utilities may not be happy, me
saying this -- but maybe it means a few more hearings that
are on specific topics that you can delve into a little bit
more.
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You know, in terms of the licence review
itself, a lot of the things that we used to focus in on in
terms of safety-specific stuff, a lot of that -- and when
we were doing them two- and three-year, you know,
intervals, a lot of that stuff's covered through PSAs and
other -- the regulatory framework now.

So I think

there's -- I don't think there's an issue with going to a
longer licence.
But there is a public -- the ability to
come before the Commission for the public is important.
And I think there are ways to do that, you know, and the
RORs are a good example of that.
And the one thing I will take issue with
my friend and colleague Bob Walker this morning who seemed
to imply that without the licence hearings that the
industry would slide back a little on public communications
and public engagement.

And I'll take some issue with that.

We've come a long way.

We have a ways to

go, but nobody in this industry is going to see a longer
licence as an opportunity to backslide on public
engagement.

It would be short-sighted, wrong, and just a

bad idea, and we are not going to do it.
I don’t know if that answered your
question, but let me leave it at that.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.
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Mr. Gorman?
MR. GORMAN: Just a short addition to that,
Madam Chair.
My understanding is that the nature of the
licensing process has changed considerably over the last
years because of the advanced regulatory framework and
things like performance audit and safety standards.

So to

my mind, it does make a lot of sense to take a look at
maybe decoupling licensing from engagement and being, as my
colleague Steve said, more specific on topics that
stakeholders and the public want to hear from and being
able to take a deep dive into those issues to really
satisfy particular needs rather than, you know, going over
ground that is already being satisfied through these new
mechanisms.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

New Brunswick Power?
MR. NOUWENS:

Jason Nouwens, for the

record.
Thank you for the question and the
opportunity to I guess express some of our thoughts on the
engagement, because that is a critical aspect that you’ve
highlighted, that we’ve heard from both intervenors and
members of the public.
I just want to start off by highlighting
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the suggestion that was given today, that a longer licence
would lead to less engagement, goes completely against our
core values.

Our community engagement, our value of

openness and transparency is not something that we’re doing
because we need to; it’s something that we value.
core value.

It’s our

It’s what we believe is paramount to our

social licence, but to running a comprehensive nuclear
power plant.
So we will never back away from community
engagement.

We will look for more opportunities.
However, your thoughts and perspective on

the engagement that we’ve had over the last few days, it
would be hard to argue that there’s not value in the
conversations that we’ve had and the discussions.

And, you

know, the intervenors do provide different perspectives
that help us understand more about our own business and
about what we’re communicating and we’re not communicating
and positions we have.
I do really align with the point that you
made.

I think there are opportunities to have that

conversation and have that input that is decoupled from the
actual licence renewal.
We have had some sort of high-level
discussions around the Regulatory Oversight Report that
happens every year.

I think back to last year on the fuel
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channel issue on the hydrogen equivalent that became public
meetings and showed that we can have active community
engagement on topics that may arise, whether they are valid
or not, regardless of the licence renewal process or the
term of the licence.
I think there is opportunities to
establish this sort of engagement that we’ve seen today
that could be easily decoupled from an actual licence
renewal but still provide the value for both the Commission
and the public to voice their concerns but also provides
the opportunity for the industry to hear some of that
feedback that we don’t always hear in our ongoing
engagement one-on-one with them.
So I think there is value in that.

I

would just suggest it could be decoupled from the actual
licence hearing and the licence term.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Staff, anything you wish to add?
DR. VIKTOROV:

Alex Viktorov, for the

record.
Thank you for this opportunity.

Of

course, I generally agree with the sentiments expressed by
people who spoke prior.

I will be speaking for myself, but

I hope CNSC staff generally will agree.
In developing our recommendations to the
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Commission with regard to our licence period
recommendation, CNSC staff came from the safety
perspective.

And again, we are quite confident in our

recommendation.

The safety record is very strong.

There

are strong foundations to continue to operate safely.
But it has also become abundantly clear
that the safety is not really of so much topic of
conversation.

Probably it’s a good reflection that there

is trust in safety, but what’s important is questions of
engagement, reconciliation and trust.
That does lend itself so easily to a
licence period and licence in the hearings.

I believe it’s

time for us to find other opportunities to evolve in our
approach in how we approach this kind of more global social
aspect of licensing and maybe decouple it from the actual
issuance of licence consideration.
I think staff is behind this approach, and
again we will support any steps toward bringing clarity and
transparency and trust in our interaction with the society.
Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Ms. Duguay?
MS. DUGUAY:

I think the key point, as

well, is we’ve heard a lot from the intervenors.
going to hear more tomorrow.

We’re

But the key for this is we
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would like to have some ideas from them -- which can be
part of our outreach anyway -- what are the other methods
of engagement that they would like to have outside hearings
so that they can hear about the interest that they have in
our business?
That I am very interested to learn more
about, because we have to include that as part of our
public information program moving forward in order to
enhance and take value from what we heard over the next and
the past two days.
So that’s really important, and I really
want to hear from the intervenors outside the hearing what
are the methods and the ways of communication and
engagement that they would like to offer.
Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Well, thank you.

And

thank you, Mr. Gorman and Mr. Coupland, for the
intervention and for your appearance today.

Thanks very

much.
We will move to our next presentation,
which is by Northwatch, as outlined in CMDs 22-H2.220 and
H2.220A.
Ms. Brennain Lloyd is with us to make the
presentation remotely.
Ms. Lloyd, over to you, please.
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CMD 22-H2.220/22-H2.220A
Oral Presentation by Northwatch

MS. LLOYD:

Thank you, Madam Velshi and

Members of the Commission.
My name is Brennain Lloyd and I’m joining
from northeastern Ontario, from my home on the Territory of
Nipissing First Nation in the Robinson-Huron Treaty Area.
I work with Northwatch.

We are a regional

organization in northeastern Ontario, and our primary
interest in this application and in several other licences
that we’ve appeared before the Commission to comment on is
with respect to radioactive waste, and even more
specifically radioactive fuel waste.
Next slide, please.
I want to flag an issue that has emerged
in other licence reviews and I think is a significant issue
in the Lepreau operations and so should also be a
significant issue in the licence review, and that’s with
respect to fuel defects.
As we noted in the CMDs, in 2018 NB Power
was requested to provide a strategy to address elevated
fuel defect rates.

In our view, the CNSC CMD really

understated the issues and has a very understated response.
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In correspondence in 2020 and 2021 the
fuel defects were noted as a significant issue, a threat to
the operations, and yet CNSC seemed satisfied with simply
accepting an ongoing investigation on the part of New
Brunswick Power.

I think that the issue needs more

attention and more urgent attention.
Next slide, please.
So, we would really request that the
Commission direct NB Power to provide a standalone report.
It should be publicly available.
of some public comment.

It should be the subject

And that investigation should

include the degree and consequence of the resulting fuel
damage, fuel defects over various time periods.
CNSC staff have themselves identified that
fuel defects are a precursor to dose.
stop.

That dose doesn’t

Certainly it’s a concern for the workers, for those

at the site, for those dealing with the waste as it goes
into storage, as it continues to be stored.

Potentially,

it’s a concern for other locations and other populations,
should that waste ever be moved.

It’s a serious issue and

it should be given serious attention.
Next slide, please.
With respect to irradiated fuel waste, we
found that there was really insufficient information about
the status of the waste, particularly about the irradiated
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fuel bays.

We did make an information request.

We

requested a number of the CMD references and were provided
with all but one, and I think the one that perhaps was of
most direct interest:

CFC Type 2 Inspection Report

Radioactive Waste Management, we were directed by CNSC
staff to request that of New Brunswick Power.
We made that request.

We did that.

We made that request four times and

received no response, which was surprising because Ms.
Duguay had been very prompt in responding to our other
information requests.

So, I’m puzzled by that.

But it does short-change our review.
There’s no description in the CMDs or in
the licence application or even a statement of the
long-term management strategy for irradiated fuel waste,
except a reference to the Nuclear Waste Management
Organization having provided a cost estimate for the
financial guarantee.
It assumes a reliance on NWMO’s intended
Deep Geological Repository, and I’ve appreciated there has
been a lot of discussion over the last two days about the
uncertainties with this concept, with this project, with
the approach.

I don’t think we’ve gone into as much detail

as would be warranted, but I have appreciated that
discussion.
So, there’s two big missing pieces.
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One is that according to the NWMO, it’s
the responsibility of each operator to develop the method
and technology to transfer the irradiated fuel into
transportation containers.

NWMO calls it a gate-to-gate.

There’s not even a passing reference to this.

But New

Brunswick Power is requesting a 25-year licence, which
would take them up very close to the time of transfer.
NWMO is saying 2054 for transfers from Lepreau.
So, I think that it’s really negligent to
be requesting a 25-year licence and be completely
overlooking a major activity that must be undertaken very
soon after that licence would expire and certainly would
have to be under development long before that.
In addition, despite all of the
uncertainties with the NWMO program, NB Power has not
developed long-term alternatives for the management and
isolation of high-level waste.
Next slide, please.
THE PRESIDENT:

Next slide, please.

There are some technical

challenges here, Ms. Lloyd.
MS. LLOYD:

All right.

Well, maybe I’ll

just carry on.
Okay, we’re back to the beginning.

Shall

I begin again?
Could we go to slide 5?

There we go.
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No, earlier than that.

Slide 5.

Right.

So, request that New Brunswick Power
develop an alternative plan, a contingency plan for
extended on-site storage.

And this should not just be a

continuation of the status quo.

New Brunswick Power has

commented well, it’s fine and it can continue to be fine.
We shouldn’t just have status quo continued by default.
They should develop an alternative for extended on-site
storage, which would mean storage which is more robust, the
waste is more secure, potentially dispersed across the
site.

So not just a continuation of status quo, an actual

contingency plan.
Next slide, please.
In terms of the request for a licence, we
really request that CNSC not extend the licence for longer
than a five-year period.

While CNSC staff recommended a

20-year licence, they actually set out in their CMD a
number of reasons why a five-year term makes much more
sense.

The ERA is completed on a five-year cycle.

The

EPR, Environmental Protection Report, is done every five
years, the Probabilistic Safety Assessment every five
years.

The Preliminary Decommissioning Plan is reviewed

every five years.

Operationally, it's a five-year cycle

and the licence term should match that.
So, we would really request that it be
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granted for not longer than five years, and we could talk,
if you wish, about some of the public engagement impacts of
extending the licence.

But I’ll move on now because my ten

minutes is short.
Next slide, please.
We would request that there be a hold
point inserted into the licence condition that requires New
Brunswick Power to come back with a detailed status report
on their radioactive waste, and particularly their fuel
waste management in general.

But particularly this should

be done prior to the approval, the go-ahead for the Phase 2
extension which was approved in 2004.
Given the real absence of substantive
discussion of the radioactive fuel waste in this licence
application and the CMDs, I think that the Commission
should require additional information before this extension
goes forward, and it should be somewhat broader than just a
review of the Phase 2 extension.
Next slide, please.
So, we would make two additional requests,
which I think are set out fairly clearly in our submission.
We request that there be additional
details provided on worker exposure and exposure sources
and that that be presented by category of worker.

That was

a question that rose for us as we reviewed this material,
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and I think it would be helpful to have that presented.
Additionally I think that the -- sorry.
Next slide, please.
So, we would also request that
radiological monitoring results be expanded, and in
particular we noted that releases to air for other
contaminants was provided in actual data.
releases it was a very general description.

For radiological
Well, it’s a

little bit more around the sold waste management facility.
It’s a little bit less off-site.

That was the tone of the

discussion.
I think that’s inadequate, and I think it
really contributes to the public perception that
radiological releases are given less attention or are
diminished in their presentation.
problematic.

And I think that is

I think it’s problematic for the public,

because it’s frustrating, and I think it’s problematic for
the Commission because I think it has an effect on the
public perception of the Commission and its operations.
Next slide, please.
So I think in closing, we would make three
requests: that all of our recommendations be accepted; and
most particularly that there be a licence granted of no
longer than a five-year term.

We certainly supported the

earlier submissions that the term should perhaps be limited
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to three years, but no longer than a five-year term.

And

CNSC staff recommendations be subject to Commission
oversight.
Next slide, please.
That is just a summary of our
recommendations.
I did want to make one other additional
comment that was sparked by earlier discussion.
You can have the slides off now, if you
wish.
And that was with respect to this notion
of restoring the site, restoring the site to a natural
state.

I think that while that is a fine ideal, there are

two issues.
One is I don’t know that it’s achievable.
I’m not convinced it’s achievable.

I don’t think we have

precedence to point to that says where it has been
achieved.
Second, where is that waste going to go?
We are talking not just fuel waste, we’re talking about the
decommissioning waste, which will be a very large volume,
some of it highly radioactive.

Where is it going to go?

I think Dr. Edwards raised this earlier,
and I’m going to look at a slightly different, maybe take a
slightly different angle on it.

And that is to say that we
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can make a site -- you can attempt to remediate a site.
I’m not convinced it will go back to greenfield status or
natural conditions.

But by moving that waste, you’re

moving it to another site.

You’re moving it from one

territory to another.
There is nowhere for the waste to go where
it will not have an effect, have an impact and have a
radiological impact on a site.
So I think we need to be very careful
about this notion that the waste will go away.

I think it

has been accepted and I think for too long, because the
waste will not go away.
So in conclusion, I think that in summary
we were surprised at how little information was provided
around radioactive waste and its management, and I think
the information that was provided was inadequate for
licensing review purposes and certainly inadequate for the
delegation of authority with respect to the waste
management facility extension.
My final comment is that I think New
Brunswick Power has prepared an application more in line
with what we would see for a five-year licence, and I think
I would question the adequacy of it even for a five-year
licence.
They have certainly not gone above and
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beyond.

They have certainly not provided you with an

application or CMDs that make the case for 25 years.
If it supports a five-year licence
approval is touch and go; certainly not a 25-year approval.
Thank you for your time.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you, Ms. Lloyd.

Dr. Berube.
MEMBER BERUBE:

Thank you for your

presentation.
Let’s start with CNSC staff.
We’re looking again at the fuel defects in
the primary heat transport system.

I believe, reading your

CMD submissions, that you are saying that it’s not really a
cause for concern; that over a five-year period it will
break down and probably be removed by fuelling activities.
Would you please elaborate on what the
nature of the material is in the system and how it’s going
to break down?
Northwatch here kind of links that
contamination in the system to potentiality for fuel
defects.

Maybe you could explore that as well at the same

time while you are elaborating on what the nature of that
material is and what the impacts are to the system.
DR. VIKTOROV:
record.

Alex Viktorov, for the
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I will start by saying that we do foresee
that fuel defects occur from time to time, and there are
means to detect and address this; remove the defective fuel
without putting the health and safety of workers at risk.
So it’s not an unusual occurrence.

It’s

known to happen, and the industry knows how to handle it.
I will ask Wade Grant to provide details
of what’s currently happening at Point Lepreau.

And, of

course, we will ask the licensee to provide information as
well.
MR. GRANT:
Wade Grant.

For the record, my name is

I’m a Technical Specialist with the Reactor

Physics and Thermalhydraulics Division.
As we provided in the Supplemental CNSC
Staff CMD, the defect rate is slightly elevated at Point
Lepreau.

We normally see about one defect per year per

reactor.

That’s normal and, as Dr. Viktorov has said,

there are systems in place to detect, remove and deal with
the contamination that may be released into the PHT system
with a purification loop.
In terms of this situation right now, from
what we’re seeing is small filings of metal, probably about
the size of a fingernail clipping.

This can get caught in

between the pencils of the fuel bundle and through
vibration eventually wear away at the sheath and produce a
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small pinhole, which then has fission gases released into
the PHT system, which then affect the gases fission product
monitoring system.
The advantage of CANDU reactors is that
the fueling online allows the industry to remove fuel
bundles promptly once detected.

So they are then removed

from the system and the contamination to the loop is
removed and it returns back to normal.

The length of time

that a normal defect stays in core ranges quite widely.
Point Lepreau is doing a pretty good job
right now.

Some of the bundles are detected and removed

within 10 days, which is exceptional.

Others have stayed

for a couple of months, but that's more normal for the
industry.
At the rate of three defects in a year,
lasting about 10 days to 30 days on average, we're not
overly concerned with this rate of defect, and in terms of
your question about removal over time, these pieces of
metal will either settle out to a dead leg or low-flow area
of the core and sit there, but also, in passing through the
PHT pumps -- sorry, the primary coolant pumps -- they will
be chopped up essentially into smaller and smaller pieces
until they are fine pieces of debris that will either then
settle out themselves or pose no risk to the fuel in the
future.
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I would be happy to answer any questions
if you have them, but at this moment we don't consider this
a serious threat.
MEMBER BERUBE:

And just for the general

public, how long does the average fuel bundle sit in the
core?
DR. VIKTOROV:
MR. GRANT:

Alex Viktorov, for --

Wade Grant with Reactor

Physics and Thermalhydraulics.
So that depends on where in the core you
are.

The inner section of the core -- that is around six

months of time, whereas when you get to the outer core,
it's roughly a year and a half.
THE PRESIDENT:
MR. NOUWENS:
record.

Port Lepreau?
Jason Nouwens, for the

Before I turn it over to Jennifer Lennox, our

Chief Nuclear Engineer, I just want to highlight that even
though the failure rate, as we heard from CNSC, is still
quite low, this is a very important issue for us and one
that we're not taking lightly.
But Jennifer, if you could elaborate on
our systemic approach to our team effort on this, I would
appreciate some more comments on that.
MS. LENNOX:
for the record.

Thank you.

Jennifer Lennox,
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As I agree with everything that -- and we
do agree with everything that CNSC has said, NB Power
places a very strong importance on having a very low
tolerance for fuel defects.

And when a defect is

identified in the core, we take it very seriously to remove
that defect as per our normal fuelling process as soon as
possible.

As it was mentioned, the design of our station

allows us to readily detect small defects and remove them
from the core quite easily through our normal fuelling
process.
Although our current defect rate is higher
than the typical expected average, it's still very low in
comparison to the amount of fuel bundles that we would use
to fuel the reactor annually through fuelling.

So, to give

a comparison, an average is 4,910 bundles used to fuel
annually on average.
But we do take this very seriously, and as
a result, we have a cross-functional team of subject matter
experts assembled at the station.

That team is looking to

identify causes and also understand what mitigating
measures we can take and put in place.
Also, the station has reviewed op-ex from
the industry from INPO and that op-ex has been used -sorry, 'op-ex', operating experience -- has been used to
inform our overall strategy that we're putting forth.
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Thank you.
MEMBER BERUBE:

So let me just ask another

question to NB Power.
Is there any danger at all to the actual
pump itself with the sub-particulate floating around -metal particulate -- in terms of damage to the pump veins
themselves or the balance of them, in which case you'd have
problems with bearings, and this kind of thing?
MR. NOUWENS:
Nouwens, for the record.

Jennifer Nouwens -- or Jason

I think I just said “Jennifer”,

didn't I?
--- Laughter / Rires
Jason Nouwens, for the record.
I just want to confirm that no, these
particles are very small and do not pose any physical
damage to the actual pumping structure.
THE PRESIDENT:
MEMBER DEMETER:

Dr. Demeter.
Thank you.

I want to ask

about a specific issue that was raised by the Intervenor,
and I found the language from the staff CMD.
So it's dealing with the portion of
workers who do not provide bioassay samples.

So it was at

10 percent, and staff said this is noted, but internal
exposure is a small percentage, and when I looked at the
CMD, the percentage is 13 to 26 percent, which is a little
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bit more than a small percentage to me of a contribution to
total dose, and that a corrective action plan was put in
place.

So I'd like to know where that's at.
What is the industry standard?

your expectation where that number should be?

What is

And maybe

from Point Lepreau, what percentage would you accept?

I

mean, zero would be nice, but in reality with an operating
plant, what is sort of the standard, and how does your
corrective action work?
So I'll first get CNSC to comment on what
the industry standard is and what you expect, and I'll get
Point Lepreau to comment on where they're at.
DR. VIKTOROV:

Alex Viktorov.

Allow us a

minute to consult with the best place to address your
question.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Perhaps Point Lepreau can

talk about where they're at with their corrective action
plan and what your target is, going forward?
MR. NOUWENS:
record.

Jason Nouwens, for the

I'll turn this over to Mark Power, our site Vice

President, to give us some comments on how important this
is to us and what our expectations are.
MR. POWER:

Thank you for the question.

Mark Power, for the record.
These bioassay samples that are required
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to be left is at certain frequency -- whether you're an
office worker, it's about annually; if you're out working
in the field and required to sign out a personal arming
dosimeter, you're in the 12- to 14-day range where you have
to give your sample frequency, just for information.
And so staff, when they would be leaving
at the end of a shift after working all night long, they
might forget to give their sample, et cetera, but this has
been an issue for us over the last few years, but we put a
tremendous focus on this around reinforcing the importance
of why this is important, to give their samples at the
frequency that they're requested.
And we've gone so far as to say that if
they're overdue, they can't get their personal arming
dosimeter out to go and use it, so that it'll block them
from going to do additional work; they won't be able to go
do it.

So that's one measure we put in place.
But we didn't want to just have that type

of measure.
'why'.

We wanted to communicate the importance of the

So the reason that you would have these bioassay

samples given at that frequency is so that when they're
doing the sampling analysis, that you could see an uptake
that you didn't expect, and then, if you did see that, then
you would say, "Okay, well, you were somewhere where you
got exposed to heavy water that you didn't expect, and as a
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result of that we saw that in your bioassay sample."
So that's one of the reasons why it's very
important to ensure that we -- so we went on a huge
campaign over the last year or two, and our numbers are
greatly improved.
percent.

You mentioned that we were around 10

As of right now, when we're below five percent as

it stands right now, and keep in mind that these numbers of
10 percent would include people that would be out on
maternity leave that were on dose records, et cetera, or if
they were on extended leaves or things like that.
So we're down below five percent range and
we're targeting to get even lower, and we would expect
eventually that people would be doing it if we put enough
measures in place.
our five percent.

But we are still striving to improve on
We'd like to get down to three percent

or less.
MEMBER DEMETER:
helpful.

Thank you.

That's very

And I guess for the record, for the public, when

I'm talking about bioassay samples, I'm talking urine
samples, so that people know what that is.
Staff, did you have any comment?
DR. VIKTOROV:

Yes, I'll ask Nathalie

Gadbois, our Radiation Protection Specialist, to provide
any details of the situation.
MS. GADBOIS:

Nathalie Gadbois, Radiation
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Protection Specialist, for the record.
Maybe I will speak just to if the CNSC
staff has concerns with the percentage of workers that did
not provide the bioassay on time when we conducted the
inspection back in 2021.

The non-compliance found

basically with the number of workers not providing the
bioassay as per the schedule that is currently established
under the Radiation Protection Program is not concerning to
staff because workers who have not provided their required
bioassay cannot access the radiological areas anymore.
So access to a radiological area is
controlled using a personal alarming device and the system
basically will restrict access to the radiological areas if
bioassay samples are not provided according to their
required schedule.

So the workers are not further

potentially exposed to tritium.

So this administrative

control is removed once the sample has been submitted for
analysis.
Also, maybe it will be valuable just to
mention that under the CNSC dosimetry licence, there is an
accepted process that NB Power follows under different
situations to ascertain dose were received from tritium.
So the accepted methodology includes interval dose
calculations depending on the length of time since the
previous sample was given.
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So the dose calculation method allows for
the case where there is an extended period between samples,
for example, more than 40 days.

And the dose calculation

method is really consistent with the method that is
currently used by other nuclear power plants in Canada, and
the basis for this method is published in the REGDOC 2.7.2,
Dosimetry, Volume 1, “Ascertaining Occupational Dose”.

So

according to the extent of condition that was done by NB
Power for this particular situation, the maximum committed
dose received by a worker was estimated to be at .04
millisieverts, which is a very low dose.
So I can just provide further detail if
you wish, but I will conclude with that for now.
MEMBER DEMETER:
question adequately.

Good.

That answers my

Thank you very much.

THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, thank you.

Mr.

MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you very much for

Kahgee.

your intervention.

I just want to come back to the waste

issue in the context of the financial guarantee -- I know
we've covered a lot of ground over that earlier today, and
also follow up something in the context of my question I
asked NB Power yesterday in terms of your contingency plan
in the event that there is no site selected for the
high-level repository.
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But if I understand correctly from NB
Power -- your clarification earlier, prior to the break,
was very helpful -- I heard you saying that there are three
parts to the financial guarantee, and the third part of
that is the high-level waste component, with the
understanding at some point it would be transported off
site assumedly to a site for permanent disposal.

Is that

correct?
MR. NOUWENS:
record.

Yes, that is correct.

Jason Nouwens, for the
So that third component was

the Nuclear Fuel Waste Act trust fund.

And we do

contribute to the Nuclear Waste Management Organization
year after year, but that trust fund is specifically in
place for the actual completion of the transfer and the use
of the DGR site.
MEMBER KAHGEE:
CNSC.

Okay, thank you.

Now to

My understanding, if I’m correct, is that NWMO’s

sole mandate is to site and eventually develop a facility
for the permanent storage of high-level waste, correct?
MS. GREENCORN:
record.

Yes.

Nancy Greencorn, for the

The Nuclear Waste Management Organization

was established under the Nuclear Fuel Waste Act to manage
what’s called the Adaptive Phased Management Project for
developing a centralized deep geological repository for
used fuel and for the funding of it.
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MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you.

And I heard

you to be saying earlier that in the context of the third
part of the financial guarantee in relation to the
high-level waste that that was reasonable, is that correct?
MS. GREENCORN:
record.

Nancy Greencorn, for the

So the amount of monies that’s put towards the

trust fund is established by the NWMO.

CNSC Staff review

it and ensure that it’s incorporated into the entirety of
the decommissioning cost estimate.

But the amount or the

quantum of money that’s put into the trust fund for fuel is
established by NWMO under NRCan.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Okay, thank you.

probably should clarify that a bit more.

And I

I believe it was

in foreseeability of the high-level repository CNSC
indicated that was foreseeable in the context of your
determination on the adequacy of the financial guarantee,
is that correct?
MS. GREENCORN:
record.

Nancy Greencorn, for the

Yes, we determined the financial guarantee was

adequate and that included all costs for disposal of low,
intermediate and high-level waste.

But again, just to

clarify, the amount of funding that is put in place for the
used fuel is determined by the NWMO and NRCan.

We verify

that the trust funds are in place.
Specific to the other funds, the
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decommissioning fund and the other funds for waste
management, CNSC Staff do a detailed review of those cost
estimates for their adequacy.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

That's helpful.

I guess

my challenge then is that that determination presupposes
the outcome of a process that’s yet unknown.

So my

question then would be would there not be a reconsideration
or perhaps another view of the financial guarantee on the
assumption that that process is unsuccessful?
MS. GREENCORN:
record.

Nancy Greencorn, for the

If the DGR for used fuel is not approved, the NWMO

would have the responsibility to address the long-term
management of used fuel and propose different scenarios as
a responsibility under the Nuclear Fuel Waste Act.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

But then in that context,

the responsibility would rest with New Brunswick Power,
correct?
MS. GREENCORN:
record.

Nancy Greencorn, for the

The responsibility for the long-term management of

used fuel would still rest for -- the current Act provides
that a centralized location will be put in place for used
fuel, and the monies established that way.
Again, if the DGR was not approved, it
would be the NWMO to come up with a long-term management
strategy.
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MEMBER KAHGEE:
be the owner of the waste?

Okay.

But the NWMO would

Sorry, not NWMO, NB Power,

sorry.
MS. GREENCORN:

I think I might need a

little bit of clarification on the question.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

So, yes, I understand

NWMO’s mandate is, as you correctly stated, for siting and
developing a facility for the long-term permanent storage
and management of high-level waste.

But it’s the operators

independently that have ownership and responsibility for
that waste, correct?
MS. GREENCORN:
record.

Nancy Greencorn, for the

NB Power has ownership until it is put into the

DGR, at that point the ownership will be transferred.
MEMBER KAHGEE:
looking for.

Thank you.

Yeah, that's what I was

I took the long way around,

apologies.
MS. GREENCORN:

My apologies for not

MEMBER KAHGEE:

Yeah, now worries.

getting that.
No, we

got there.
So I guess my challenge then, and it comes
back to getting to perhaps the sufficiency of the
guarantee, because it presupposes an outcome.

Obviously

that outcome is contingent on a number of factors.

As we
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know, there are two sites left in the siting process, but
of those sites are in Ontario; one of those in Treaty 3
territory, and the other in Saugeen and Anishinaabe, the
traditional territory of the Saugeen Ojibway Nation.
In both those instances NWMO’s proceeding
on the base of a willing region with an understanding that
they will not select a site in either of those territories
without the Indigenous peoples’ consent.
So then my question then becomes what
happens if that consent is not given?

It take us back to

the issue that the Passamaquoddy raised yesterday, what
happens if the waste stays on site?

And so that’s why I

ask the question, with respect to the sufficiency of the
guarantee.
MS. GREENCORN:

Is this back to CNSC

MEMBER KAHGEE:

Yes.

MS. GREENCORN:

So I will -- the

Staff?

identification of a willing host community and the site
selection is not within the CNSC’s mandate.

And so I will

start by saying the NWMO may be best to speak to the
progress in selection and the willingness of the...
I don’t think that’s what you’re asking.

And so

It’s if another

scenario.
So I would say that now that the cost
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estimate was based on a realistic scenario on what is being
done internationally.

Internationally, deep geological

repositories are the path forward that’s being looked at
for disposal of used fuel.
So the cost estimate that’s being provided
by NWMO is based on that scenario.
If the DGR was not approved, there would
be a revisit of those.

But it is currently the assumption

at this time that the used fuel would go to a deep
geological repository.
MEMBER KAHGEE:
direct in my question then.

Okay.

So I’ll be more

Should there not be a

financial guarantee based on a scenario where there is no
high-level repository and the waste has to remain on site?
MS. GREENCORN:
record.

Nancy Greencorn, for the

Again, the preliminary decommission plans are

reviewed and the cost estimates and financial guarantees
are reviewed on a five-year basis.

There is assumptions

that are put in place that are based on, like I said,
they’re realistic scenarios.
There is triggers for when the preliminary
decommissioning plans cost estimates have to be revised.
One of those triggers, as stipulated in our regulatory
framework would be the availability of a facility for waste
management.
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So at this time the cost estimate, which
has contingencies built into it, is based on that scenario.
In five years, if there was a need to revisit it, the cost
estimate would be revised as well as the decommissioning
plan and the financial guarantee submitted again, as the
financial guarantees accepted by the Commission resubmitted
to the Commission.
MR. ELDER:
Elder, for the record.

Mr. Kahgee, this is Peter

Just to totally agree with what

Nancy just said, I really want to put it succinctly, the
questions you’re asking is why we require it to be a
preliminary plan, not the plan.
It’s a preliminary plan that has to be
revisited multiple times over the lifecycle of the facility
to actually -- this is why we wanted to be revisited on at
least a five-year basis.

And, by the way, it’s not like we

have to -- it’s a minimum five-year basis.
If NWMO theoretically didn’t find the two
communities still in, dropped out, that would be a reason
for us to actually go back to everybody and say, you’ve got
to revisit your plans because one of your basic assumptions
does not seem to be timely on the basis you have right now.
So this is exactly why we want a preliminary plan and why
we insist on a five-year update to it.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you for that
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clarification.

That was my initial understanding.

want to be clear.

I just

Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Ms. Lloyd, you have

something you want to say on this?
MS. LLOYD:
actually.
defects.

Yes, thank you.

Two comments

I want to go back to the discussion on fuel
Just observe that I think if a 300 per cent

increase is typical if one defect per year, and it’s three
per year, I consider that to be significant.

And I think

there needs to be a more substantive and a more public
exploration of the whole host of issues around fuel
defects.
I know in past licence reviews there’s
been discussion of fuel defects.

And one of our concerns

and, you know, something I recall from those is that
there’s very little discussion about how those fuels,
defective fuel bundles, are then going to be isolated over
time.

They’re basically -- they’re segregated in the

irradiated fuel bay, that’s about all that I’ve been able
to find out about that.
Similarly, when you get to the NWMO’s
concept for used fuel packaging plant they say defective
fuels will be held separately and that’s it.
black hole around defective fuel.

There’s a

Unfortunately, it’s not

the kind of black hole that makes things go away.

It’s
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just a black hole where there’s no information about it.
And I think they are a precursor to dose
and I think that it really is getting short shift and
that’s a problem.
I want to come back to this discussion.

I

want to comment briefly on the discussion about financial
assurances.

And I really appreciated Commissioner Kahgee’s

line of questioning and discussion around this.

I want to

point to a couple of additional areas of uncertainty.
One is, my understanding is that the
trust -- the funds that are being set aside are much
smaller than the $16-24 billion dollar national
infrastructure cost that the NWMO was going with.

At least

in 2005 that was their number, it might have crept up.
Because they assume that investments will be successful.
So I think that’s another area of
uncertainty.

It’s not a hard currency that’s being set

aside to meet that amount.
to the required amount.

You know, it’s expected to grow

So that’s an area of uncertainty.

I think the other area of uncertainty
specific to each of the nuclear generating stations is this
issue of transfer.

So the waste is to be transferred from

its dry storage, so it will presumably go from an
irradiated fuel bay to dry storage.

Then it goes from dry

storage to the basket transport containers, which are still
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a concept, they’re still not designed.
How does that happen and how much is it
going to cost?
place?

Will the irradiated fuel bays still be in

Will they be transferred?

Will they be returned to

the fuel bay for transfer to the basket containers?

Will

it be a dry transfer, which would presumably require hot
cells?
Very, you know, potentially very expensive
and I don’t think that it has -- I have seen no
acknowledgement of this really significant undertaking that
is the responsibility of each of the reactor station
operators.
And it’s going to cost money, and I am not
at all confident that that is reflected in the preliminary
decommissioning cost estimates and it’s certainly not
included in the trust fund -- or I’m quite certain it’s not
included in the trust fund being held by the NWMO.
to cover the cost of transportation and the DGR.

That’s

That’s

not to cover the cost -- my understanding is it’s not to
cover the cost of transfer from dry storage into the
transportation container, whatever it’s going to be.
Currently Lepreau’s on the list for a
basket container, which is not yet designed.

So I think

that’s another significant area of uncertainty with respect
to the financial assurances, plus the big questions about
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whether there will be a DGR.
And just one final comment.
they require an informed and willing host.

NWMO has said

In the case of

Saugeen Ojibway Nation they have put in writing that they
will not proceed without the consent or the support of
Saugeen Ojibway Nation.
We have seen no evidence, documentation,
indication that they have made a similar commitment
Wabigoon Lake Ojibway Nation.
opaque situation.
Ojibway Nation.

They may have, it’s an

But it’s publicly known with Saugeen
There is no indication that that

commitment is made to Wabigoon Lake Ojibway Nation.

It’s

one of several ways I think that the NWMO process, while it
tends to be, you know, replicated in each of the
communities they’ve investigated, now down to two, there
are significant differences and that’s one of them.
So thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you, Ms. Lloyd.

There was one additional issue that Ms. Lloyd raised that
we haven’t discussed, and this was on the availability of
the Type 2 inspection report for waste management done by
CNSC Staff, and that was not made available to her.
Can you explain why that would be the case
please, Point Lepreau?
MR. NOUWENS:

Jason Nouwens, for the
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record.

Yeah, I was a little surprised by that comment to

be honest.

We make every effort to address every comment.

We would never ignore a request.
And so I know we heard from her today that
there were four requests that we ignored.
we did not ignore her requests.

I can assure you

Either it didn’t make it

through our IT, but we did not get that request, otherwise
we would have responded.
THE PRESIDENT:

But you are aware that

that was in her CMD as well, that that request had been
made multiple times and had not been satisfied?
MR. NOUWENS:

That’s correct.

THE PRESIDENT:

So you had opportunity to

rectify it before today is I guess what I’m getting at.
MR. NOUWENS:

Yes, actually I'll ask

Kathleen Duguay to provide a few more details on how our
engagement has been on that aspect.
MS. DUGUAY:
for the record.

Thank you.

Kathleen Duguay,

I did get a request on May 28th for event

reports, which I provided immediately.

I will still look

to the IT process, because we need to provide information
when they need it and I will review the intervention again.
So I do apologize for that.

But I will

certainly check into it right away.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, thank you.

Thank
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you very much for your intervention, Ms. Lloyd, and for the
presentation.

Thank you.
We’ll move to our next presentation which

is by Peace and B, as outlined in CMDs 22-H2.139 and
22-H2.139A.
And, Ms. Murphy, you’re making the
presentation, over to you please.
MR. ROUSE:

Actually, before we start, we

had some conversations with the gentleman up there.

We do

have two requests for rulings, and we were advised to do
that before we start our presentation.

So if we could

submit our request for rulings first please?
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

So, yes, I

understand that you do want to make an oral request for a
ruling in accordance with Rule 20 of the CNSC Rules of
Procedure.

And it would be helpful if you could briefly

describe what the issue is so we know how we should be
responding to this, and the reasons for the ruling that you
are seeking please.
MR. ROUSE:

Yes.

We have something

prepared here to talk about the issues.
THE PRESIDENT:
MR. ROUSE:

Okay.

So I guess we want to make two

requests for rulings, we’ll start off with what the rulings
are and elaborate why we want them.
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So Ruling No. 1.

We request a ruling that

the Commission acknowledge there was a change in the PSA
base seismic margin large release limit from .4 Gs to .344
Gs in the 2017 licensing hearings.
Our second request for ruling. We also
request a ruling that the Commission instruct NB Power to
perform seismic upgrades until they meet the previous .4 G
large release limit as part of their continuous improvement
program, and this happen within the next five years.
Our explanation on this issue and reasons
for these rulings are as follows.

In 2011 NB Power’s

licence application CMD 11-H12.1, page 105, NB Power stated
the following:

“For a PSA-based seismic margin assessment

the limit corresponds to the review level earthquake and is
a pass or fail threshold which the resulting plant seismic
capacity is compared.

In this case the HCLPF, or high

confidence low probability of failure, value higher than
the one listed below is satisfactory.”
Then on the same page, there is a table
listed below that paragraph that shows that there is a
limit of .3 Gs for severe core damage and there’s also a
separate limit for large release that is .4 Gs, and its
fairly clearly stated as a limit in this 2011 document.
The Commission adopted these safety limits
in paragraph 65 of the 2011 reasons for decision.

And I
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will get back to this paragraph at my conclusion, because
it’s at the root of our request for rulings.
There was absolutely nothing on the public
record from 2011 hearings that the .4 G large release
safety limit was not a requirement of the licensing, and it
was very clear that there were two different limits; one
for core damage, one for large release, and they were not
the same.
We did, however, in the 2011 hearings
question whether the .4 Gs was high enough.

And this was

around what frequency of that earthquake was.

But this

wasn’t our issue in 2014, and the Commission Members did
mention this in the 2017 decision, but it really didn’t
apply to our request.
During the 2011 hearing Sharon and myself
made a request for a ruling that an updated seismic hazard
assessment be performed for Point Lepreau and the
Commission concurred with our request and ordered one be
done in paragraph 65 of the 2011 reasons for decision.
The results of this evidence found
evidence of three previously unknown large earthquakes in
the vicinity of Point Lepreau from a paleo seismic study
that was performed.

It showed that the hazard from a large

earthquake was larger than what was previously thought
credible.
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The results of this study came from public
intervention, that this study would not exist if it wasn’t
for public hearings, and which a 25-year licence will
severely limit actions like that.
In response to the new hazard information
NB Power updated the PSA base seismic margin analysis and
methodology where the limits are set, and CNSC Staff
approved this methodology.
In the update it was found that the large
release capacity of the plant decreased from .42 Gs to .35
Gs, and as a result NB Power no longer met the stated
safety limit of .4 g, as put forth in the 2011 hearings.
In the 2017 hearings, a new large release
limit of .344 was presented, without the change being
acknowledged in the CMDs by CNSC staff or NB Power to the
Commission Members.

I had written a detailed intervention,

CMD 17-H2.94, complaining about this change in safety limit
and argued that CNSC staff and NB Power could not change
the limit and that it had to be done by the Commission
Members.

I also argued that the Commission Members not

accept the new safety limit and at a minimum if they did
accept the reduced safety limit that it be done
transparently to the public.
In the 2017 Reasons for Decision, the
Commission did accept this new large release safety limit,
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which we reluctantly accept, but it is within the
Commission's power to do this, but it was not done
transparently.
In the 2017 Reasons for Decision,
paragraph 132 on page 26, the Commission states:
“The Commission is satisfied that the PLNGS licensing
basis in regard to seismic capacity of a 0.2g design
basis earthquake was not modified during the current
licence period and remains as approved in the
Commission's 2011 licence renewal decision on this
matter.”
We agree with that particular statement
because we were not -- we had no argument with the design
base earthquake.
But then in the same paragraph it says:
“Further, the Commission wishes to note that, in its
2011 decision, the Commission acknowledged...”
And this is the first sentence of this
paragraph, and they only quote the first sentence in this
2011, and it is paragraph 65 and it says -- they say:
“Based on the above information, the
Commission is satisfied that PLNGS
meets the required safety goals.”
But then it goes on to say in the 2017
that:
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“and that the Commission was referencing an RLE of
0.3g and not 0.4g. The Commission was satisfied with
the safety limits (goals) as stated and that represented
the probability of a 1 in 10,000 year earthquake.”
In paragraph 132 of the 2017 decision, the
Commission stated from the 2011, paragraph 65, that it was
referring to 0.3 g and not 0.4 g, but if we read the whole
paragraph of 65 from 2011 decision it states -- again, this
is the first paragraph that was issued in the 2017
decision:
“Based on the above information, the
Commission is satisfied that PLNGS
meets the required safety goals.”
But then it goes on in the very next
sentence:
“The Commission is satisfied that the
seismic margin assessment has
demonstrated with high confidence
that core damage would be prevented
in the event of an earthquake with a
horizontal ground acceleration as
high as 0.3 g...” (as read)
But there is a comma and it says:
“...and that a large release of
fission products from containment
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would be prevented for an earthquake
with a horizontal ground acceleration
as high as 0.4 g.” (as read)
How is it transparent when the Commission
references the first sentence of a paragraph from the 2011
decision that states that they were only referring to .3 g
in the 2011 sentence when you read the full paragraph of
that same excerpt that says:
“...and that a large release of
fission products from containment
would be prevented for an earthquake
with a horizontal ground acceleration
as high as 0.4 g.” (as read)
How does the Commission square this round
hole around transparency with the public?
This comes down to our two requests for
rulings.
We are not happy with the change in safety
limit, but we want it to be done transparently.

So we

request that we acknowledge that there was a limit of .4 g,
it did change in 2017.
We also want, also in the decision from
2017, the Commission does state that notwithstanding the
Commission's notes, its expectation for NB Power to pursue
its continuous improvement efforts in this regard during
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the process licence period.
been any upgrades.
improvement.

To our knowledge, there hasn't

They haven't done this continuous

There has been no follow-up from these action

items we just talked about earlier.
So again, we would like to reiterate the
decision in 2017 with our second request for a ruling.

We

request that the ruling that the Commission instruct NB
Power to perform upgrades until they meet the previous .4 g
limit for large release as part of their continuous
improvement program and that this be done within the next
five years.
Thank you very much.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you for that.

Do

you have that in writing to send to us or do we have to
wait for the transcript?

It is long, it is complicated and

of course we need to reflect on it.

We need to make sure,

as you can well appreciate, that New Brunswick Power and
staff have a chance to review and then decide what our
course of action will be.
MR. ROUSE:

I do have some scratch-outs if

I could pretty it up and send it to Louise maybe?
THE PRESIDENT:
MR. ROUSE:

That would be perfect.

Would that be fine?

THE PRESIDENT:

Yes, if you can send it to

Louise, then we will make sure New Brunswick Power and
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staff get it, and then as part of this hearing we will
convey what the Commission's next steps are on this and do
that.
MR. ROUSE:

Excellent.

Thank you very

much.
THE PRESIDENT:
Thank you.

Thank you.

So are you now ready to go on

with the presentation?
Okay, over to you.
MS. MURPHY:

Thank you, President Velshi

and Honourable Members.
I would like to acknowledge that we gather
today on the unceded and unsurrendered territories of the
Wabanaki, the Wolastoqiyik, Mi'kmaq, Abenaki and
Passamaquoddy.

This territory is covered by the treaties

of peace and friendship which the Wolastoqiyik,
Passamaquoddy and Mi'kmaq people signed with the British
Crown in the 1700s.

The treaties did not surrender the

territory and resources but in fact recognized Mi'kmaq,
Wolastoqiyik and Passamaquoddy title and established the
rules for what was to be an ongoing relationship between
nations.

PEACE-NB pays respect to the Elders, past and

present, and descendents of this land.
PEACE-NB has a general concern and that
concern is that we do not believe that NB Power's
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application meets the requirements of the licence
application guide.

This cartoon is how many of the

community members and our PEACE-NB members feel about
nuclear.

We feel that it is a monster, that it is very,

very dangerous, that if anything does happen it will
destroy all of our homes, all of our renewable energy
efforts, all of our environment.
And I want to also state that the idea
that public concern is a failure of our people, we heard
this yesterday, we find that abhorrent.

We think that

Kathleen Duguay is a fabulous PR person, Louise, all of the
PR people working for CNSC, NB Power are wonderful people,
they help us a lot, but their job is not propaganda
disseminator or brainwashing expert, they are PR people and
it is not their fault that communities have many, many
concerns.

I just want to state that it is not related in

our minds at all.
Historically, we have presented in front
of the CNSC and NB Power.

We have always been concerned

that we are not taking climate change impacts on the Point
Lepreau site seriously.

We have brought up issues

surrounding Saint John's lack of awareness of what to do in
an emergency many times over the years and we do not
believe that the cost and dangers associated with
decommissioning have ever been adequately studied.
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As well, historically, NB Power has heard
our real life concerns surrounding nuclear power and
external or internal political instability in previous
hearings, yet done nothing.
Seismic dangers in the immediate vicinity
have been shown to be a scientific possibility for years.
Study methodology we have found over the years questionable
at best, and environmental monitoring does show years of
tritium and other radioactive substances in our ecosystem,
which would have not been there if Point Lepreau was not
there.
Our historical concerns are not -- we are
not content that they have been adequately addressed over
the years and that is why we are again participating in
this relicensing hearing.
At my age, if of course we go for the 25
years, this will be my last participation opportunity.

I

would just -- again, we put a cartoon up there to let the
people in the room understand what a lot of the community
members think and say about the nuclear industry, mainly
that the people that are working for the industry, the
academia, the politicians, the corporations, the media, are
on the gravy train.
I went to look at salaries to just prove
that point 100 percent and I was just going to use the idea
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of a shift supervisor in New Brunswick, a normal shift
supervisor for any industry from a lobster plant to
McCain's, $37,000 to $50,000 a year.

At Lepreau, $131,000

to $162,000 a year for a shift supervisor.

That is school

principal salaries.
So with this type of money, I don't know
how we can expect anything but the words that come out of
your mouths that say that you are safe, you are clean, you
are green, everything is great, it solves climate change.
Of course that is what you are going to say because you are
being paid very well to say that.
We do not conclude the following.
There was a technical assessment to the
staff that we read that was available to us, the idea that
COVID-19, the impacts were minimal.

We know community

members, including the drivers of your plant, that were
fired absolutely when they didn't want to get a vaccine.
We know that masks create risk.

We can't -- I personally

cannot hear what people are saying when they have a mask
on.

It turns out I read lips.

I did not know that.

I have friends that are working in the
hospitals and they know that there are risks and it is a
big problem with communication when there are masks.

We do

not believe that safety is number one when you are in a
COVID situation of what we have just gone through.

When
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you are in this situation, basically the belly of the beast
and there could be something awful that happens, we need to
understand each other very quickly and masked people are
not easily understandable.
As well -- I have a list here, but I am
just going to say that the provisions made to protect the
workers, the public and the environment, in this study you
hired someone to make a judgment not to do the study and I
wonder why we do that.

It happens a lot in industry where

instead of doing the study we hire an expert and take their
judgment.

In this case I really do think, as well as our

members do think, that we need to do many studies and stop
with the hiring of the experts for judgment and go for the
science.
Above and beyond our historical concerns,
we have new and relevant questions, new issues and that
most definitely includes the ridiculous length of the
licence requested.

Climate change, we know it's real, we

now must look at what is going on.
This picture is Turkey Point.
plant I found on the ocean like ours.

It is a

As you can see, in

2014 this is what happened to Turkey Point.

The National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is giving us an idea
that on this coast we could have 8.2 feet of sea level rise
by 2100.

It is very, very serious and we really need to
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start actually studying that and putting it in our reports.
This is the International Fourth American
Climate Assessment and this cartoon or diagram shows all
the different things that are susceptible to climate
change, and most definitely we can see the nuclear plant in
there and it needs to be put into our documents and
studied.
More science, less opinion.
want to have the studies.
people's opinions.

Again, we

We don't really want to have

It is not good.

I will just keep going

on this one because I am running out of time.
Environmental monitoring.

I am just going

to leave this one to keep going, because I see I am running
out.
Health impact assessments would be really
great in the communities.

It was mentioned earlier that we

have more community-based science, health science available
to us.

I would suggest we avail ourselves to the community

stats, because in New Brunswick our health regions include
large areas of the country and are not site-specific for
anything in New Brunswick.
Monitor us please.

We want to know about

the prolonged exposure to the fog, the tritium.

We know

that there is a plume from years ago and it falls out near
Red Head.

We want to know what cancers are up there and
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what is going on.

It has been 30 years and we need to see

more studies and not just a piece of grass and the cows
over in the other field.

We want serious studies.

Public emergency management and nuclear
security.

This is super important for us because, as we

heard, it was 70 kilometres for the outreach for the
hearings.

We thought -- and this is a good example of

public perception -- we thought that the potassium iodide
stopped at 50.

Today we did hear it was 20 kilometres for

potassium iodide.

Why would that be?

We don't understand

why none of us outside of, well, 20 kilometres, deserve any
potassium iodide.
We did have an informal survey of friends
and family.

No one knew what to do in a nuclear accident.

As you see, the evacuation route is pointing to not a
through street.

We kind of feel like that in New

Brunswick.
After the Fukushima disaster in Japan, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the States recommended
Americans living within 50 miles, 80 kilometres of the
plant would need to evacuate.
There is a lot of confusion that I have
even heard today about what rules we should be abiding by.
Is it the IAEA rules?
inconvenient.

Well, maybe not when it is

Maybe we will use local rules for the
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evacuation zones.

It is not very cool, it is not very,

very -- it's very confusing and we believe that we should
be treated the same way as other people around the world,
regardless of what type of water is in our nuclear reactor.
Earthquakes still likely.

This is what we

found in our last hearing and more study was recommended by
our expert, especially the floor of the ocean, and we have
nothing that ever came of that.
And then again we have more questions than
answers when it comes to seismic, mainly because our group,
we are a lot of public normal people and we simply went
looking on the NB Power and CNSC sites for studies and what
we got was old studies that were not even updated from the
2017 hearings.

It left us with a lot of questions, which I

listed everybody's questions, that could have easily been
answered if the up-to-date studies were put on the site for
us to be able to see.

Because we know a lot of the answers

to the questions that we asked must be yes, it has been
done, yes, yes, yes, but we don't know that and there was
no way to see on your sites what has been done and what is
going on in regards to the seismic hazards.
I am almost done here.
Licence renewal length.

We think that the

renewal length is as ridiculous as this kid's toy set that
you are looking at here, but in all seriousness we heard
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yesterday that you think that the public concerns can be
met at all times and that we can picnic together, raise our
kids together.

That is great, but there is big-time

confusion.
The public thinks that a licence has
meaning, meaning it can be taken away, meaning that we can
present and give good important information to help the
decision to make, to keep the licence going and to put the
ideas that we bring forward that have meaning and are
important into the licence, but if we don't have a licence
renewal or a hearing I don't see how that in any way is
possible by just having nice picnics together.

They are

wonderful people that work down there, all the people are
wonderful, but that is not what we have an issue with.

We

have no issue with the lovely people.
And then again we also heard yesterday
that perhaps the licence length was better longer because
you all need enough time to prepare for a licence hearing
and you want to focus on operations.
would call a false narrative.

That was what we

You must do both.

No one

would ever expect you to not work on your operations
because you are preparing for a licence hearing.

We expect

both.
And then finally, we do not believe that
the site will be without significant change over the next
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few years.

Again, with the introduction of this sort of

ghoul in the background, the SMNRs onsite, we don't know if
something changes will there be new public hearings?
would like that in the reasons for decision.

We

If something

changes, we are going to come back and look at this licence
again, but, you know, maybe not, maybe the extra waste on
the site and all the SMNR experiments are going to just be
over there and we are not going to know anything about it.
Without the public input and scrutiny for
a quarter of a century, who is going to ask the unpopular
questions that do not fall within the shiny well-marketed
nuclear industry line?

Well, according to this IAEA slide,

all of these agencies, the public, the science, the
regulatory, the media, the businesses, they must stay as
stakeholders involved in these hearings.

It is very

important.
Over to political instability.

We don't

want to even know what that picture is, but who knew -- you
can go to the next one and then the next one -- in the
Ukraine, that the citizens knew that the largest nuclear
plant in Europe needed to be protected from a Russian
military attack?

Indeed, the entire community surrounding

the plant went to the site and blocked it with their own
bodies.

This act of bravery would not happen at Lepreau if

the public purposefully is ignorant of what is even going
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on at that site after 25 years.
And again, human health.

It appears that

NB Power would rather hire friendly experts to judge
whether or not the plant is safe rather than spend the time
and money to actually prove that assumption.

Is it

unreasonable to expect human health studies from the get-go
and public scrutiny every few years for our citizens in
Saint John?
As well, the potassium iodide, that is
such a thing and such a concern for all of us.

We think

that we should be protected as well, not just 20 kilometres
from the site.
And finally, we do feel that the nuclear
industry is still -- it's a pretend industry and as a very
small group of people in the province, we do not believe we
should be participating in a dying industry that we cannot
in our wildest dreams afford.
Thank you very much.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Thank you for your

presentation and let's start with Dr. Demeter, please.
MEMBER DEMETER:
presentation.

Thank you for your

I had a list of questions and many of them

have been dealt with throughout the interventions.

The

last outlying one was dealing with climate change, which I
am going to leave to our further round of questions when we
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can talk to Environment and Climate Change Canada as well.
So I have no further questions.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.
Okay.

Mr. Kahgee...?
MEMBER KAHGEE:
presentation.

Thank you for your

There have been a number of questions asked

that I had that have been addressed as well.

I know we're

going to have some further round of questions.
Perhaps just one clarification.

I just

want to make sure I have this right.
When we had the discussion this morning on
emergency preparedness, I believe I heard that the
distribution distance for iodide pills had expanded to 50
kilometres and that there was a meeting I believe in March
to discuss -- to go over distribution plans.
in that?

Am I correct

That is perhaps NB Power.
MR. NOUWENS:

Jason Nouwens, for the

record.
You are speaking specifically on the
potassium iodide pills?
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Yes, that is correct.

MR. NOUWENS: Yes, that's correct.

Yes, we

did hear an update from New Brunswick Emergency Measures
Organization on the expanded distribution of the KI pills,
but I will ask Nick Reicker to provide a few more details
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on that distribution.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

That would be helpful,

thank you.
MR. REICKER:

Nick Reicker, for the

record.
And thank you for the question.

I was

just looking back to see if we were still joined by our
partners at NBEMO, but you are correct.

What we heard this

morning is that our pre-distribution plan goes out to 20
kilometres within the detailed planning zone and what is
augmented is within the 50-kilometre contingency planning
zone there is the ability and that is stockpiled for that
distribution, which EMO is at the table now to be able to
speak on how that can be available to residents upon
request as well.
So I would ask Mr. Roger Shepard from
NBEMO if he would like to further expand upon that for
clarification.
MEMBER KAHGEE:
you.

I see him there, thank

Perhaps I will turn it over to you.
MR. SHEPARD:

For the record, Roger

Shepard.
So for the distribution plan we do deliver
door-to-door to every business and residence and even some
fisheries or fishing vessels within the 20-kilometre
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detailed planning zone.

And we do and will provide

potassium iodide tablets to anyone who requests them out to
the ingestion planning zone -- or pathway zone, sorry, for
57 kilometres.
If you go on the NBEMO website, there is a
fact sheet there put on by New Brunswick Health and it
states in that fact sheet that:

If you are looking for KI

pills, please contact New Brunswick EMO and we will provide
those for you.
And we have additional stockpiles in the
80,000 total in 14 separate locations, with 50,000 plus at
the off-site EOC for further distribution.
MEMBER KAGHEE:
clarification is helpful.

Thank you.

That

Thank you very much.

THE PRESIDENT:

Mr. Shepard, before you

leave ---- Laughter / Rires
THE PRESIDENT:

It's a quick question.

Do you do surveys confirming that people
know what to do in the event of a nuclear accident?
MR. SHEPARD:

Roger Shepard, for the

record.
We have a warden service that works 24
hours a day, 365 days a year, outside to the detailed
planning zone of 20 kilometres.

It is actually 23
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kilometres in the west and 21 kilometres in the east.

So

we have the zones broken down into 14 warden zones, each
with an assigned warden, and yes, all those folks are
briefed, they do the demographic public safety survey with
the -THE PRESIDENT:

No, I understand.

But it

is the wardens then who would be driving it as opposed to
each individual knowing what to do.

Is that what you are

saying, that it would depend on the wardens?
MR. SHEPARD:
venues.

Well, there are multiple

Kathleen Duguay for NB Power mentioned that every

resident is issued a calendar and the procedures for
evacuation.

Shelter in place, taking potassium iodide

cards, how to use the evacuation checker card, all of that
information is at the back of the calendar delivered to
every household, every business out to 20 kilometres.
THE PRESIDENT:
the intervenor has said.

I am just looking at what

On an informal survey of friends

and family, no one knew what to do were a nuclear accident
to happen.

It may be something you want to consider, get

some empirical data on do people really know or do they
just like the nice pictures on those calendars.

Thank you.

Dr. Berube...?
MEMBER BERUBE:

Yes.

Thank you for your intervention.

Actually
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the question I was going to ask you had to do with some of
your seismic concerns, but since you have asked for a
ruling, we will have to cover it underneath that.

Thank

you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you very much for

your intervention, your presentation, your request for
rulings.

We are going to take a break right now and we

will come back at 6:20 p.m.
Thank you.

--- Upon recessing at 6:04 p.m. /
Suspension à 18 h 04
--- Upon resuming at 6:19 p.m. /
Reprise à 18 h 19

THE PRESIDENT:
started.
going.

Okay, we're going to get

And our next presenter is online, so we'll get
And our next presentation is from Dr. Helmy Ragheb,

as outlined in CMDs 22-H2.177 and H2.177A.
Dr. Ragheb, over to you, please.

CMD 22-H2.177/22-H2.177A
Oral presentation by Helmy Ragheb

DR. RAGHEB:

Do I have control over the
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slides?
THE PRESIDENT:

Let's try.

Do you just

want to move to the next one?
DR. RAGHEB:

Sure, no, it's okay.

THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, someone else does

then.
DR. RAGHEB:

Thank you, Madam Velshi, for

the opportunity to speak before the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission.

For the record, I am Helmy Ragheb.

I am here

to provide comments on the application to renew the licence
for the Point Lepreau nuclear power plant.
I have more than 40 years' career in
nuclear safety in Canada with contribution to nuclear
safety research, nuclear safety design, and extensively in
nuclear incidents and accident investigations.
I was also honoured to represent Canada
for a period of 20 years in the international forums on
operating experiences such as the OACD and the IAEA.
In my presentation now, I will focus on
two issues related to the operational safety of the Point
Lepreau plant.

Next, please.
The first issue is the validity and

integrity of the safe operating envelope.

The second is

the compliance of the deterministic safety analysis for
hazards, compliance with the Regulatory Document 2.4.1.
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Next, please.
First issue:
the safe operating envelope.

validity and integrity of
Next, please.

What do we mean by safe operating
envelope?

It refers to those safety analysis limits or

operational requirements within which operation of the
nuclear facility has been shown to meet the regulatory
requirements and public risk limits.

These safety limits

are used to define the hardware functional requirements.
They're also routinely -- must be routinely verified
throughout the life of the plant, usually by hardware
surveillance.

Next, please.
Now, are the hardware requirements aligned

with the safety analysis results?

Now, all relevant

documents, such as the operational documents, must
routinely be updated based on the results of the new or
updated analysis.

This is a challenging process.
Now, to address this challenge, nuclear

power plants usually consolidate all the requirements and
limits derived from the safety analysis in one controlled
document called "operational safety requirement," or OSR.
Now, New Brunswick Power's application for
the licence, for renewal of the licence does not provide
information on how the safe operating envelope document
consolidation is achieved.

Next, please.
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The table that you see now shows a typical
process within a facility for the alignment of the safe
operating envelope with the safety analysis limits.

It

starts with the safety analysis, shown in the second row,
moving down to results that determine the limits.

Then in

the next step down, to consolidate them in one document,
that is the OSR, one document for each system.

This

document is called the operational safety requirement or
OSR.

That is done for every system.

It contains all the

requirements based on the safety analysis limits.

Next,

please.
Now, what are the risks of the operation
outside this safe operating envelope?

What can happen?

Now, the accumulation over the years of plant changes, if
combined with less-than-adequate processes to implement the
impact of the changes may have resulted in a situation
where the safe operating envelope is not aligned with the
safety analysis results.
In this case, it is likely that some of
the safety systems may not be effective in performing their
intended function when they are called upon.

For example,

shutdown systems may not have sufficient negative
reactivity depth inserted within the required timing as
assumed in the safety analysis.
answer is yes.

Next, please.

Can this happen?

The
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Point Lepreau may have unknowingly
operated outside the safe operating envelope.

In September

2020, Point Lepreau issued a report -- an event report in
which they reported that the safety limits of the shutdown
system no. 2 were not aligned with the safety analysis
limits.

This does not provide assurance for the

effectiveness of the SOE maintenance program at Point
Lepreau station.

It casts some doubt as to this program

for maintaining the SOE.
I am particularly concerned about some
apparent weaknesses that I noticed when I reviewed some
documents reported by NB Power in managing the safety
analysis.

The aggregate finding resolution plan -- and I

provided in my written submission reference to this, and I
would like to -- on this occasion I would like to thank New
Brunswick Power for their openness and their prompt
response when I asked about a bunch of event reports.

And

also the CNSC staff have made it easy, allowing me to
access some documents that helped coming up with this
information or the results of my review.
But I'm particularly concerned about the
apparent weakness reported by NB Power in managing the
safety analysis.

The aggregate finding resolution plan

erroneously described the SOE maintenance process in
reverse.

It calls on the staff and vendors to use the
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correct values from the SOE documentation as input to the
safety analysis instead of using the safety analysis
results as input to the SOE documentation.

Next.

I am therefore recommending that the
Licence Conditions Handbook should include a condition that
NB Power conduct a rigorous review, system by system, of
all safety-analysis-based limits imposed on safety systems
and implement the required changes in the SOE documents on
a high priority basis.

That is to say not dealing with it

as an editorial exercise or a documentation exercise
whereby it can extend over years.

This a significant item

that requires to be allocated, assigned high priority.
Next.
Second issue is the deterministic safety
analysis for hazards which was found not to be in
compliance with Regulatory Document 2.4.1 -- at least, this
is what appears to me.

Next, please.

Regulatory Document 2.4.1 requires that
deterministic safety analysis should be performed for
events caused by natural common-cause events.

The

frequency of these events should be identified by the
probabilistic safety assessment.
This is what 2.4.1 also says:

the

design-basis earthquake -- which is sometimes we term as
DBE, not to be confused with DBA -- DBE is the design-basis
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earthquake.

This is a scenario, an event.

This should be

considered among the externally initiated common-cause
events.

It further requires that it shall be classified

within the design-basis event class.

Next.

This DBE or design-basis earthquake
deterministic analysis appears to be missing.

NB Power,

when we looked at the application, NB Power application
states that section 5.2, Hazard Analysis, that the hazard
screening -- not analysis, here, this is hazard
screening -- was updated in 2016 including additional
analyses performed on seismic, high wind, and tsunami
hazards.
Now, again, additional analyses does not
really specify safety analysis as we mean it and as 2.4.1
describes safety analysis.

There are all kinds of analyses

are done, but what we're talking about here is the
classical safety analysis for a given scenario.
They incorporate the earthquake events
with the PSA version finalized in 2016.

But there was no

mention of performing any deterministic safety analysis for
the design-basis earthquake as required by 2.4.1.

Next,

please.
So what are the consequences of not
performing this DBE analysis or design-basis earthquake
analysis?

First, we do not have assurance that the public
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dose limits, which is usually predicted by the classical
safety analysis, we do not have assurance that public dose
limits are not exceeded following an earthquake.

Some

consequential failures may subject systems to harsh
conditions or result in flooding, which may prevent
mitigating operator actions in these areas.
why we need analysis.

And this is

We need to know what operator

actions are required.
And then after we determine what actions
are required, we have to see if they are possible to
implement.

Maybe there is flooding.

Maybe the way for the

operator to perform an action is blocked or may be flooded.
There's also problem with the containment
penetrations.

Containment penetrations maybe not be

seismically qualified.
qualified.

Not every component is seismically

Conservative analysis therefore is necessary to

quantify radioactive releases, especially during online
fueling.

Next, please.
I therefore recommend that NB Power be

required in a licence condition to perform deterministic
safety analysis for the design-basis earthquake event and
for other external hazards in compliance with the current
Regulatory Document 2.4.1.
Finally, I would like to thank the
Commission for the opportunity to comment on the licensing
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of the Point Lepreau nuclear power plant.
THE PRESIDENT:
Ragheb.

Thank you.

Thank you very much, Dr.

And let's start with Mr. Kahgee, please.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you for your

presentation.
My question is to NB Power and then I'll
have a follow-up for CNSC.

Has there been -- just getting

right to the point -- has there been a design-basis
earthquake deterministic safety analysis?
MR. NOUWENS:
right.

And if so, when?

Let me see if I get this

For the record, Jason Nouwens.
Okay, I'll turn this question actually

over to Derek Mullin, please.
MR. MULLIN:

Derek Mullin, for the record.

Thank you for your question.

Design-basis

earthquakes, the deterministic analysis for it, has been a
part of our safety report for many, many
early '80s.

years, since the

We did analyze that, and basically it shows

that there's no issue in terms of fuel cooling, so there
would be no issue in terms of public doses for that event.
Certainly, as we were looking at REGDOC
2.4.1 and we performed an event-specific gap assessment, as
we went through our process, there were no significant gaps
in that analysis to REGDOC 2.4.1.

As a result, it was not

as a part of our implementation plan for gap closure.
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As a result, our safety report remains
with what we have always had.
to us.

It is not a significant risk

Thank you.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you.

That's helpful

then.
To CNSC, can you comment on the
sufficiency of this analysis in terms of compliance with
the REGDOC?
MR. VIKTOROV:

Alex Viktorov, for the

record.
REGDOC 2.4.1, Deterministic Safety
Analysis, is a recent document developed with a new reactor
construction in mind.
build.

It was primarily intended for a new

Nevertheless, to the extent practical, in a

gradated manner, the operators of CANDU reactors are
applying this document as well through the gap assessment
process, which was just referred to.

If there are

significant gaps with potential safety impacts, then there
are actions put in place to address those gaps.
In this case, New Brunswick Power assessed
and CNSC staff agreed that there is no safety gap in this
regard.
Seismic events are analyzed in a number of
ways through the probabilistic safety assessment or seismic
analysis, and we are satisfied with the design provisions
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for these kind of events.
MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you.

THE PRESIDENT:

Dr. Berube?

MEMBER BERUBE:

Yes, thank you for your

presentation.
I guess I'm going to start with NB Power
and this idea of safe operating envelope.

It's actually a

critical thing for nuclear safety, safety anywhere at that
point.

Any operation that operates for a long period of

time, does a lot of maintenance, has to worry about this
condition.
So I'm going to ask you, how do you
actually correct for that?

Now, when you're doing

maintenance, especially maintenance replacement, unless you
can get an exact one-for-one replacement, there's going to
be some drift.

And of course the summation of drift over

time could technically possibly put you out of the
envelope.

So how do you correct for this in terms of your

safety analysis, especially in the maintenance cycles?
MR. NOUWENS:

Jason Nouwens, for the

record.
I'll turn this over to Jennifer Lennox to
provide a little bit of background on the SOE and the in
depth.

And your question is valid and something that

actually is considered in the SOE analysis and is built
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into our limits.
Jennifer, over to you, please.
MS. LENNOX:

Jennifer Lennox, for the

record.
So I just wanted to start off by saying
that NB Power does have a safe operating envelope program.
It meets regulatory requirements and Canadian standards.
And specifically, when you're talking
about design changes in the plant, so this is one of the
requirements which, if there is any changes to our
deterministic safety analysis or design of the plant, this
then, as per our process, would trigger a revision to the
safe operating envelope.

That would be done as per the

process and part of the regular maintenance to the SOE
program in place.
MEMBER BERUBE:
question to CNSC.

So let me extend that

Obviously, this is an issue with

long-term operation maintenance at plants, you know.

So

how do you actually go in and validate that they're
operating within a safe window, given the amount of
maintenance that has to be done over, say, a 50-year time
frame?
MR. VIKTOROV:

Alex Viktorov, for the

record.
CNSC staff does evaluate compliance with
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requirements, including those that are dealing with safe
operating envelope.

It's done through various means,

primarily through technical assessment of the safety
analysis which are updated regularly, approval for any
design changes that may affect safety, as well as by
conducting inspections in this area.
So we have multiple ways to verify that
there are both processes that assure governance in
accordance with requirements as well as specific changes
are implemented appropriately.
And I will ask our specialist in this area
to provide additional detail.
Mr. Sadek?
THE PRESIDENT:
MR. SADEK:

You're on mute.

So can you hear me now?

Sorry

about that.
THE PRESIDENT:
MR. SADEK:

Yes, we can.

Can you hear?

Sorry.

My name is Nabel Sadek, and I am a
specialist with the Reactor Physics and Thermal Hydraulics
Division, for the record.
So the SOE program actually is governed by
CSA standard 290.15.

And the licensee must comply with

this standard all the time.

CNSC staff monitor compliance

to this standard through several compliance verification
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activities.
The five-year compliance verification plan
include four safe operating envelope field inspections and
one more comprehensive type 2 inspection.

So effectively,

we have one inspection every year.
CNSC staff also review any unscheduled
event that has triggered the reporting threshold.

So under

the REGDOC 3.1.1 we also review this and schedule reviews.
If any events like the one mentioned through the
intervention, also we review that.
The Licence Conditions Handbook actually
stipulates that SOE program constitute part of the
licensing basis.

So the CNSC staff must be notified of any

changes in the SOE documents, and we review these
documents, like the implementation or the technical basis
documents.
So CNSC staff working on the SOE file
believe that the current compliance verification activities
are adequate to provide the required tools to verify
compliance with the requirements of the licence.
That's the end of my answer, and I am
happy to answer any other questions.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Maybe I'll ask you and then I can ask Dr.
Ragheb, how come we're getting two such different versions?
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You know, he's an expert in this area, given what he told
us about his background.

What would have led him to come

to the conclusions he has?
Sadek?

Any idea?

CNSC staff or Mr.

Yeah.
MR. SADEK:

Okay, Nabil Sadek, for the

record.
Actually, I'll talk specific about this
event, which was given as an example of discrepancies in
the SOE program.
Let me very clear that the SOE limits have
never been physically exceeded, even with this event.

So

exceedance of SOE limits is something that I believe should
go through the ROR or make its way to the Commission
through any channel of communication.
So this particular event actually is a
mismatch or misalignment between the acceptance criteria of
the test and the acceptance criteria that is used in the
safety analysis.
been exceeded.

But the actual test results have never
They are well below or well within the

safety analysis limit that's used in the safety analysis.
So that's the -- for this particular
event.

And as I mentioned, SOE exceedance would be

something that's -- for us, it's something very big too.
Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.
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Dr. Ragheb, did you want to react to that,
respond?

Yeah, you're on mute.
DR. RAGHEB:

Sorry.

THE PRESIDENT:
DR. RAGHEB:

No, that's good.

Sorry.

Sorry.

Actually, on the -- I have two quick
notes.

First on the SOE issue, the event that I

highlighted, indeed, it was discovered that the safety
systems was within the limit.

But the limits, when they

were checked through testing or surveillance, they were not
consistent with the safety analysis.

So this is fortuitous

that the safety system worked within the limits.
The question is how many situations are
there that we don't see and need to be discovered by
surveillance?
My point is that I have confidence in the
program run by New Brunswick Power, program for maintaining
the SOE.

I have also confidence in the CNSC inspection

program to monitor compliance.
The problem is that when I looked at the
implementation of this program or improving this program in
the IIP, which was an integrated implementation plan that
followed the periodic safety review, they have a timeline
in which they have to complete all the -- make sure that
all the SOE is consistent with the limits.

And they have
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some kind of a timeline.

And I'm not sure, it's not clear

in the documents because I don't have access to inspection
documents, how far is NB Power in implementing this IIP
plan to achieve this consistency.

That's about the SOE.

Right now, we don't have a -- we're really
not sure that all the limits are complied with.

And it's

likely that, you know, any time that we can get an event
like this.

This happened in 2019, reported in 2020.

So

that's about the SOE.
About the deterministic safety analysis
for the earthquakes, I'm still not clear from what I heard
now.

There is no clear statement that says classical

safety analysis has been done.

What I heard from New

Brunswick Power is that they have the safety analysis for
earthquake included in the safety report.
CNSC that they have a gap assessment.

I heard from the

Still, I haven't

heard, and I would like to hear, a statement as to the
classical safety analysis, which is started by assumptions
and then analysis and then verification of results,
examined in codes, et cetera, providing the whole story
scenario, similar to the loss of class 4, loss of all
power, similar to loss of flow, reactivity events.

There

has to be a section says safety analysis, classical safety
analysis for earthquake.
To my knowledge, OPG has it.

And that
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would be reasonable.
But I'm not sure if really, strictly
speaking, classical safety analysis has been reported.

And

if there's such an event, I would like to see -- if there's
such an analysis, I would like to see it.
Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, thank you.

CNSC staff, any reaction?
MR. VIKTOROV:

Alex Viktorov, for the

record.
New Brunswick Power Point Lepreau station
has been operating for a long time.

It has mature

documentation that assured safe operation until now.

And

as we heard, occasionally when there are certain design
changes, this documentation need to be revised, updated and
linked to changes in limits again.
So it's not surprising that there may be
discrepancy found in different pieces of documentation.

It

does not imply there is unsafe condition for operation.
Again, it's not desired when there are discrepancy between
documentation, but those discrepancy is quite rare.
are means to identify those and correct.

There

And I will rely

on New Brunswick Power to comment if they have discovered
any significant or frequent instances of that nature.
THE PRESIDENT:

New Brunswick Power?
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MR. NOUWENS:

Jason Nouwens, for the

record.
I will turn this over to Jennifer Lennox
to provide some more context on the SOE program and some of
the in-depth aspects of that, and I will also turn it over
to Derek Mullin to clarify the last comment we heard with
respect to the actual analysis for design-basis earthquake.
Jennifer, I’ll start with you, please.
MS. LENNOX:

Thank you.

Jennifer Lennox,

for the record.
I just wanted to clarify a few things from
the presentation we heard from the intervenor.
He spoke about operational safety
requirement documentation, OSR.

This is a common

terminology used in the Ontario plants.

The equivalent

that we use at New Brunswick Power would be our Safe
Operating Envelope, SOE, basis documents.

These documents

are the consolidation of all those requirements from our
safety analysis.
Speaking of any deficiencies, so there is
our maintenance program that we spoke about when safety
analysis is updated or there is a design change.
commenced an improvement project in 2019.

We also

So this

improvement project was a rigorous review system-by-system
of all our safety analysis and safe operating limits.

Any
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discrepancies which were noted were updated in a timely
manner, and this project is now nearing completion at 95
percent complete.
Sorry, I’ll turn it over to Derek for the
last part of that question.
MR. MULLIN:

Derek Mullin, for the record.

I will say that the design-basis
earthquake that we’ve included in our safety report was
analyzed using classical design-basis accident rules at the
time that it was completed.
So, things like -- I’ll explain slightly.
We split our systems into two groups.
Group 1 system are non-seismically qualified.

A Group 2

system are the seismically qualified systems.

So this

A

analysis, for example, would not credit the Group 1
systems.

It only looked at Group 2 systems.

It looks at

the plant response and how the plant would respond to the
event in crediting those Group 2 systems to verify that our
fuel remains cool and that we meet all relevant acceptance
criteria.
Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Is that analysis available

to the intervenor?
MR. MULLIN:

Derek Mullin, for the record.

I would have to go back and take a look at
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that.

It’s based on analysis that was performed by a

vendor, so we would have to check with them to make sure
there is nothing commercially sensitive in it.
THE PRESIDENT:
on that.

Okay.

We will deliberate

Thank you.
Dr. Demeter, please.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Thanks. I just have kind

of a flow that I want to ask.
Just so that we’re all clear from CNSC
staff’s point of view, is there on file deterministic
analysis design base earthquake analysis?

Do you have that

on file?
DR. VIKTOROV:

Alex Viktorov, for the

record.
Yes, we do.
MEMBER DEMETER:

Okay, good.

So when I look at 2.4.1, as you had said
for existing facilities the requirements contained in this
document do not apply unless they have been included in
whole or part in the licence or licensing basis.
So they don’t apply unless you say they
apply.
So when I looked at your licence
condition, it says:

When the deterministic safety analysis

methodology is modified as a result of improved knowledge
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or to address emerging issues, the licence should assess
the impact of such modifications in the operating limits.
When I’m thinking about this, I’m think
what’s changed with Point Lepreau?

There’s issues of

climate change which may need to modify the model.

But the

refurbishment might have modified their model.
So are there any changes relative to
emerging climate changes or related to their modification
that you would put it back into the licence, because you
would have to ask for it based on 2.4.1?
It doesn’t look like you’ve asked for it
and maybe justify why you haven’t asked for it, based on
the refurbishment and changing climate.
DR. VIKTOROV:

Alex Viktorov, for the

record.
Various scenarios were considered in the
safety analysis when the station was originally designed
and licensed, including consideration of hazards such as
seismic events.

And that was the basis for granting the

initial licence.
As time progresses and modelling
capabilities improve, as well as facilities modified, there
is a need to revisit certain parts of the analysis.
Additionally when new regulatory
requirements are issued, that is another driver to consider
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if the past analysis still meets the requirements.
So when Regulatory Document 2.4.1 was
issued, all licensees were requested to conduct a Gap
analysis to compare the safety analysis on record against
the requirements of Regulatory Document 2.4.1.
Again, there may have been gaps that are
significant and those were addressed on a priority basis.
However, there weren’t really any significant gaps that
were identified.
There were gaps that really didn’t have
any safety impact but may have benefit from refreshing on
new models and providing additional details.

Those

analysis were really scheduled on a relatively long
schedule.
I would refer to our specialist who will
provide additional details of whether we have already
demanded and updated deterministic analysis of design-basis
compared to what’s on record or is still to be conducted.
But I assure you there is no significant
or any meaningful safety gap in this regard.
MEMBER DEMETER:
make sure.

Okay.

I just want to

So from your analysis, based on changes to the

plant through time, the refurbishment, climate change, you
felt that none of that through your Gap analysis had
sufficient impact on safety to require on an urgent basis a
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new deterministic design-based earthquake analysis.
DR. VIKTOROV: Correct.
MEMBER DEMETER:
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, thank you.
Very good.

Thank you very much for your intervention,
Dr. Ragheb, and thank you for the presentation as well.
We will now move to our next presentation,
which is by the CANDU Owners Group, as outlined in CMD
22-H2.188.
We have Ms. Liette Lemieux making the
presentation remotely.
Ms. Lemieux, over to you, please.

CMD 22-H2.188
Oral Presentation by the CANDU Owners Group

MS. LEMIEUX:

Thank you very much, Madam

Velshi and Commission Members, for allowing us to come and
speak to you today on behalf of COG’s members and New
Brunswick Power.
I would like to say and acknowledge that
I’m speaking to you from the Traditional Territories of the
Anishinaabewaki, Mississauga and Wendake-Nionwentsïo
Nations.
My name is Liette Lemieux.

I am the
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Interim President and CEO of CANDU Owners Group, or COG.
With me by Zoom I have Carlos Lorencez.
He is COG’s Director of Nuclear Safety and Environmental
Affairs.
I am here today on behalf of COG in
support of NB Power’s application to renew its Point
Lepreau Generating Station licence for a 25-year period.
We support their application because it’s
essential to achieving Canada’s net zero goals.

It’s a

facility with a demonstrated track record of operating
safely, successfully and with a focus on community and
continuous improvement, and continued operation will extend
these benefits for New Brunswick, Canada and beyond.
I would like to start by telling you a
little bit about our organization to provide context on our
relationship to NB Power and why we are here today.
Point Lepreau Generating Station is a
CANDU design, which is a unique Canadian technology.

COG

is a not-for-profit organization with membership from all
CANDU operators in Canada and around the world, including
New Brunswick Power, who was a founding member.
Each year COG members spend approximately
$70 million in research, development and joint projects,
and these projects are all focused on strengthening the
safety, reliability, environmental and cost performance of
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the plants.
And really the proof is in the pudding.
The decades’ long safety record of Point Lepreau and the
entire Canadian nuclear fleet is the evidence.
In brief, the work facilitated by COG on
behalf of its members strengthens each facility
independently, as well as the industry as a whole.

So why

does that matter today?
Well, as you are aware, this 25-year site
licence request is the first in Canada.
the renewed lifecycle of the plant.

It’s aligned with

Having successfully

supplied over a third of all the electricity used in the
province for almost 40 years, the plant was successfully
refurbished in 2012, extending its life by 30 to 35 years.
That timing is significant.
Canada has an ongoing plan to achieve net
zero by 2050, and nuclear power is an essential part of
that plan.

Nuclear will be critical in providing baseload

power, particularly in areas where renewables face
intermittency issues.

Granting a 25-year site licence

secures another 25 years of safe, emissions-free
electricity.
It also allows NB Power and the CANDU
industry to continue to do important work that could enable
a second refurbishment and further life extension of the
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plant.
I have a good example of this work.

They

deployed the use of an online corrosion monitoring system,
work that was initiated at Point Lepreau and has since been
used at Darlington Nuclear in Ontario.

And the use of the

monitoring equipment allows engineers and operators to
remotely assess conditions that allow safe nuclear unit
start-up.

This reduces the effort and radiation dose that

was historically required to obtain the information
manually.
This kind of innovation is just one of
many examples I could share of how a focus beyond
maintaining equipment to continuously improving nuclear
plant design and nuclear safety does more than just
preserve the efficiency, safety and effectiveness of the
facility; it actually enhances those qualities over time,
enabling the continued operation of facilities like Point
Lepreau far beyond their original projected lifespan and
brings all of the benefits of clean energy that come with
it.
Just look at their track record.

NB Power

continuously meets all federal, provincial and municipal
nuclear regulatory requirements for environmental
protection, safety and security.

And they go beyond

requirements with a commitment to openness, transparency
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and public and industry engagement.
I think you’ve heard that so far and will
probably continue to hear that over the next day.
In fact, Point Lepreau is the lead of
COG’s C6 Fleet Forum.

The forum facilitates and supports

relationships between Canada and other countries that are
using the same C6 technology.

Those countries include

Romania, Argentina, China, Korea, India and Pakistan.
Fleet members work together to share
operating experience, design modifications and safety
analysis, as well as managing obsolescence and operating
and maintenance practices.
Through COG’s network of peer teams, Point
Lepreau employees collaborate with other members to enhance
a number of aspects of plant safety and operations.

That

includes key areas of human performance and equipment
reliability and cyber security.

Their leadership in these

forums reflects a sustained commitment to excellence.
Importantly it has also fostered an
engaged international community of nuclear experts with a
common focus on continuously optimizing this shared
technology over a similar timeline, as many of these
facilities will also operate into the 2040’s or beyond.
This work benefits New Brunswick, Canada
and all CANDU member countries.

And since climate change
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knows no borders, that’s a win-win.
That brings me back to the main thing I
want to leave with you today.
With Canada and countries around the world
focused on addressing the critical challenges of climate
change and its effects, the renewal of Point Lepreau
Generating Station’s operating licence for 25 years is key
to achieving Canada’s net zero goals.

NB Power has the

demonstrated track record of improving operations
performance and enhancing nuclear safety, both here in
Canada and around the world.
On behalf of COG, I am pleased to
recommend approval of this 25-year licence application.
Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Dr. Berube.
MEMBER BERUBE:
submission.

I have no questions.
THE PRESIDENT:
MEMBER DEMETER:

your submission.

submission.

Thank you for your

Dr. Demeter?
Thank you, as well, for

I have no questions.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

And Mr. Kahgee.

MEMBER KAHGEE:

Thank you for your

I have no questions either.
THE PRESIDENT:

So, Ms. Lemieux, I don’t
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know whether because it’s been a long day and people have
exhausted their questions or they’re just saving them for
tomorrow, but I do want to thank you for your submission
and for hanging in until this late in the evening.

We

appreciate you making the presentation today.
This brings us to the close of the hearing
for today.
The hearing will resume tomorrow morning
at 9:00 a.m.

Thank you all for your participation and

attendance today.
Have a nice evening.

Thank you.

--- Whereupon the hearing adjourned at 7:03 p.m.,
to resume on Thursday, May 12, 2022,
at 9:00 a.m. / L’audience est ajournée à
19 h 03, pour reprendre le jeudi 12 mai 2022
à 09 h 00

